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Abstract

For decades, reuse of software components has been acknowledged to be one of
the most effective means to reduce software development costs and improve
product quality. Gradually, we have also learnt that reuse of software architecture
and high-level design is equally important.

Object-oriented application frameworks provide an established way of reusing
the design and implementation of applications in a specific domain. Using a
framework for creating applications is not a trivial task, however. The complex-
ity, variability, and abstract nature of frameworks make them difficult to special-
ize. It is therefore essential that a framework is delivered with proper documenta-
tion describing its purpose, usage, overall architecture, and detailed design.

For an application developer it is particularly crucial that the framework’s reuse
interface is well documented. Design patterns provide a means to express that
interface in a systematic way. Special tools are also valuable in supporting the
framework specialization process. In our JavaFrames framework engineering en-
vironment, a pattern formalism is introduced to enable task-driven assistance for
framework specialization. Based on the patterns that are used to specify frame-
work reuse interfaces, JavaFrames offers code generation, dynamically adjusted
user documentation, and the validation of architectural constraints.

Unfortunately, reuse interface specifications typically become quite extensive
and complex for non-trivial frameworks. In this thesis, we discuss the possibility
of reverse engineering a reuse interface specification from the source code of a
framework and its example applications. A formal concept analysis algorithm is
adapted to produce JavaFrames specialization patterns from Java source code,
and the algorithm is implemented within the JavaFrames tool set. In two case



studies, automatic pattern extraction is conducted for the Struts and JUnit frame-
works. The effectiveness of the method is assessed through comparisons to
manually prepared annotations of the same frameworks.

The case studies indicate that it is possible to specify the intended rules govern-
ing the framework’s specializations with a precise pattern-based formalism to
allow effective tool support for framework specialization. It is also possible to
automatically extract a considerable portion of those specifications from source
code, which makes reuse interface modeling faster and can also increase the
quality of the produced models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software design and implementation remain difficult parts of information system
construction despite the enormous amount of resources invested in developing
systematic design methods, high-level programming languages, and advanced
programming environments. This is due to the fact that modern information sys-
tems are generally very large and highly complex assemblages of software mod-
ules running on exceedingly heterogeneous hardware and software platforms.
Furthermore, the software users have learnt to expect a rapid and continuous
stream of product updates providing new features and better performance. At the
same time the customers of software companies demand more and more custom-
izable solutions and tailored services.

In this kind of market situation it is very challenging to manage the variability of
the software products. That is why many software engineering organizations
have adopted the product line approach [Bos00] to their software development
efforts. A product line may consist of dozens of parallel products that share cer-
tain core components but also have substantial differences. The product line ap-
proach makes it possible to control the variability among the many parallel adap-
tations of the core assets and to relatively easily provide new versions of the
products.

1.1 Software Reuse with Object-Oriented Frameworks
The essence of the product line approach is systematic software reuse. Recent
empirical evidence shows that reuse is the main factor in increasing the quality
and productivity of software development [BBM96, MoN96, RiN00, SBF96],
and that it is best achieved in the context of product line approach by having
standardized architecture, interfaces, and data formats for all products [RiN00].

From a software engineer’s point of view, the key to maximal reuse lies in an-
ticipating new requirements and designing software so that it can be easily
adapted to them. Object-orientation in design and programming promises to ful-
fill the demand for this kind of flexibility [Boo96, BoR96]. However, applying
an object-oriented programming language or design methodology does not auto-
matically guarantee successful reuse. To enable full-scale reuse and to avoid ex-
pensive redesign, flexibility must be explicitly built into the systems [Cli96,
PVR99].
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Traditionally, reuse in object-oriented systems has been achieved through the use
of class libraries, which offer general services, such as basic data structures or
stream IO (i.e. code reuse), but seldom architectural or design level reuse. That
is why class libraries do not significantly reduce the effort required to produce
complex systems. That is also why the object community has shifted its attention
from class libraries to application frameworks [FaS97, FSJ99a, MaS99].

Object-oriented application frameworks represent the state of the art of reusing
both code and design to build large product lines. A framework captures the
commonalities of its application domain by a set of carefully designed abstract
classes. The relationships between these core classes and the algorithms imple-
mented within them define the common architecture and functionality of the ap-
plications to be derived from the framework.

For an application developer the most central part of a framework is its reuse in-
terface. The reuse interface consists of variation points or hot spots [Pre95,
Pre99] related to specializing the framework’s abstract classes (specialization
interface) and calling or combining its concrete default components (call inter-
face). Using a framework through its specialization interface is frequently re-
ferred to as white-box reuse because it typically requires at least some (and often
quite detailed) knowledge of the framework’s internal structure while black-box
reuse only involves calling the framework’s services through the interfaces of the
concrete components. Similarly, frameworks that emphasize subclassing and
method overriding are called white-box frameworks, and frameworks that are
mostly used by instantiating, combining, and configuring default components are
called black-box frameworks.

Most framework research has concentrated on framework design and construc-
tion, whereas framework usability has been less studied even though it has lots of
practical significance [SLB00]. This thesis is an attempt to fill that gap. Frame-
works are hard to use because they tend to be large, complex, and abstract sys-
tems. It has been estimated that it takes nearly a year for a professional pro-
grammer to master a large framework in order to be able to use it effectively
[Boo96, FaS97]. To provide the programmer with a clear understanding of the
hot spots of the framework, the framework should be accompanied with compre-
hensive documentation and a carefully selected set of example applications illus-
trating its purpose, structure, and usage.

It has been suggested that framework documentation should be given in the form
of patterns [GHJ95, Joh92] or framework cookbooks [KrP88]. A design pattern,
for instance, is a named description of a set of communicating objects that solve
a general design problem, such as introducing flexibility into a framework, in a
particular context. The pattern description typically includes a structural template
that describes the participants of the pattern together with their responsibilities
and collaborations. Framework cookbooks, on the other hand, give step-by-step
guidance for framework specialization by documenting the most common ways
of adapting or using framework’s hot spots as lists of programming tasks.
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1.2 Research Problem, Research History, and Contributions
We believe that successful framework-based application development requires
systematic methods and tool support. It is already widely accepted that tool sup-
port is beneficial in the specialization of some particular kinds of frameworks.
For example, visual builders have been used for constructing user interfaces for
quite some time, and there are similar black-box framework tools available for
other domains, too [DuJ96]. However, the framework usage problems are most
severe with white-box frameworks, which are extensively applied in the industry
because they are generally more flexible than black-box frameworks. That is why
it is essential to provide tool support for assisting white-box framework usage as
well.

In our vision, both black-box and white-box frameworks are to be accompanied
with tools that guide and control application programmers in creating applica-
tions according to the conventions of the frameworks. In practice, such a tool
should provide documentation that dynamically adjusts to the choices the devel-
oper makes and code generation to automate the production of skeletal imple-
mentations. This would enable the application developer to concentrate on those
parts of the application that are genuinely application-specific. In addition, the
tool should validate application code against the architectural requirements of
the framework.

The most important prerequisite for that kind of tool support is the existence of a
precise formalism for expressing framework reuse interfaces. In this thesis we
use specialization patterns for that purpose [HHK01c, Vil03, Vil04a, Vil04b].
Specialization patterns are specifications of reusable program structures intended
to be instantiated in various contexts to get different kinds of concrete structures.
Specialization patterns are an attempt to combine the intuitive task-driven
framework assistance provided by framework cookbooks, the concreteness of
example applications, and the precise, declarative nature of pattern and role-
modeling formalisms [Rie00, RiG98, Mik98].

Systematically producing and maintaining a framework reuse interface specifica-
tion is, naturally, laborious and demanding. It would be of great help for frame-
work developers to have at least semi-automatic tool support for producing this
kind of organized documentation. Since the problem of obtaining precise under-
standing of the reuse interface of a framework resembles the general problem of
legacy system maintenance we believe that reverse engineering techniques
[Arn92, ChC96, WaC94] can help in solving the problem. In particular, we apply
formal concept analysis [GaW99] to produce framework specialization patterns
from Java source code of the framework itself and a set of available example ap-
plications.

The method presented in this thesis has been developed within the context of
Fred and JavaFrames projects, and the tool that implements the method is a part
of the JavaFrames framework engineering environment [Fre04]. We began this
research by studying the history and basic characteristics of object-oriented ap-
plication frameworks. We looked into the variety of frameworks used in the in-
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dustry (e.g. the frameworks to which we gained access through the industrial
partners involved in our research projects [Hau02]). We also studied the frame-
work development methods and processes suggested in the literature and applied
that information in developing a set of small framelets of our own [HTV97].

We concentrated especially on design patterns as a means to design and describe
frameworks. Our review of earlier work on providing tool support for frame-
work-based software engineering was published in [Vil97b]. An evaluation of the
Java language as a framework implementation language was published in
[Vil97a].

We soon realized that providing tool support for framework construction is too
ambitious a goal. Of course it is impossible to automate the creative process of
framework design, but we could not really find any interesting ways to automate
or support framework implementation either. Instead, we decided to focus on
framework usage problems and providing tool support for framework specializa-
tion.

The first version of our Fred framework engineering environment [HHK01a] was
a stand-alone tool that included an early version of our specialization pattern lan-
guage and task mechanism, an integrated source code editor, an incremental
parser, and an interface to an external compiler. In a follow-up project we en-
hanced the pattern formalism by adding support for a wide variety of new kinds
of constraints as well as a mechanism for producing pattern hierarchies by defin-
ing new patterns as specializations of existing, more general patterns (“pattern
inheritance”) [Vil04a, Vil04b].

We decided to integrate our new tool version (called JavaFrames) as a plug-in (or
rather as a perspective) to the Eclipse environment [Ecl04], which at that point
had become a mature and widely used Java development environment. Eclipse
was a natural choice since it offered open extensibility, enough dynamism for
implementing our task-based interaction model, and high-quality standard tools,
including a source code editor, various kinds of browsers, a debugger, and a
compiler. The latest version of our tool (JavaFrames Eclipse Integration 2.0.0) is
freely available at http://practise.cs.tut.fi/fred.

The work presented here has a theoretical and a constructive part. From a theo-
retical viewpoint this work has three main contributions:

(1) informal definition of the concept of framework reuse interface and the
analysis of different aspects of specifying and documenting reuse interfaces,

(2) definition of the specialization pattern formalism and the JavaFrames lan-
guage, which essentially is a collection of definitions and expressions that
are given through a semi-graphical user interface (the language has also an
XML-based textual representation, which is mainly used for exchanging data
with other tools and which in this thesis serves as a means to list patterns to
allow simple comparisons), and

(3) adaptation of formal concept analysis to the task of extracting framework
reuse interface specifications (in the form of specialization patterns) from the
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source code of the framework itself and the set of available example applica-
tions.

The first two contributions are joint work with the other members of the Java-
Frames development team (mainly Markku Hakala, Juha Hautamäki, and Antti
Viljamaa). They have been published in [HHK01a], [HHK01b], and [HHK01c].
The last item is original contribution of the author, and it has been published in
[Vil02] and [Vil03].

The main constructive products of this research are:

(1) design and implementation of the Fred and JavaFrames environments,

(2) design and implementation of the Pattern Extractor tool for JavaFrames, and

(3) the case studies where we have (a) annotated the JHotDraw drawing frame-
work [JHo04] with JavaFrames specialization patterns and derived a simple
music score application from JHotDraw under JavaFrames’ guidance, (b)
automatically extracted specialization patterns for the JUnit testing frame-
work [GaB99, JUn04] and compared the results to a manually prepared pat-
tern set, and (c) extracted patterns to describe the reuse interface of the
Apache Struts web application framework [Str04], evaluated the results
through a comparison to a manually prepared reuse interface specification,
and created a minimal chat application by specializing Struts under Java-
Frames’ guidance.

The first item is joint work with the JavaFrames development team. The last two
items are original contributions of the author except for (3a) and (3c), which are
joint works with Antti Viljamaa.

1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. The basic characteristics of object-
oriented application frameworks are introduced in Chapter 2. We concentrate
especially on framework documentation and tool support for framework usage. A
role-based language and a programming environment for specifying framework
reuse interfaces are presented at the end of the chapter.

Chapter 3 addresses reverse engineering and the general properties of program
understanding systems. The emphasis is on formal concept analysis. Chapter 4
describes in detail how concept analysis can be used to automatically extract
framework reuse interface specifications from source code.

In Chapter 5 we discuss the implementation and applications of our method. We
give an overview of the pattern extraction tool that has been implemented as a
constructive part of this work. After that we present two case studies where
automatic pattern extraction has been conducted for the Struts [Str04] and JUnit
[GaB99, JUn04] frameworks.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Object-Oriented Application Frameworks

An object-oriented application framework is a collection of classes implementing
the shared architecture and the common functionality of a family of applications
[Deu89, FaS97, FSJ99a, JoF88]. A framework typically also implements the
main control loop of the application and dispatches events that the application-
specific handlers respond to. This kind of inversion of control is often called the
Hollywood principle [LaN95, Vli96].

An application developer uses the framework to produce an actual application by
customizing, configuring, and instantiating appropriate framework classes pro-
duced by the framework developer. Figure 2.1 gives a schematic view of how
application-specific code either specializes or uses framework code through a
reuse interface. The former kind of usage (white-box reuse) is represented as
white arrows and the latter (black-box reuse) as black arrows in the figure.

The reuse interface expresses the hot spots of the framework (i.e. those semantic
aspects of the framework’s application domain that have to be kept flexible
[Pre95]). It allows the application developer to, e.g., define subclasses that pro-
vide concrete application-specific variations of the framework’s abstract con-
cepts or access the framework’s library of concrete default components. In addi-
tion, the application developer needs to give glue code to instantiate and combine
the objects that make up the application’s initial configuration (the black and
gray arrows in Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Framework reuse interface

There are several benefits to be gained from using a framework in software de-
velopment. A framework offers reuse on a higher level than a library of (more or

Framework code

Application-
specific code

Abstract classes Default
components

Subclasses Glue code

Reuse interface
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less) individual classes because it incorporates a common architecture for the
domain including the relationships and main interaction patterns between objects.
For application developers this kind of standardization means good maintainabil-
ity and easier communication. From the management perspective the biggest
benefit is increased productivity because development becomes faster and new
applications or updated versions can be made quickly by smaller development
teams. For end users the higher percentage of reused code means, above all, bet-
ter product quality.

The Smalltalk environment was the first programming environment to systemati-
cally utilize frameworks [Deu89, GoR89]. In the beginning of 1990s Taligent’s
work on CommonPoint frameworks [CoP95] attained interest in larger communi-
ties. Many of the early frameworks supported construction of GUI applications
(e.g. Unidraw [VlL90], HotDraw [Joh92], and VisualWorks [Yel96]). GUI de-
velopment benefits a lot from a framework-based approach because GUIs are
widely used and they consist of complex but relatively repetitive code. Today,
there are mature frameworks available for a multitude of domains [FaJ00,
FSJ99b, HJE95]. Examples range from operating systems [CIR93], neural net-
works [BeP99], compilers [JKN95], and web applications [Str04] to banking
[EgG92], cryptographic protocols [NiP99], and videogames [SaN01].

In [FSJ99a], frameworks are classified by their scope to system infrastructure
frameworks (e.g. operating system or communication frameworks), middleware
integration frameworks (e.g. ORB frameworks, transactional databases), and en-
terprise application frameworks (i.e. frameworks that are specific to the business
domain of the enterprise, e.g. telecommunications, avionics, manufacturing, or
financial services).

In this chapter we give an overview of framework-based application develop-
ment. First we briefly introduce some main topics related to framework design
and implementation (2.1). Then we look at how frameworks are used in applica-
tion development (2.2). Chapter 2.3 addresses design patterns, framework cook-
books, and other means to document frameworks. In Chapter 2.4 we discuss pos-
sibilities to provide automated tool support for framework specialization. Finally,
in Chapter 2.5 we introduce our JavaFrames methodology and programming en-
vironment for assisting framework-based software development.

2.1 Framework Design and Implementation
Developing application frameworks is notoriously complicated. The fundamental
difficulty in framework design is to decide which properties of the system should
be left for the application developer to specialize, and how the flexibility required
for enabling specialization should be specified and implemented to keep the sys-
tem easily comprehensible. Too little flexibility makes a framework hard to cus-
tomize and adapt to various needs. On the other hand, too much flexibility typi-
cally results in a framework that is difficult to understand.

Objectification of behavior and program control to separate domain objects from
the activities in which they are employed is typical for framework designs
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[WoL95, Zim95]. For instance, algorithms and associations are frequently repre-
sented as objects. Invariably, a successful framework design involves important
abstractions that have not been derived directly from domain analysis. Instead,
they are often found in the later phases of design after many modifications, or
even after the users have already tried to specialize the first applications from the
framework.

A common problem with framework design is that added indirection and support
for flexibility introduces system overhead and inefficiency. Furthermore, the im-
plemented architecture of the framework might loose its structural resemblance
to the original domain model to such an extent that it becomes impossible for the
application developer to grasp.

2.1.1 Vertical Structuring: Framework Layers

A mature framework implementation typically has a layered structure similar to
the one shown in Figure 2.2. On the highest abstraction level the interface layer
defines the framework’s basic objects and their services as purely abstract inter-
faces (e.g. Figure, Tool, ToolBar, Connection, and ConnectionFigure) without
any actual implementation code. It usually reflects rather directly the main
concepts of the domain discovered during the domain analysis.

Figure 2.2: Typical layered structure of a framework

Below the interface layer there is a layer of abstract classes that define the main
parts of the framework’s core algorithms but leave some application-specific
parts open (e.g. AbstractFigure). This core implementation layer supplies the
fundamental functionality of the framework by partially implementing the inter-
faces with abstract classes. It also makes the hot spots of the framework more
explicit by showing the user which functions to override (i.e. abstract hook
methods [Pre95]), whereas the underlying algorithms (i.e. template methods
[Pre95]) calling the hook methods are usually hidden from the user. Although in

*
Figure

Tool

ToolBar

AbstractFigure CompositeFigure

Rectangle ...

Interface
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Core Implementation
Layer

Default Component
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...

...

...

*
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Connection

Line
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principle it is possible to directly implement any interface, the application devel-
oper usually specializes classes from the core implementation layer.

On the third layer there is a library of default components provided by the
framework (e.g. Rectangle). It consists of full default implementations (concrete
classes) of the framework’s concepts for commonly recurring circumstances. The
user can select those classes that she needs and assemble them together in the
context of the overall architecture of the framework in order to get a working ap-
plication (for an example, see Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2.2.2).

2.1.2 Horizontal Structuring: Narrow Interfaces

A good framework design strikes a balance between overfeaturing in the frame-
work and code replication in applications [CDS97]. The problem is that what is
appropriate for one application may appear to be overfeaturing for another. The
problems related to overfeaturing can be reduced by correctly grouping the fea-
tures into separate interfaces.

A typical interface or a class in a framework’s implementation supports a large
number of features, many of which are not needed in most applications. It has
been suggested, however, that interfaces should be narrow in the sense that they
should declare only the most rudimentary features for the concepts they describe.
Interfaces should also be role-oriented, i.e. each interface should represent a dis-
tinct role that can be played (i.e. implemented) by a class [CaL01, GuB01,
RiG98]. A class can naturally implement multiple roles (interfaces), and a role
can be implemented by multiple classes.

A framework that provides narrow, role-oriented interfaces makes it easier for an
application developer to select an appropriate interface to use (or specialize).
Narrow interfaces clarify the intents of the usage relationships between objects
and thus support the overall understandability of the system. Wide interfaces are
more complex and harder to comprehend because they comprise more methods,
and also because the methods usually have more parameters than the methods in
narrow interfaces.

In general, using a service through an abstract interface allows the implementa-
tion of the referred interface to change — even at run-time. Furthermore, clearly
defined interfaces make systems safer by explicitly expressing which services of
each component are supposed to be accessed from outside and by simultaneously
hiding the other features.

The main advantage of narrow interfaces, in particular, is that they can be com-
bined to support practically any possible combination of features. Whenever a
class needs to use another class in many roles (i.e. through multiple interfaces), a
new derived interface for that purpose should be defined by combining the de-
sired element roles with role inheritance. In Figure 2.2, for instance, the Connec-
tionFigure interface is defined to be used in algorithms that treat Line objects as
both Figure and as Connection instances. In this case the usual problems of mul-
tiple inheritance can be avoided since implementations are not inherited. Role
inheritance enables the developer to choose as narrow (or as wide) an interface as
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is appropriate. Role-oriented interfaces and interface inheritance should be used
with care, though, because in some cases they may lead to an unnecessarily large
number of small interfaces.

Modifications in a framework class often lead to modifications in the applica-
tions using the class, too. The usage of narrow interfaces helps to keep feature
implementations orthogonal so that adding new features can often be done by
adding new framework classes instead of changing existing ones. And if changes
are unavoidable, they can be localized to few selected classes, so that only those
parts of the system that actually use the modified classes are affected.

When the features of the framework are declared via a set of narrow interfaces,
adding new framework classes is as easy as adding new application classes.
There is actually no need of making a sharp distinction between application
classes and framework classes: an application class can be promoted to be in-
cluded in the library of the framework’s predefined components if a need to use
it in other applications arises.

2.1.3 Framework Development Process and Framework Evolution

In principle, a framework development process can be divided into problem gen-
eralization and framework design as described in Figure 2.3 [KoM95]. Problem
generalization starts from a representative application (or preferably from a set of
applications) and generalizes it step-by-step into the most general sensible form.
During framework design an implementation for each generalization is given in
terms of a framework. Framework design typically involves the application of
appropriate design patterns [GHJ95] to attain the required variability.

A framework on level i specializes the framework on the next general level i+1.
Framework specialization may require, e.g., adding a few concrete subclasses
that implement the missing functionality. This approach leads to a hierarchy of
more and more refined frameworks where the initial example application is de-
rived from the most concrete framework. This demonstrates that the framework
is applicable in the representative case that was chosen as the starting point for
the problem generalization. (Note that this kind of framework hierarchy is to
some extent analogous to the framework layering described in Chapter 2.1.1.)

In practice, framework development consists of recurring prototype, expansion,
and consolidation phases [FoO95, GuB01, Sch95]. Initially, the design process
starts with a simple domain-specific model that results from an analysis of a par-
ticular configuration. This configuration may be a set of prototypes and toy pro-
grams with which the developers have been exploring the characteristics of the
domain or, if the domain is mature enough, a representative set of actual produc-
tion applications developed earlier and independently from the framework pro-
ject.

In the expansion phase, a sequence of transformation steps is performed to make
the framework’s functional logic configuration independent. Each step increases
the reusability of the system by applying a suitable object-oriented technique,
such as inheritance, to a specific part of the design to turn it into a hot spot. Dur-
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ing consolidation some object relationships that originally did not allow behavior
to be changed at run time might be changed to allow more flexibility by apply-
ing, e.g., the Strategy design pattern [GHJ95]. Also, some variant implementa-
tion strategies originally modeled in applications may be generalized and moved
to the framework.

Figure 2.3: Framework design by stepwise generalization [KoM95]

Framework evolution is usually characterized by a gradual transformation from
white-box reuse to black-box reuse [DuJ96]. White-box frameworks depend
mainly on inheritance in providing flexibility. Users of this kind of frameworks
are forced to acquire knowledge about the internals of the classes they have to
specialize. As a framework evolves, object composition becomes more dominat-
ing. This makes it easier to use because the application developers only need to
care about the external call interfaces of the framework classes. Of course such a
black-box framework is harder to design. It usually takes several trials and errors
to get the interfaces right. Also, pure black-box frameworks are not typically
very flexible since their capabilities are limited to the functionality provided by
the predefined components. For these reasons, most frameworks remain gray-box
frameworks and provide both white-box and black-box reuse mechanisms
[FSJ99a].
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2.2 Framework Usage
By definition, frameworks are flexible and incomplete software systems that can
be configured and adapted to work as a basic infrastructure for various kinds of
applications. Unfortunately, flexibility usually implies also complexity and ab-
stractness. This makes framework usage hard. It can be difficult to know what
can, and especially what cannot be done with a framework, so even choosing a
right framework for a job may prove to be complicated.

2.2.1 Framework-Based Development Process

From an abstract point of view framework-based application development can be
described as a five-step process (see Figure 2.4). First, the requirements for the
application are gathered (1), and a conceptual architecture (i.e. the main compo-
nents together with their functionality, relationships, and collaborations) is de-
fined to meet the requirements.

Next, the candidate frameworks are assessed to select those that provide the con-
cepts and functionality best suited for the application (2). At this point, the appli-
cation developer must choose between using a framework directly, modifying it
to better fit the need (if the source code is available), or constructing the applica-
tion from scratch. The choice is based on an estimate of how well the application
matches the domain of the framework. This analysis should include, not only the
functionality provided by the framework, but also non-functional issues, like in-
teroperability and performance.

When a set of suitable frameworks has been selected, it is possible to specify the
application-specific increments (3). An application-specific increment (ASI) de-
scribes a part of the implementation that specializes a framework to fulfill a par-
ticular requirement [BMM99]. An ASI is based on the reuse interface of the
framework and the requirements documentation. It is therefore critical that the
application developer understands the implications that the framework’s architec-
tural style has on the ASIs. Using multiple frameworks in one application may
lead into framework composition problems if there are conflicting requirements
[MBF99]. For instance, it is often the case that more than one framework as-
sumes to have the main control loop.

After the specification of the ASIs, they must be designed, implemented, and
tested (4). This involves gluing together the selected ready-made components
from the framework’s component library, deriving application-specific compo-
nents by implementing the selected interfaces directly or by specializing abstract
classes, and providing application-specific classes that implement the functional-
ity not covered by the framework. Finally, all ASIs are integrated with the under-
lying framework(s) and the complete application is tested against the original
requirements (5). It is also crucial to check that the ASIs do not violate the archi-
tectural requirements and constraints posed by the framework (i.e. that the appli-
cation is a valid specialization of the framework).
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Figure 2.4: Framework-based application development

Note that even though there is no explicit iteration depicted in Figure 2.4 it is
very likely that backtracking in one form or another will occur also in frame-
work-based application development.
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main classes and the functionality they provide. It is also significant that she is
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able to figure out how and where she is to add her application-specific classes,
and what kind of rules she must follow when coding them. In addition, she must
understand the services provided by the framework’s default components and the
protocols that are needed to access them.

Figure 2.5 illustrates how a simple diagram drawing application could be special-
ized from an imaginary drawing framework introduced already in Figure 2.2. The
application consists of (1) interfaces and abstract classes defined in the frame-
work (e.g. Figure, AbstractFigure, CompositeFigure), (2) ready-made concrete
subclasses from the framework’s component library (Rectangle), and (3) applica-
tion-specific subclasses (e.g. Ellipse). The application-specific subclasses fill in
gaps of the abstract framework classes by providing concrete hook methods (e.g.
draw), which the framework’s template methods call via the use of dynamic
binding.

Figure 2.5: An application derived from a framework

In addition, there normally is initialization and glue code (or scripts) to assemble
together the pieces of the application (Main). Naturally, there can also be
application-specific code that does not depend on the framework in any way
(ErrorHandler) or classes that just call some services of the framework but are
not derived from the framework (e.g. SemanticChecker).
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Frameworks often define the control flow on a framework-calls-application basis
[LaN95, Vli96]. It means that the application developer must think in terms of
the responsibilities of the objects and write handlers for various events that the
framework dispatches. Figure 2.5 gives an example of classes that implement
such reversed control flow. The Diagram class is a subclass of CompositeFigure.
When Diagram’s draw method (inherited from CompositeFigure) is called, it
just forwards the call to all the Diagram’s children that adhere to the common
Figure interface. Each elementary figure (i.e. subclass of AbstractFigure) must
render itself to screen in an implementation of the draw method without knowing
who and where actually called it.

2.2.3 Example Applications

The biggest problem in framework-based development is the steep learning curve
[BMM99, MoN96, Pre95]. An understanding of the concepts of the framework
may be required already when choosing the framework, but it becomes an abso-
lute necessity when the application-specific increments are specified and de-
signed. However, the complexity, variability, and abstract nature of framework
classes make them difficult to understand. Interfaces and classes of a framework
are designed to work together and they must be learned as a whole. That is why
learning a framework is harder than learning a regular class library in which one
can focus on individual classes one at a time.

Many authors emphasize the role of example applications in learning frame-
works [FSJ99a, Joh92, Jol99, LaN95, MRT98, SLB00]. An example application
is a ready-made specialization provided with a framework distribution to illus-
trate the potential and mechanisms of the framework. Examples are concrete and
thus easier to learn than the abstract framework in itself.

Examples are most useful when describing the purpose of the framework. They
also provide a way to study the internal structure and the dynamics of the frame-
work and, even more importantly, they demonstrate how the framework’s classes
can be instantiated, specialized, and used in an application. An example applica-
tion can even be used as a starting point for the very first specializations the ap-
plication developer produces.

In [SLB00], Shull et al. examine how application developers proceed with
framework specialization. Their empirical study suggests that an example-based
approach to teaching frameworks works better than teaching the class hierarchy
and object model of the framework. This is true at least when novice users are
first learning the features of the framework, especially under time pressure.

The example-based approach allows the developers to start working immediately
with a new framework. From the examples they get ideas of how to parameterize
the framework classes to gain the required functionality. At the same time they
can avoid the tedious process of navigating through class hierarchies to find the
correct reusable classes. On the other hand, if too much emphasis is put on the
example applications it can prevent application developers from going beyond
the functionality that is explicitly present in the examples. Using example appli-
cations as the only method of communicating the conventions and mechanisms
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of a framework becomes particularly problematic when the user has several al-
ternative ways of implementing certain functionality. These alternatives might
each have different effect on some non-functional aspect of the system, e.g.
flexibility, efficiency, or reliability. It can be almost impossible to make a right
choice in such a situation without good conception of the framework’s architec-
ture and the general design decisions behind it.

2.3 Framework Documentation
Even though programmers are usually quite skillful in inferring framework usage
protocols from the provided examples, the example-based approach to teaching
framework usage does not support the construction of more evolved and complex
adaptations. This is because the examples do not reveal the structure and services
of a framework in a systematic way. Thus, the advanced users need also a thor-
ough reference documentation of the framework in order to utilize it effectively.

There are three aspects to application framework documentation: the purpose of
the framework, the instructions on its usage, and the detailed design of the
framework [Joh92]. Johnson suggests that framework documentation should be
arranged hierarchically so that first the framework’s application domain is intro-
duced by giving examples of what it can be used for. After that the general func-
tionality of the framework should be explained by giving examples of typical use
cases. Finally, the detailed design of the framework must be documented by
illustrating how objects collaborate to provide the framework’s functionality.

Documentation that describes the inner workings of a framework should concen-
trate first on conveying the intent of the design and its overall structure [BMM99,
FSJ99a]. If the user does not understand the underlying principles of the design,
the detailed rules and constraints imposed by the framework developers do not
make sense. The documentation should focus on the responsibilities of the ob-
jects and the interactions between them (both within the framework and espe-
cially between the framework and applications). These interactions, after all, are
what differentiate frameworks from traditional class libraries.

Framework documentation is most often based on a variety of diagrams express-
ing the overall structure of the system and a reference manual for conveying the
details. The static aspects of the framework can be expressed with class diagrams
and module dependency charts and the dynamic aspects with sequence diagrams
and state transition diagrams, for example. A good way to tie these views to-
gether is to provide a set of carefully selected (instances of) use cases that show
how different parts of the system interact and how this dynamism is reflected in
the different views of the system [Kru95]. At the moment UML offers the most
popular set of diagrammatic notations for visualizing the structure and behavior
of a software system [RJB99], but the core UML does not provide any special-
ized support for modeling a framework reuse interface or hot spots.

Reference documentation for an object-oriented framework typically includes at
least a hierarchically organized listing of class and method signatures together
with a description of their semantics. The biggest problem with reference manu-
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als is that they require a lot of maintenance as the system evolves. That is why
self-documenting code has been a long sought ideal [Kot96]. A practical way to
reach this goal is to generate reference documentation automatically from the
implementation [GuB01, MRT98]. A typical example would be to use the Java-
doc tool [Sun04c] to produce documentation from the source code and formal
comments of a Java framework.

Regardless of the methods that are being used, framework documentation must
support both framework maintenance and specialization. In this thesis we are in-
terested in the usability of frameworks, so we will mainly concentrate on the lat-
ter aspect of framework documentation. From the framework user’s point of
view, the documentation should be very goal-oriented and prescriptive. The
documentation should be directed to users that might not be domain experts or
experienced software engineers.

2.3.1 Patterns

The basic mechanisms of object-oriented programming can be combined in any
number of ways in a variety of contexts to produce solutions to commonly occur-
ring design problems. It is inefficient, however, for engineers to start from the
first principles every time they are trying to come up with a design that meets the
given requirements. That is why mature engineering disciplines have handbooks
that describe successful solutions to known problems. At the moment there are
few such handbooks available for software engineers. In [GHJ95], Gamma et al.
represent a catalog of 23 design patterns as an attempt to help people to reuse
successful designs.

Design patterns as semantically enriched variations of the basic principles of ob-
ject-oriented design provide an excellent way to document framework reuse in-
terfaces. Both frameworks and design patterns address the need for reuse in ob-
ject-oriented software development. Still, there are also major differences be-
tween design patterns and frameworks. First of all, design patterns are more ab-
stract than frameworks. Frameworks are code, but only instances of patterns can
be embodied in code. Design patterns are smaller architectural elements than
frameworks. In any reasonable framework there are many instances of design
patterns interwoven with each other. A framework has always a distinctive appli-
cation domain, whereas patterns are usually generally applicable, although there
are also some domain specific pattern languages.

Patterns act as a framework design tool and have demonstrated their value espe-
cially in structuring extension points of frameworks. Most design patterns are
based on abstract interfaces that are the key to reuse [GuB01, Deu89, RaL89,
Yel96]. They emphasize the use of dynamic binding, object composition, and
delegation instead of inheritance of attributes and operations. On the other hand,
it can be argued that the positive impact of increased flexibility can be nullified
in some cases by the confusion caused by the added layers of indirection
[Men97]. That is why design patterns should be applied with care and only when
the flexibility they provide is truly needed.
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Design patterns provide basis for concise and accurate communication between
designers and help in dissimilating expert knowledge to novices [GHJ95, Kot96].
However, in the context of framework-based software engineering, perhaps the
most important aspect of patterns is that they provide an effective way to docu-
ment the architecture and reuse interface of a framework [HJE95, Joh92, KiB96].

In [GHJ95], a design pattern is defined as “a description of communicating ob-
jects and classes that are customized to solve a general design problem in a par-
ticular context.” The four essential elements of patterns are:

• the name, which describes the intent of the pattern with a few words con-
tributing to the common vocabulary of designers,

• the problem and its context, including motivation, symptoms, conditions,
and applicability constraints,

• the solution that works as a template describing the pattern’s structure and
participants (i.e. elements, roles, relationships, responsibilities, and col-
laborations) as text and diagrams, and

• the consequences, including results, trade-offs, evaluation of alternatives,
costs and benefits, implementation issues, possible pitfalls, as well as im-
pact on reusability, flexibility, and portability.

The structure of a pattern is usually illustrated as a class diagram. As an example,
Figure 2.6 represents the Composite design pattern [GHJ95] whose intention is to
provide a recursive tree structure with leaves and branch nodes that can be
treated uniformly. This is achieved by defining a common abstract interface for
all nodes (Component). The interface is implemented in one or more leaf classes
(Leaf) as well as in a special class (Composite), which defines branch nodes. It
manages references to its children and delegates messages to them. The Compos-
ite pattern has many uses ranging from the internal representations of language
processors to the hierarchical ordering of visual components in user interface
toolkits and drawing applications (see Figure 2.5 for an example).

It should be noted that the class diagram in Figure 2.6 does not describe imple-
mentation-level elements. The elements that appear to be classes and methods in
the figure are really class and method roles. What is not explicitly visible in the
diagram is that an actual instance of the Composite pattern (e.g. classes Figure,
AbstractFigure, Line, Rectangle, Ellipse, and CompositeFigure in Figure 2.5)
probably contains classes and methods that have different names than the roles
they play. Also, there can be many classes playing the Leaf role, for instance, and
they might have features that have nothing to do with Leaf. In fact, the same
classes could well be playing some other roles in other patterns.

All these implicit properties of the Composite pattern can be inferred by compar-
ing class diagrams of multiple Composite instances to the class diagram of the
pattern itself or by consulting the textual descriptions associated with the pattern.
If we were to give a formal description of the Composite pattern, all these proper-
ties should be explicitly defined (see Chapters 2.5 and 3.2.2 for examples of dif-
ferent ways to formalize patterns).
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Since the introduction of the notion of design patterns, a wide variety of different
kinds of patterns have been proposed. A commonly accepted classification of
patterns is based on their granularity [BMR96, RiZ95, Vil95]. Architectural pat-
terns (or architectural styles as they are sometimes called) deal with the overall
architecture of the system. They clarify the properties of such well-known appli-
cation organization schemes as client-server, layered architecture, meta-level
modeling, and pipes and filters [Bus96, Sha96]. Design patterns, in turn, deal
with class or object relationships [GHJ95]. They are therefore often called micro
architectures. While coding, one often uses some language-dependent conven-
tions to avoid pitfalls and to keep implementation understandable. These low-
level patterns are called idioms or programming patterns [Cop92, VCK96].
Other kinds of patterns include meta-patterns [Pre95], domain-oriented patterns
[Cun95, Lea96], organizational and process patterns [Cop95, FoO95, Ker95], as
well as anti-patterns [BMM98].

Figure 2.6: The Composite design pattern [GHJ95]

2.3.2 Framework Cookbooks and Hooks

Framework documentation should be goal-oriented. This means that when an
application developer wants to use a framework to solve a problem it should be
easy for her to find a solution and to apply the solution to her problem. To
achieve this kind of accessibility, framework documentation can be organized as
a framework cookbook [KrP88]. Each entry in a cookbook is a recipe that de-
scribes a (common) problem and gives step-by-step guidance for solving it. The
recipes provide the user with an easy access to the documentation in the form of
predefined navigational paths. On the other hand, they rely on narrative descrip-
tions that may be imprecise or incomplete.
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In [PPS95], Pree et al. present a vision of active cookbooks. An active cookbook
would contain, not just textual recipes, but also interactive elements to supply
information on demand and to perform certain programming tasks in a semiau-
tomatic way. In our view, a tool like an active cookbook would be an excellent
way to link examples and detailed reference manual documentation to the typical
use cases or problems that the application developer may come across when spe-
cializing a framework.

However, reuse documentation in the form of cookbooks is quite constraining.
Cookbooks describe only a limited set of predefined ways of reusing a frame-
work [CDS97]. Instructions for adapting a framework cannot be adequately ex-
pressed as a static and linear step-by-step task list, because a choice made during
the specialization process may change the rest of the list completely. That is why
cookbooks, although a step to the right direction, are not enough.

Another advanced version of cookbooks is the SmartBooks method [OCM00,
OrC99]. It extends traditional framework documentation with instantiation rules
describing the necessary tasks to be executed in order to specialize the frame-
work. Using these rules, a tool can generate an instantiation plan that reflects the
requirements that the user has for her application. The instantiation plan is real-
ized as a sequence of tasks that guide the application developer through the
framework specialization process.

Froehlich, Hoover, Liu, and Sorenson suggest semiformal templates for describ-
ing specialization points of frameworks in the form of hooks [FHL97, FHL99]. A
hook is essentially a description of a hot spot, i.e. a point in the framework that is
meant to be adapted in some way, such as by filling in parameters or creating a
subclass for an abstract class. Hooks are textual descriptions, but more precise
and structured than normal documentation. Defining hooks for a framework
forces designers to evaluate their design in detail and may thus expose deficien-
cies or overly complex structures.

Like cookbooks, also hooks emphasize the intended use of the frameworks in-
stead of their design. In particular, hooks show the flexible parts of the frame-
work and describe how they can be used to come up with an application with de-
sired functionality. A hook presents a recipe as an imperative algorithm that is
intended to be read, interpreted, and carried out by the application developer.

2.4 Tool Support for Framework Specialization
It has been argued that it is unrealistic to assume that a framework developer can
anticipate future uses of her framework adequately so as to provide a complete
specification or even comprehensive documentation for its reuse interface
[CDS97, SLB00]. Especially those who oppose providing tool support for
framework specialization emphasize that in practice framework specialization is
more complex than just specializing a fixed number of predefined hot spots.
They note that the documentation should not assume that the hot spots are going
to be used in isolation from each other, and that in practice modifications to the
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structure of the framework itself (something which obviously cannot be auto-
matically supported) are common.

We believe that there is no accidental reusability in frameworks, and that it is
indeed possible to specify the reuse interface of a framework precisely enough in
order to support specializing applications from it. Furthermore, we see a possibil-
ity to provide tool support also for extracting reuse interface specification infor-
mation from the existing implementation code. We base our argument on our
own experiences [HHK01b, HHK01c, Vil01, Vil02, Vil03] and on the observa-
tion that visual builders for specializing GUI frameworks have been standard
parts of commercial integrated development environments (IDEs) for years.
There have also been rather successful attempts to generalize that idea to allow
the composition of applications from arbitrary components as long as they con-
form to a standardized component interface or protocol (see, for example,
[Sun04b]). In our view, these experiences show that tool support can become a
significant factor in framework engineering; not perhaps so much in designing
and constructing them, but in documenting them and guiding their usage.

A tool that supports framework specialization should, first of all, acknowledge
framework specialization as a process that is controlled on one hand by the re-
strictions posed by the framework’s architecture and on the other hand by the
application developer’s requirements. The tool should guide this process by pre-
senting the application developer with the options that the framework provides,
and by letting the developer experiment with the options, make choices, and can-
cel them if they prove to be unsuitable. At the same time the tool should make
sure that the application does not violate the architectural style and constraints of
the framework. The tool may even act as a kind of automatic tutor when it inter-
prets the framework reuse interface specifications produced by the framework
experts. In this way it is possible to lower the training costs and leverage the
knowledge of the experts in the whole organization.

A framework specialization tool should combine the concreteness of examples
and the intuitiveness of cookbooks with the generality of formal constraint de-
scriptions. In this way the tool could actively guide its user (something which
might be impossible if mere declarative constraint descriptions were used). It
should be easy to locate example code fragments based on the problem at hand
and to generate appropriately adapted instantiations of them. Simultaneously, the
tool should support validation of applications that use and combine the frame-
work’s concepts in more complex ways than what is explicitly present in the ex-
amples and recipes. It is important to maintain an explicit connection between the
specification and implementation to be able to validate the code even if it has not
been generated by the tool or if it has been modified later on.

2.4.1 Examples of Proposed Formalisms and Tools

To guarantee generality and soundness, it is advisable to have a solid formal base
for a framework specialization tool. This can be achieved by giving a precise
definition for the reuse interface specification language. Because well designed
frameworks use role-oriented interfaces in their implementation (recall Chapter
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2.1.2), and patterns that are widely used to document framework designs are
based on role modeling, it is natural to describe also the reuse interface of a
framework in terms of roles and constraints associated with the roles. On top of
the constraint language and its complementary constraint validation mechanisms
it is then possible to build also specialized, perhaps even framework-specific
tools.

The specification of an architectural unit of a software system as a pattern with
roles bound to actual program elements is not a new idea. One of the earliest
works in this direction is Holland’s thesis [Hol93] where he proposed the notion
of a contract to describe run-time collaboration of objects. Other similar formal-
isms and methods that preceded patterns include clichés [RiW88], template-
based design [HaY85], plans [HaN90], formal contracts [HHG90], and motifs
[LaK94].

After the introduction of design patterns, various formalizations have been given
to design patterns (see, for example, [FMW97], [MDE97], [Mik98], and
[Rie00]), often in the context of specifying the hot spots of frameworks. In
[EHL99], Eden et al. present LePUS, a symbolic logic language for the specifica-
tion of recurring motifs (structural solution aspects of patterns) in object-oriented
architectures. They have implemented a PROLOG-based prototype tool and
show how the tool can utilize LePUS formulas to locate pattern instances, to ver-
ify source code structures’ compliance with patterns, and even to apply patterns
to generate new code. In [ACL96], Alencar et al. propose another logic-based
formalization of patterns.

Kim and Benner take a different approach in their POE (Pattern-Oriented Envi-
ronment) tool [KiB96]. Their primary goal is to ensure that the patterns docu-
menting a system (such as a framework) are kept consistent with the implementa-
tion. In POE patterns have three kinds of components: classes, relations, and op-
erations. They have attributes like name, parent link, optionality, links to other
components (properties of a class, end points of a relation, parameters of an op-
eration) with cardinalities, and bindings to the user’s implementation classes.
The tool manages the creation, deletion, and verification of pattern instances to
ensure that the implementation corresponds to the structures and properties of the
patterns.

Fontoura, Pree, and Rumpe present a UML extension UML-F to explicitly de-
scribe various kinds of framework hot spots [FPR00, PFR02]. They use UML
tagged values (name-value-pairs that can be attached to modeling elements to
extend their properties) to identify and document the hot spots. Each hot spot
type has a dedicated tag. In addition, there are tags for expressing whether or not
the variable information is available at compile time as well as for identifying
application-specific classes as opposed to classes belonging to the framework.
UML-F descriptions can be thought of as a structured cookbook, which could be
executed with a wizard-like framework specialization tool. Similar tools have
also been proposed to be implemented on top of the SmartBooks and Hook for-
malisms mentioned in Chapter 2.3.2.
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2.5 JavaFrames Methodology and Language
In this chapter we have discussed the problems of framework specialization. We
have found out that the main obstacle in using a framework is the difficulty of
identifying its hot spots, understanding the relationships between them, and fol-
lowing the restrictions and guidelines associated with them. Example applica-
tions have been acknowledged as a good way to familiarize application develop-
ers with a new framework. Providing frameworks with appropriate documenta-
tion is another natural way of supporting framework-based application develop-
ment. Unfortunately, it is difficult to produce and maintain a compact, yet com-
prehensive set of documentation and example applications. And even if such
sources of information were available, they are typically not formal or general
enough to precisely define the hot spots of the framework.

Then, what about defining the reuse interface directly in the implementation?
There are mechanisms that allow the prevention of some simple framework mis-
uses. In Java, for example, it is possible to declare classes final, which can be
used to some extent to distinguish the framework’s frozen spots from the hot
spots [Sun04a]. Also, the class invariant as well as the pre- and post-condition
mechanisms of the Eiffel language offer possibilities to restrict the behavior of
subclasses specializing the framework classes [Mey92]. However, more complex
restrictions or requirements, involving interactions of multiple objects for in-
stance, cannot typically be expressed directly with the current implementation
languages. That is why a new language (extension) must be provided to define
and enforce those restrictions that are not directly supported by the constructs of
the framework’s implementation language.

Defining a new implementation language and writing a compiler for it is often
considered an elegant and general solution to this problem (see, e.g., [HeK99]
and [ACN02] for suggestions on how to extend traditional object-oriented lan-
guages to better support frameworks and how to integrate architectural descrip-
tions and specifications to the implementation). However, there are also many
advantages in a solution that uses a separate specification language and a tool
that interprets the specifications [ERR02].

From a conceptual point of view, separate reuse interface specifications provide a
more abstract and high-level view to the framework than possible language ex-
tensions do. Furthermore, if we wanted to embed a framework reuse interface
specification to the implementation that would mean incorporating also the speci-
fication of the application-specific parts of the system to the framework imple-
mentation because the application-specific implementation does not exist before
the framework is specialized. To us this seems a confusing approach to reuse in-
terface modeling. We cannot see how such an embedded specification could be
utilized to provide code generation and active user guidance in any straightfor-
ward way. (Of course, in principle, a custom language processor can always be
implemented to separate and interpret the specification code, but to us that seems
an inefficient and unnatural way to provide the required functionality.)
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We have opted for using separate specifications for the abovementioned theoreti-
cal reasons and also because that has allowed us to model existing frameworks
without modifying their implementations, to support a popular implementation
language (Java [Sun04a]), and to add our tool as a plug-in component to a widely
used development environment (Eclipse [Ecl04]). Furthermore, our decision
makes it possible to provide several specifications of the same framework for
different purposes (e.g. simple ones for beginners and more comprehensive ones
for experts) and to experiment relatively easily with new implementation lan-
guages and target domains.

2.5.1 Task-Oriented Programming using JavaFrames

JavaFrames [Fre04, Vil03, Vil04a, Vil04b] is a prototype of a task-oriented pro-
gramming environment implemented as an Eclipse plug-in (i.e. as a perspective)
[Ecl04]. JavaFrames is based on a previous tool called Fred [HHK01a, HHK01b,
HHK01c], which provided a stand-alone environment for framework engineering
with its own source editor and incremental parser. JavaFrames was developed to
generalize and enhance the ideas introduced in Fred. At the same time, it was de-
cided to integrate the tool to Eclipse to utilize its high quality standard tools (e.g.
the Java editor, browser, compiler, and debugger), and to concentrate on the task-
based assistance of framework specialization, which had all the time been the
core research area of the Fred and JavaFrames projects.

JavaFrames allows precise modeling of program elements, their properties, and
relationships to specify various kinds of reusable structures. Our original motiva-
tion was to support specialization of Java frameworks through specification of
their hot spots, but it has later turned out that the approach can be used to guide
programming according to various kinds of design patterns and architectural or
coding conventions, too. As an example, we have modeled parts of the Java-
Beans architecture [Sun04b] as specialization patterns and obtained thus an envi-
ronment for JavaBeans programming.

JavaFrames specifications consist of role-based patterns that are interpreted by
the JavaFrames tool to provide assistance for creating new Java code and for
modifying existing Java code so that it conforms to the pattern specifications. For
example, it is possible to specify the reuse interface of a white-box framework in
JavaFrames, and then to use JavaFrames as a framework-specific programming
wizard for the framework. During the specialization of the framework Java-
Frames provides the application developer with a list of fine-grained program-
ming tasks, like “provide a subclass of class View” or “override method draw()
declared in class AbstractFigure”.

In JavaFrames, each task comes with textual instructions and code generation
functionality. Both the instructions and the code generation templates adapt to
the application-specific terminology according to the information given by the
user. The task list changes dynamically as the application developer proceeds
with the specialization process: some tasks get marked as executed and new tasks
get generated. Executed tasks (i.e. tasks that have already been performed) re-
main as bindings between the program elements and the patterns that restrict
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their properties. Thus, JavaFrames can check the consistency of the produced
source code with respect to the statically checkable constraints encoded in the
patterns and report all violations as tasks as well.

2.5.2 Role-Based Specialization Patterns

Writing specifications in the JavaFrames language means defining specialization
patterns (or patterns for short) [Vil01, Vil04a, Vil04b] that are structural re-
quirement specifications for organized collections of target domain entities such
as classes declaring methods and data fields or XML files consisting of tags. A
set of specialization patterns can specify, e.g., how an application is derived from
a framework, or more generally, how a product is derived and configured in a
product line.

The JavaFrames language is basically a collection of definitions and expressions
that are given through a semi-graphical user interface (see Chapters 2.5.5 and
5.1). The language also has an XML-based textual representation, which is
mainly used for data exchange. In Chapter 5.4 and Appendices C and D, the tex-
tual representation serves also as a way to list and compare patterns. However, in
this chapter we first introduce the concepts of the language by using a simplified
graph representation.

A specialization pattern consists of named roles that can be bound to target enti-
ties that satisfy the requirements specified in the roles. There are different kinds
of roles for different kinds of target entities (e.g. class roles for classes and
method roles for methods). In the examples that follow, we assume that roles de-
scribe static properties of Java program elements and their relationships to each
other. Note, however, that JavaFrames supports also other kinds of target entities.
See Appendix A for a comprehensive list of all role kinds currently implemented
in JavaFrames.

Every role has a cardinality that can have the value zero to one (denoted by the
symbol “?” in the figures and in the tool), zero to many (“*”), exactly one (“ ”,
i.e. no marking), or one to many (“+”). A role can also have any number of de-
pendencies to other roles in the same pattern. The cardinality and the dependen-
cies of the role dictate the number of program elements that can play the role in a
pattern instance, i.e. in a collection of program elements bound to the roles of the
corresponding pattern. More precisely, the cardinality of role r expresses the
number of program elements that can be bound to r with respect to all combina-
tions of elements bound to roles r1, …, rn that r depends on. (Actually, the calcu-
lation of acceptable program element combinations is slightly more complicated
than that because the algorithm must ensure that the references to the already
bound program elements are unambiguous when the scripts (see below) of the
role are evaluated. This is explained in detail in [Vil04a] and [Vil04b] together
with formal definitions of roles, cardinalities, and other properties of specializa-
tion patterns.)

Figure 2.7 shows an example of a specialization pattern expressed as a directed
graph called a dependency graph. The roles of the pattern (e.g. Action and exe-
cute) are depicted as vertices and the dependencies as edges of the graph (e.g.,
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execute depends on Action). The names and cardinalities of the roles are given as
labels of the vertices. The roles form a declaration hierarchy where each role may
have zero or more child roles. The special dependencies that each child role has
to its parent role are depicted as double edges (e.g. from execute to Action).
Those roles that do not have a parent are called top-level roles (even though
technically they are declared under an artificial pattern root vertice that is usually
not visible in the figures). Class roles are typically top-level roles.

There are two class roles in the pattern in Figure 2.7: Action describes an abstract
framework class and UserAction describes all its potential subclasses. The cardi-
nality of UserAction is “+”, which means that there must be one or more such
subclasses. There are also two method roles in Figure 2.7. The execute role de-
scribes an abstract method declared in the framework class that is bound to the
Action role, which execute depends on. The other method role (concreteExecute)
describes concrete methods that override the corresponding abstract method. It
depends on the UserAction and execute roles, and its cardinality is exactly one.
This means that there must be exactly one method defined in each class playing
the UserAction role, such that it overrides the method playing the execute role.

The dependency relationships also determine the order in which the roles can be
bound. If role s depends on role r, role r must be bound before role s. So, in Fig-
ure 2.7, roles UserAction and execute must be bound before concreteExecute can
be bound. This reflects the fact that the user must first identify the method to be
overridden and the concrete subclass where the overriding will take place before
she can define the actual overriding method.

Figure 2.7: A specialization pattern depicted as dependency graph

A role may have a number of constraints associated with it. There are different
kinds of constraints available for different kinds of roles. For example, a class
role can be associated with constraints concerning the name of the class, the in-
heritance relationships of the class, and the modifiers of the class. See Appendix
A for a complete list of constraints currently available for roles in JavaFrames.
The name of an important constraint of a role can be optionally shown in a de-
pendency graph as a label of the corresponding dependency (if the constraint re-
fers to another role through the dependency) or as a label of the role itself. In Fig-
ure 2.7, there are two examples of constraints: inheritance associated with
UserAction and overriding associated with concreteExecute.
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Both constraints and roles can have scripts. Scripts are used for generating code
from roles, generating documentation related to tasks, and for specifying con-
straints (in the case of an inheritance constraint, for instance, a script is used to
specify the class that should be inherited by the class bound to the associated
role). A script has a name, a textual source code, and an interpreter associated
with it. Some interpreters allow a script to refer to other roles, which makes it
possible, e.g., to use the properties of the program elements bound to those roles
in defining the script. The accepted syntax, details of evaluation, and the type of
the resulting value depend on the selected interpreter. See Appendix B for de-
scriptions of script interpreters currently available in JavaFrames.

There are a number of predefined scripts available for roles and constraints (al-
though also scripts with user defined names can be added). A predefined script
always has some default source definition, but the idea is that it can be changed
according to the user’s needs. Some of the predefined scripts are available for all
role and constraint types (e.g. taskTitle) while most of them are particular for cer-
tain kinds of roles. See Appendix A for a complete listing.

A script is evaluated by JavaFrames when it needs the script’s result. This hap-
pens, for example, when JavaFrames calculates a task title for a task (then the
taskTitle script for the corresponding role is evaluated), when JavaFrames checks
a constraint against a Java source code element (then the value script of the cor-
responding constraint is evaluated), or when the script is referred to in some
other script that is being evaluated.

The order in which the roles are bound guarantees the correct evaluation of the
scripts: a script can only refer to roles that the owner of the script depends on,
and the script can be evaluated correctly only if all of those roles are properly
bound. For example, in Figure 2.7 UserAction contains an inheritance constraint
whose value script refers to the Action role (or actually to the program element
bound to that role). The constraint is satisfied only if each class bound to UserAc-
tion inherits the class bound to Action.

2.5.3 Tasks: Binding Roles to Program Elements

In JavaFrames, programming tasks provide the main interaction mechanism be-
tween the application developer and the tool. Tasks are used for reporting the re-
sults of constraint checks, for active user guidance, and for code generation.
JavaFrames generates new tasks, e.g., when the user executes a previous task or
edits source code. The tool keeps track of the existing roles, their bindings and
their dependencies, and points out the tasks that can be executed in the current
state of the pattern instantiation process.

Task generation is governed by the dependency relationships of the roles. First,
JavaFrames creates tasks for binding those roles that do not depend on any other
roles. If the cardinality and the dependencies of a role imply that there must be at
least one role binding for the role a mandatory task is created, otherwise an op-
tional task suffices. Each task is shown to the user as a piece of text, which the
tool gets by evaluating the corresponding role’s taskTitle script.
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The user identifies a task to be executed by selecting it from the task list pre-
sented to her. JavaFrames shows the task list with respect to a particular role.
That is, given a role in a pattern, the tool shows the tasks related to the binding of
the children of that role. Since usually the target entities of the roles are organ-
ized into composition hierarchies as well (e.g., classes consist of methods), the
hierarchical view of the pattern and the related tasks corresponds closely to the
intuition of the user.

The selected task is executed either by locating an appropriate target element that
will be bound to the role or by letting the tool generate the element according to
the defaultTemplate script of the role. An executed task remains as a binding (i.e.
as an object linking the role to the located or generated target element). After
each task execution the tool generates new tasks (1) from the same role (if the
cardinality and dependencies of the role allow that) and (2) from those roles that
depend on that role. The third source for new roles are the constraints: whenever
the target elements change, the relevant constraints of the relevant roles get re-
evaluated. If a program element does not satisfy a constraint declared for the role
the element is bound to, a repair task is created to inform the user about the con-
straint violation. More specifically, the tool evaluates the taskTitle script of the
violated constraint and shows the result to the user. In this way the task list keeps
changing according to user’s actions.

Figure 2.8 shows how the pattern introduced in Figure 2.7 has been bound to a
set of program elements. Those tasks that have already been executed (i.e. the
role bindings) are shown as black circles connecting the roles to the correspond-
ing program elements. There is also a mandatory task (a gray circle) that urges
the user to override the execute method also in DisplayAction (in the same way
as in the LoginAction class). The small white circle denotes an optional task for
providing yet another concrete Action subclass if the user needs more actions.

Figure 2.8: Binding a pattern to program elements
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There are no repair tasks visible in Figure 2.8. However, if the user would exe-
cute the optional task by locating an existing class and binding it to the UserAc-
tion role, a repair task would be created if the bound class violated any of
UserAction’s constraints. This could happen, for instance, if the located class did
not inherit the framework’s Action class (recall from Figure 2.7 that UserAction
has an inheritance constraint with its value script referring to Action even though
it is not visible in Figure 2.8). Most of the repair tasks can be executed by letting
JavaFrames to change the source code so that the constraint violation is solved
(in this case, the tool would add the missing inheritance clause to the signature of
the class). On the other hand, the user can also edit the code herself to fix the
problem, after which the repair task disappears.

2.5.4 Defining Specialized Patterns Based on More General Ones

In JavaFrames, it is possible to build pattern hierarchies where more detailed pat-
terns are defined based on more general ones. For instance, a general pattern de-
scribing inheritance and method overriding could be used as a basis for a pattern
defining a particular hot spot of a framework.

A pattern can extend other patterns. In order to extend an existing pattern and to
add more roles and constraints to it, one needs to first select the pattern to be ex-
tended. Then, the tasks that are related to those roles that one wants to have also
in the extending pattern are executed by postponing them. When a task is post-
poned, the corresponding role is cloned, and the task remains as a binding be-
tween the original role and the new clone role. After that, new constraints and
scripts can be added to the new role. The “old” properties of the originating role
apply if they are not overridden in the clone. Also entirely new roles can be
added to the new pattern.

In addition to using task postponement to extend roles from more generic higher-
level patterns, it is possible to combine properties of multiple roles into a new
role. This is done by first extending one role using task postponement as de-
scribed above, and then by associating the tasks from the other roles to the newly
created role. The effect is the same as with task postponement except that now
the properties of the roles to be extended are copied to the already existing role
(i.e. to the clone), not every time to a new role. In this way roles from multiple
patterns (or from the same pattern) can be joined into a new combined role. The
only restriction is that the roles to be joined must be of the same kind. See
[Vil04b] for concrete examples of pattern hierarchies.

2.5.5 JavaFrames Environment

JavaFrames supports both a framework developer in creating the specialization
patterns for a framework and an application developer in specializing the frame-
work by following a task list generated from the patterns. It guides the applica-
tion developer through the task list, dynamically adjusts the list and the accom-
panying documentation according to the choices made by the developer, and
verifies that the syntactic and semantic constraints of the framework are not vio-
lated. JavaFrames provides an interactive development environment in which
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programming tasks can be executed incrementally in small pieces, allowing the
application programmer to generate code, browse and edit the source code, and
cancel the tasks if needed.

In Figure 2.9, the user is annotating the reuse interface of the Struts framework
[Str04] with JavaFrames. She has created specialization patterns (e.g. Action and
ActionForm) that describe some of the main hot spots of the framework. There is
also a set of general-purpose patterns (hidden under the Generic OO Patterns and
Metapatterns nodes) that the user has imported to her project to use as basis for
the framework-specific patterns.

Figure 2.9: Specifying the Action pattern in JavaFrames

Figure 2.9 shows how the user interface of JavaFrames is divided into Architec-
ture View that displays the specialization patterns of the current project, Pattern
View that shows the role declaration hierarchy and the constraints associated with
the currently selected pattern, and the work area where the user can open, e.g.,
source code files to browse and edit. In Architecture View, the patterns can be
organized using the architecture nodes (e.g. Struts Framework, Generic OO Pat-
terns, and Metapatterns) that group related patterns together.
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In Figure 2.9, the user is developing the Action specialization pattern (recall Fig-
ure 2.7). In the left pane of Pattern View, you can see its roles (e.g. UserAction
and execute) and the constraints associated with them (inheritance and overrid-
ing). The properties of the selected role (UserAction.execute) are listed on the
right on the Properties tab. They include the dependency to the Action.execute
role (top right) as well as the scripts (bottom right), e.g., for producing text to be
shown in the task list when the role is to be bound (taskTitle).

In the figure, the user has opened a dialog box (visible in the lower left corner)
for editing the defaultTemplate script that defines the default source code frag-
ment to be used when generating code for the role. The interpreter for the script
is Simple Template Interpreter (STI) that allows the script to use tag syntax to
refer to the properties of other roles. Here the script refers to the method playing
the role of the method to be overridden (Action.execute) to fetch a correct signa-
ture for an overriding method (i.e. an instance of UserAction.execute).

When a pattern is taken into use, its unbound roles are shown to the user as pro-
gramming tasks. In general, the tasks can either guide the user in providing pro-
gram elements to be bound to roles or instruct on how to fix possible constraint
violations the already bound elements cause. Some of the tasks are mandatory,
while some of them are optional. Also, some tasks are mutually ordered and must
be solved in a certain sequence.

Source code for realizing the tasks can be provided in several ways: by coding
from scratch, by introducing a binding to a suitable class or method that already
exists, or by tailoring a default code fragment generated by JavaFrames. The Java
editor of Eclipse parses the source incrementally, which enables interactive con-
straint checks and accurate insertion of generated code. Changes in the source
code are monitored as the user types it in, and possible violations of constraints
immediately result in new repairing tasks. Hence, the proper use of the frame-
work is constantly validated and supervised by the system.

Figure 2.10 shows how an application developer uses the Action pattern in Java-
Frames to assist her in application development. However, before a pattern can
be used it must be initialized. In other words, the framework developer (or some
other framework specialist) has to bind the roles that represent the framework
program elements to the corresponding actual constructs in the framework. The
rest of the roles are left for the application developer to bind. In Figure 2.10 the
framework developer has already initialized the pattern. She has bound the
framework roles to the corresponding Struts elements and left the other roles un-
bound, which means that this part of the framework reuse interface specification
is ready to be used in JavaFrames to provide assistance for specializing the corre-
sponding Struts hot spot.

The situation in Figure 2.10 is the same as in Figure 2.8. The icons in Pattern
View show the bindings already made. The roles that are bound to the framework
elements (Action and Action.execute) are “hidden” behind clouds. The already
bound application-side program elements are, in turn, the LoginAction class and
its execute method as well as the DisplayAction class.
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The user has selected the DisplayAction class because the dark circle in its icon
indicates that there are mandatory tasks related to it. The tasks related to the se-
lected binding are shown on the Tasks tab. There is a mandatory task (note the
dark circle also in the task icon) that urges the application developer to override
the execute method of the Action base class also in her DisplayAction class
(“Override ‘execute(…)’”). The text pane below the task list shows a description
of the currently selected task. The descriptions can contain hypertext links to
more comprehensive documentation. In this case, the user is browsing the Java-
doc documentation associated with the method to be overridden.

Figure 2.10: Using the Action pattern in JavaFrames

In Figure 2.10, the user has opened the popup menu, which lists the choices the
user has for carrying out the selected task. She is about to perform the task by
generating the execute method to the DisplayAction class using the default tem-
plate defined for the corresponding role (i.e. she has selected the Perform Task…
menu item). The generated method skeleton could then be further modified in the
Java editor (visible above the task list in the figure). The other two options in the
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popup menu (Postpone Task… and Bind to Role…) are related to building pattern
hierarchies and combining roles as described in the previous chapter.

After properly overriding the execute method in DisplayAction there would be no
more mandatory tasks left so the Action hot spot would be considered appropri-
ately specialized (even though the user could continue by adding more Action
subclasses, which again would generate more mandatory tasks). In general, when
all mandatory tasks of all patterns are done the application is considered ready to
be tested, and the user can compile, run and debug the application using the de-
fault Eclipse tools.

In conclusion, JavaFrames supports a framework developer in her efforts to spec-
ify and communicate the hot spots of her framework. For an application devel-
oper, JavaFrames offers an interactive environment that provides set-by-step
guidance for the framework specialization process. In other words, JavaFrames
covers the last three phases of the framework-based application development
process depicted in Figure 2.4: (3) ASI specification, (4) ASI design, implementa-
tion, and testing, and (5) application integration. In addition, JavaFrames sup-
ports specification of framework reuse interfaces, which are the input for Phase
3.
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Chapter 3

Reverse Engineering

The problem of framework usage resembles the general problem of maintaining a
software system in that they both entail architectural knowledge of the target sys-
tem. That is why reverse engineering [Arn92, ChC96, HRY95, WaC94] forms a
natural background for this thesis. Reverse engineering is a general term used for
activities that aim at extracting high-level descriptions of systems from their im-
plementations to supplement or replace missing or outdated documentation.
Within software production, reverse engineering has mainly concentrated on
analysis and comprehension of legacy systems. In [Arn92], reverse engineering
is defined as “the process of deriving abstract formal specifications from the
source code of a legacy system, where these specifications can be used to for-
ward engineer a new implementation of that system.” This definition emphasizes
reverse engineering as a part of a reengineering process [Duc99].

In reengineering, an existing legacy system is changed to meet new requirements
(see Figure 3.1). This involves design recovery of the existing system (1) and
analysis of the new requirements (2). Those parts of the legacy system that hin-
der its cost effective adaptation to meet the new requirements are detected and
analyzed (3) to enable reorganization (4). When the system has been updated
(e.g. ported to a new environment, a new language, or a new paradigm), the
changes may need to be propagated to other systems (5) in order to ensure that
the updated system can be reintegrated to the surrounding environment.

There are also other views to reverse engineering. For those who are simply
maintaining a software system, reverse engineering is a way to find out where
and how each function of the system is implemented. At the same time reverse
engineering can also help in describing how each code fragment from the sys-
tem’s implementation relates to the overall architecture of the system.

In the context of framework documentation, reverse engineering serves yet an-
other purpose. Instead of aiming at modifications or new versions of an existing
system, we aim at new specializations of an existing framework. For a frame-
work user, reverse engineering may provide valuable insight into the frame-
work’s reuse interface. In this perspective the more general definition of reverse
engineering given by Chikofsky and Cross is a better match. They define reverse
engineering as “the process of analyzing a subject system to (a) identify the sys-
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tem’s components and their interrelationships and (b) create representations of
the system in another form at a higher level of abstraction” [ChC96].

Figure 3.1: Reverse engineering as a part of reengineering process

Many authors have noted the usefulness of reverse engineering and design recov-
ery techniques in the context of framework construction and documentation (see,
e.g., [CMO97], [PGG03], [KnP03], and [FaS97]). Extraction of framework
documentation from implementation is in many ways analogous to architectural
design recovery: we need to combine basic reverse engineering techniques, like
source code analysis, with design knowledge representations, such as design pat-
terns, to implement automatic recovery of their instances in the implementation.

In this chapter we review general principles and techniques of design recovery to
find a method that could be used for automating framework reuse interface speci-
fication. We do not intend to give a full account of all aspects of reverse engi-
neering. Instead, we focus on static design recovery and formal concept analysis.

First, in Chapter 3.1 we define a fundamental distinction between a software sys-
tem’s conceptual architecture and its implemented architecture. In Chapter 3.2
we discuss library-based methods for capturing instances of structurally identifi-
able design abstractions from implementation. In Chapter 3.3 we introduce for-
mal concept analysis, which allows, e.g., pattern detection without a predefined
library of pattern templates. Finally, in Chapter 3.4 we look at two examples of
how formal concept analysis can be applied in design recovery of software sys-
tems.
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3.1 Conceptual Architecture and Implemented Architecture
The goal of reverse engineering is to produce documentation that describes the
architecture of a system on a high level of abstraction, communicates the intent
of its design, and includes a detailed, yet accessible reference manual that can be
used for maintaining or reusing the system. Of course, it is not possible for a re-
verse engineering tool to comprehend the intent of the implementation. Instead, it
gathers, filters, and organizes facts that help a human analyst to form a mental
model of the system, which in turn is an aid to gain understanding of the system.

Any tool or method that tries to accomplish this kind of design recovery must
make a distinction between the conceptual and the implemented architecture of a
system [DiM01, HRY95, KNS92, Kru95]. The conceptual architecture is some-
times also called logical or idealized architecture. It is represented in documenta-
tion, for example, with high-level block diagrams. Its purpose is to communicate
the intended general structure of the system together with its underlying design
principles. The implemented architecture, on the other hand, is defined by the
instances of architectural styles or design patterns that actually exist in the sys-
tem’s implementation.

The implemented architecture is always different from the conceptual architec-
ture because it consists of concrete source code elements whereas the conceptual
architecture consists of abstract design artifacts. There are usually also some de-
viations from the commitments of the conceptual architecture in the implemented
architecture [BHB99]. They might have been done on purpose, e.g., to optimize
performance or to compensate the inability of the environment to support the
conceptual architecture. Most often, though, they are signs of architectural ero-
sion resulting from the developers’ lack of understanding of the architectural
commitments of the system [DiM01, EKS03, FBB99, SSC96] (this phenomenon
has also been called increased software entropy [JCJ92] and code decay
[EGK01]).

Most reverse engineering methods recover their information directly from im-
plementation [HRY95, Kel99, WTM95]. In this way it is possible to get a richer
and more up-to-date picture of the system than what is available in documenta-
tion. However, concentrating only on the architecture-as-implemented aspect ig-
noring the conceptual architecture may result in too fragmented a view of the
system [DiM01]. Furthermore, without a systematic comparison of the concep-
tual architecture and the implemented architecture it is not possible to estimate
how well the system’s implementation conforms to its original architectural re-
quirements.

Comparison of the implemented architecture and the intended conceptual archi-
tecture can be automated to some extent. Pattern-Lint is an example of a tool that
assists architectural compliance checking [SSC96]. The tool incorporates static
analysis and dynamic visualization to express design properties at a variety of
levels of abstraction, to check them, and to express system information selec-
tively and in a problem-specific manner. Even though the tool is able to gather
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positive evidence of conformance as well as identify violations of design rules,
the method requires a human analyst to interpret the results and to decide the
possible corrective actions. At the lowest levels of abstraction (e.g. idiom checks)
the automatic analysis is hindered by the amount of detail that obscures the de-
sign intentions. On the higher levels of abstraction (e.g. design pattern detection)
the problem is that there are almost always multiple implementation variations
for each abstract design model [NSW02].

3.2 Library-Based Design Recovery
Many program understanding methods try to extract design information at vari-
ous levels of abstraction by comparing predefined structural models, such as pat-
terns [Bro96, FGM01], architectural styles [HRY95], abstract design compo-
nents [Kel99], or plans [Qui94] to the available source code. The templates of
structural models are usually stored in a generally applicable or domain-specific
library [Qui95].

As an example, Figure 3.2 illustrates how a selection of pattern descriptions have
been formalized and collected into a template library. The templates express the
structural aspects of the patterns on a suitable level of abstraction to allow locat-
ing their instances in the implementation. In addition, a generic matching algo-
rithm is required to search the candidate implementation structures and to select
the appropriate ones as results. A common way to do this is to formulate a query
expression that can be evaluated for each candidate. Those implementation ele-
ments, which satisfy the conditions expressed in the query, are considered as
matches.

Figure 3.2: Matching formalized pattern templates to source code

Obviously, before efficient matching can take place the source code (or other
form of input) must be analyzed into a suitable intermediate form, such as an ab-
stract syntax tree (AST) [ASU86]. The AST of a system is a directed acyclic
graph, which explicitly represents the source program’s structure with subgraphs
that correspond to the commands, expressions, and declarations. If very large
systems are to be analyzed, it may be practical to first conduct partial analysis for
the whole system (to find just the class and method signatures without their in-
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ternal implementations, for instance), and then to examine closer only those parts
of the system that need special attention [TAF00].

Once a set of program elements has been recognized as an instance of a template
(of a design pattern or an architectural style, for example), the mapping from the
template to its instance in the (analyzed) source code actually describes a part of
the implemented architecture of the system. When all these partial views to the
system are put together we get the overall architecture of the system that can be
compared to the intended conceptual architecture found in the documentation.

3.2.1 Detecting Instances of Design Abstractions in Source Code

In [Bro96], Brown presents an automatic reverse engineering tool for detecting
design patterns in commercial-size Smalltalk programs. The tool uses structural
aspects of patterns to detect instances of them in source code. The following
short example illustrates his approach.

An instance of the Composite design pattern (recall Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2.3.1)
involves an abstract interface that has two kinds of implementation: leaves and
compound nodes. Compound objects have a one-to-many reference to objects
implementing the abstract interface. The essence of the Composite pattern is its
ability to generate recursive object structures, such as trees.

The Composite pattern can be detected by looking for cycles in a combined in-
heritance and association graph as illustrated in a simplified class diagram of an
imaginary GUI toolkit represented in Figure 3.3. When a cycle with a one-to-
many association is found, it can be strongly suspected that a Composite has been
used.

Figure 3.3: Detecting the Composite design pattern in a software system

Instances of other kinds of design abstractions can also be detected using similar
techniques as described above. In [HRY95], Harris et al. show how to automati-
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cally recover instances of architectural styles to verify that specific architectural
commitments are actually present in the implementation of a large and complex
software system. They define an architectural style as an expected arrangement
of components and connectors found in software. A component is a set of proce-
dures (a fairly large code fragment) that act together, for instance, as an architec-
tural layer. Connectors, in turn, are very specific code fragments or single proce-
dure calls that express how components are linked together. An example of a
connector would be a system call to spawn a new (sub)process.

Harris et al. use a library of formalized descriptions of architectural styles to
guide the design recovery process. The architectural styles in the library include
pipes and filters, interacting objects, abstract data type, implicit invocation, and
layering. Each style is associated with an appropriate set of queries expressed in
a code level vocabulary. More precisely, the queries are written in a language
that enables to write routines that access and analyze the AST parsed from the
target system’s source code. As a result, each query returns a set of AST nodes
satisfying the query, i.e. an instance of the corresponding architectural style.

3.2.2 Formalizing Structurally Identifiable Patterns

We have already learnt that automatic detection of instances of a design abstrac-
tion requires that the abstraction has a template structure that can be formalized
to allow automatic processing. Unfortunately, all design abstractions are not for-
mal enough to allow direct tool support. According to Brown “a (design) pattern
is detectable if its template solution is both distinctive and unambiguous”
[Bro96]. The same applies for other kinds of design abstractions as well. If a de-
sign abstraction is associated with a template that has a regular structure, and if
that structure is distinctive enough to differentiate the instances of the template
from any instances of other templates, then the abstraction can be formalized to
allow automatic detection. The Interpreter design pattern [GHJ95] is an example
of a pattern that is hard to formalize because it relies heavily on informal seman-
tic descriptions instead of structure. An opposite example is Template Method
[GHJ95] whose definition is not based on any semantic meaning.

The structure of a template can be described in various ways. As noted already in
Chapters 2.4 and 2.5, role modeling is central in formalizing patterns. Typically,
a role-based language is used to specify properties and relationships of some tar-
get domain entities. When deciding on the specification language to use, one
must consider the expressive power of the language and the effort needed to im-
plement the matching algorithm that uses the specifications. For instance, in the
architectural analysis toolset Maisa [FGM01, GPN02, PKG00], pattern templates
are given using PROLOG-like facts to state properties of program elements of
the systems to be analyzed. The properties are associated with roles that are rep-
resented by variables that can be bound to the elements of the target domain. Ef-
ficient matching of templates to implementation is guaranteed by using advanced
search and search space reduction techniques, such as constraint satisfaction al-
gorithms [Mac92] and AC-3 pruning for selection of relevant information and
removal of impossible solution candidates [Mac77].
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In a template, one tries to express the distinctive properties of the potential target
program elements that could constitute an instance of the corresponding design
abstraction. These properties can be specified using unary constraints that repre-
sent conditions for a single role (e.g. “the element in role r must be an abstract
class”), or binary constraints that represent relationships between two roles (e.g.
“the class in role r must be a subclass of the class in role s”).

In [Kel99], Keller et al. give a list of statically available source code information
that is relevant for pattern detection in C++ programs. Based on that list, we have
composed a table of common program elements available in most object-oriented
languages as well as constraints that can be applied to them (see Table 3.1). The
terminology in Table 3.1 follows mostly that of the Java language. In addition,
we use type as a common name for interfaces, classes, inner classes, anonymous
classes, and primitive types, and operation for methods and constructors.

Program element Unary constraints Binary constraints

package name –

file name
directory

–

type name
modifiers

file
package
owner (another type, if applicable)
inheritance (type generalization relationship)

field, variable, or
parameter

name
modifiers

owner (a type or an operation)
type

operation name
modifiers

owner (a type)
return type (if applicable)
thrown exception (a type)
overriding (of another operation)
operation call (to another operation)
instantiation (of a type)
reference (to a field, parameter, or variable)

Table 3.1: Constraints applicable to program elements of OO languages

Note that Table 3.1 contains method overriding as an explicit binary constraint
for operations, although in principle method overriding could be expressed using
other constraints related to method signatures and generalization relationships
between types. The reason for this is that polymorphism implemented through
method overriding is one of the key properties that characterize hot spots of ob-
ject-oriented application frameworks, and the knowledge of the hot spots, in turn,
is essential for all framework users [FaS97, Kel99, Pre95, Pre99]. In fact, the
ability to express method overriding in pattern templates is arguably the most
important thing in describing and detecting framework hot spots [Vil02, Dem98,
SRM99].
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Once we have decided on the formalism that we are going to use for expressing
our design abstraction templates, we can start building our template library. In-
formation to be coded to our library is available from many sources. For exam-
ple, [GHJ95] systematically catalogs a set of well-known design patterns. Be-
sides informal textual descriptions, patterns (in [GHJ95] and elsewhere) incorpo-
rate various kinds of diagrams and example implementations describing the
structure of the solution. Class diagrams typically express the main participants
(i.e. roles) of the pattern together with their interfaces (method signatures) and
relationships (inheritance, aggregation, association). The details of operation
calls, field references, and object instantiations, in turn, can be deduced from
scenario diagrams and from the example code fragments that are often given with
the patterns.

Sometimes the more domain-specific patterns or pattern variations must be writ-
ten from scratch. In such a situation, using pattern hierarchies (if the formalism
that is being used allows hierarchical specifications) can help to manage the vari-
ability among templates. (For concrete examples of using pattern hierarchies, see
[Vil04b].)

3.2.3 Problems: Completeness, Scalability, and Semantic Gap

Regardless of how well different pattern variations are specified in a template
library, it is still impossible for the library to contain all the potential variations.
Hence, in practice, the library-based approach to design recovery cannot guaran-
tee complete understanding of the target system, because every non-trivial system
always contains some code that is idiosyncratic [Qui95, ToA99]. Thus, the suc-
cess of any such method depends on how much of the code that is being exam-
ined is stereotypical and can be found by matching against predefined patterns.
Even if the target system did contain many instances of general patterns, it is still
up to the analyst to select or define an appropriate library to match against the
system under consideration [SeG98]. As a solution to this library selection prob-
lem, Harris et al. propose browsing documentation and source code to get initial
knowledge of the system [HRY95]. (A more sophisticated solution will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 3.3.)

A common problem with most traditional program understanding algorithms is
that their scalability is weak. In general, there are two dimensions of scaling in
pattern-matching algorithms: (1) the size of the program that is being analyzed
and (2) the size of the library [Qui95]. In order to make matching feasible, some
optimizations and heuristics must be used. To overcome the problems related to
the library size, the search library can be augmented with explicit search control
information or indexing. Another optimization possibility is to try to first effi-
ciently determine which kinds of high-level program elements are likely to be
present and then concentrate on verifying the presence of patterns that are rele-
vant to those kinds of elements. On the other hand, applying program
understanding algorithms only after reducing search space (e.g., by first
removing irrelevant input and then by using automatic modularization to
construct larger but fewer components to analyze) can compensate the growth in
system size.
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Yet another problem with the query-based design recovery approach is that it is
often difficult to translate domain concepts familiar to the analyst to the specifi-
cations of program elements because of the semantic gap between architectural
level and source code level concepts [GaM95, HRY95]. Also, the connections
between the found design abstraction instances are usually not captured by the
matching algorithm, which means that it can be difficult to gain a sufficient un-
derstanding of the architecture’s general structure.

3.2.4 Need for Dynamic Analysis

Traditional reverse engineering methods concentrate on analyzing the static
structure of a subject system. However, the increased usage of object-oriented
programming languages, especially advanced dynamic programming techniques,
such as reflection, has made static analyses less effective and less precise. Simi-
lar problems in design recovery are caused by the usage of generic system calls,
which may result in component dependencies that are almost impossible to rec-
ognize automatically (at least in a language and environment neutral way).

Dynamic analyses can be used to circumvent these problems. Most dynamic
analysis methods are based on instrumentation (i.e. adding special event genera-
tion calls into the source code of the program) [PeM99] or running the subject
system in a special environment (e.g. under a special debugger [SKM01]) to gen-
erate an event trace that can be monitored or recorded for a later examination.
The results of dynamic analyses are often represented as sequence or state transi-
tion diagrams (see, e.g., [KoM96]), and recurring patterns can be searched for in
the diagrams or in the event trace.

It is characteristic of all dynamic analysis methods that they, by definition, deal
with one execution of the system at a time. Therefore they cannot directly re-
cover generally applicable facts about the system’s design, although by combin-
ing information gathered during several runs it is possible to, e.g., synthesize
state transition diagrams for describing the universal dynamic properties of the
system [SKM01].

Another problem with dynamic analyses is that they commonly produce huge
amounts of detailed information. That is why they are often combined with static
analyses to direct the activities to the right aspects of the system and to restrict
the event generation [LaN95]. Examples of approaches that combine dynamic
and static analyses include the Shimba reverse engineering environment for ana-
lyzing run-time behavior of object-oriented systems [SKM01] and Eisenbarth et
al.’s method for locating the computational units that implement user-triggered
features [EKS03]. Both of them use static analysis to guide the dynamic analysis
to extract focused information at the right level of abstraction.

3.3 Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
It is not always possible to use a pattern library as a basis for pattern recovery.
Constructing such libraries requires a lot of effort. If one decides to use an exist-
ing library, one is faced with the problem of choosing an appropriate library for
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the current application. It might be difficult to know which patterns to look for. It
may also be the case that the system mainly consists of structures that are not
typical to any other application. If no design patterns from the available prede-
fined libraries were adopted for the application, it is not possible to look for pat-
tern instances in the application by the pattern matching approach. The (perhaps
unconsciously) applied patterns can only be inferred from the implementation.

Tonella and Antoniol have demonstrated that instances of design patterns that are
not known to exist can be found using formal concept analysis (FCA) [ToA99].
In this thesis we will use FCA to produce role-based specifications for defining
the hot spots of a framework. According to our experiences many of the hot spots
found in the reuse interfaces of frameworks are structurally framework-specific
and not necessarily direct or even variant instances of any general patterns. That
is why a library-based solution does not work in a general case for extracting
framework reuse interface descriptions. Since concept analysis does not depend
on any predefined library it offers a potentially better solution.

Other work using formal concept analysis for inferring high-level information
about software systems include analyzing source code configurations [KrS94,
Sne96], analyzing relationships between procedures and global variables
[LiS97], and reengineering class hierarchies [SnT98]. FCA has also been suc-
cessfully applied for semi-automatic modularization of software systems [SiR97,
SiR98, Ton01], for locating computational units implementing selected user-
triggered features [EKS02, EKS03], and for enhancing program slicing [Ton03].

3.3.1 Contexts of Objects and Attributes

Formal concept analysis is a general mathematical method for identifying com-
monalities within systems [GaW99]. It provides a way to discover sensible
groupings of objects that have common attributes in a certain context (“objects”
of concept analysis shall not be confused with “objects” of object-oriented pro-
gramming). Informally, a concept is a collection of all the objects that share a set
of attributes in a given context. The set of common attributes of the concept is
called the concept’s intent, and the set of objects belonging to the concept is
called the concept’s extent.

As an example of a context, think of various kinds of sports as objects and cer-
tain characteristics of those sports as attributes. That context can be expressed as
a table showing which characteristics each sport has (see Table 3.2).

Formally, a context is a triple C = (O, A, I), where O and A are finite sets of ob-
jects and attributes, respectively, and I is a binary relation (an instance relation)
between O and A expressing the attributes each object has. Let us also define
mappings σ and τ so that for any X ⊆ O: σ(X) = {a ∈ A | ∀o ∈ X: (o, a) ∈ I} (the
common attributes of the objects in X), and for any Y ⊆ A: τ(Y) = {o ∈ O | ∀a ∈
Y: (o, a) ∈ I} (the objects that share the attributes in Y). Using these definitions a
concept in the context C can be defined as a pair of sets (X, Y) such that Y = σ(X)
and X = τ(Y), where X is the concept’s extent and Y is the concept’s intent. For
example, ({cricket, volleyball}, {ballgame, team sport}) is a concept in the con-
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text given in Table 3.2 (note the corresponding rows and columns that have been
highlighted in the table).

attributes (A)
I

athletics ballgame team sport Olympic sport

bowling √

cricket √ √

javelin √ √

long jump √ √

tennis √ √ob
je

ct
s

(O
)

volleyball √ √ √

Table 3.2: A simple context of sports and their characteristics

In design recovery, the program elements of a software system can be used as
objects in which case attributes describe the various properties that the program
elements can have. Static analysis can then be used to form a context showing the
actual properties of each program element in the implementation of the system.
After that FCA can be used to find various kinds of groupings of program ele-
ments, and in that way to gain understanding of the system.

3.3.2 Constructing Concept Lattices

It is possible to mechanically determine the concepts of a given context [GaW99,
SiR98] and to form a concept lattice that shows the subconcept relations between
the concepts. For example, an analysis of the context given in Table 3.2 yields
the concept lattice depicted in Figure 3.4.

top ({bowling, cricket, javelin, long jump, tennis, volleyball},
∅)

c5 ({tennis, volleyball, javelin, long jump}, {Olympic sport})
c4 ({bowling, cricket, tennis, volleyball}, {ballgame})
c3 ({tennis, volleyball}, {ballgame, Olympic sport})
c2 ({cricket, volleyball}, {ballgame, team sport})
c1 ({javelin, long jump}, {athletics, Olympic sport})
c0 ({volleyball}, {ballgame, team sport, Olympic sport})
bot (∅, {athletics, ballgame, team sport, Olympic sport})

Figure 3.4: The concept lattice (and accompanying key) of the context of sports

In Figure 3.4, the rectangle nodes represent the concepts and the edges between
the nodes represent the subconcept relationships. For instance, concept c3 is a
subconcept of c5. The extents and the intents of the concepts are listed in the key
table next to the lattice. For example, concept c3’s extent is {tennis, volleyball}
and its intent is {ballgame, Olympic sport}.

top

c4

c0

c2

bot

c3

c1

c5
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In a context, a concept (X0, Y0) is a subconcept of (X1, Y1) if X0 ⊆ X1 (or equiva-
lently if Y1 ⊆ Y0). In other words, a concept is a subconcept of another concept if
its extent is a subset of the other concept’s extent. The subconcept relation (de-
noted by ≤ in the text and by edges in the figures) forms a complete partial order
called concept lattice over the set of concepts. The structure of the lattice is gov-
erned by the basic theorem for concept lattices [GaW99]:
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The theorem says that the least common superconcept (i.e. supremum denoted by
sup) of a set of concepts can be computed by intersecting their intents, and by
finding the common objects of the resulting intersection (there is also an analo-
gous theorem for finding infimums). Based on the basic theorem, a simple bot-
tom-up algorithm for computing the concept lattice for a given context can be
defined as follows [SiR97]:

Algorithm 3.1 Constructing a concept lattice

Input: An FCA context C = (O, A, I).

Output: A concept lattice, i.e. a set of concepts L = {(X, Y) | X = τ(Y) ⊆ O and Y
= σ(X) ⊆ A}.
Auxiliary data structures: A work list W consisting of pairs of already found
concepts that might potentially generate new concepts.

Algorithm:

(1) Start with the bottom element of the concept lattice, i.e. the concept consist-
ing of objects that have all the attributes. Add the bottom concept to L. For
example, in Figure 3.4, the extent of the bottom element (bot) is empty.

(2) Compute the atomic concepts. This is done by considering each object o ∈
O in turn, and identifying the attributes of o. Those attributes become the
intent of a potential new atomic concept c. The extent of c is formed from o
and all other objects that have the attributes enumerated in the intent of c.
Finally, c is accepted as an atomic concept if its extent is smaller than the
extents of all those other concepts whose extents also contain o. Add all
atomic concepts to L. The lattice in Figure 3.4, for instance, has five atomic
concepts: c0, c1, c2, c3, and c4.

(3) Form a work list W containing all pairs of atomic concepts (c′, c) such that c
is not a subconcept of c′ and vice versa. While W is not empty, remove a
pair (ca, cb) from W. Then compute the supremum of ca and cb and assign it
to c″. If c″ is a concept yet to be discovered then add c″ to L and add all
pairs of concepts (c″, c) such that c is not a subconcept of c″ and vice versa
to W. The process is repeated until W is empty. In the lattice in Figure 3.4,
concept c5 can be found, e.g., as the supremum of c1 and c3, and top as the
supremum of c4 and c5.
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3.3.3 Concept Partitions

The concept lattice constructed from a context describes the input on various lev-
els of abstraction. The lower a concept is in the lattice the more it says about the
objects in its extent because there are more attributes in the intent. In a design
recovery application where objects are program elements and their properties are
attributes, a concept near the bottom of the lattice represents a very specific
group of program elements with a lot of information about their properties. The
extent of that concept would probably be relatively small because there would
not be too many elements matching all the properties defined in the intent. In any
case, it is up to the analyst to choose an appropriate set of concepts describing the
input on a suitable level of abstraction so that they provide a solution to the spe-
cific reverse engineering task at hand.

It is useful to group concepts into sets of concepts where each object takes part in
exactly one concept (see, e.g., [SiR98] and Chapter 4.3). Such a set is called a
concept partition. In general, P = {(X0, Y0), …, (Xk-1, Yk-1)}, where Xi , …, Xk-1 ≠
∅, is a concept partition if and only if the extents of the concepts cover the object
set (i.e. U

Ii
iX

∈

= O) and are pair-wise disjoint (i.e. Xi ∩ Xj = ∅ for all i ≠ j).

We can form one or more concept partitions from any concept lattice [GaW99].
It is clear that all contexts have at least the trivial partition, which consists of
only one concept — the top of the lattice whose extent includes all the objects. In
Figure 3.4, the extent of the top concept is O and the intent is empty.

An atomic partition, on the other hand, is a concept partition consisting of ex-
actly the atomic concepts (recall Chapter 3.3.2). A concept lattice need not have
an atomic partition. For example, the lattice in Figure 3.4 does not have an
atomic partition: the atomic concepts c0, c2, c3, and c4 overlap (volleyball belongs
to the extent of them all).

As we will shortly see, atomic partitions can be used as a starting point when
generating all partitions for a given context. That is why it is useful to be able to
guarantee the existence of an atomic partition. Contexts that result in atomic con-
cepts forming an atomic partition are said to be well-formed. Formally, a context
C = (O, A, I) is well-formed if and only if, for every pair of objects x, y ∈ O,
σ({x}) ⊆ σ({y}) implies σ({x}) = σ({y}).

Every context can be transformed to a well-formed context by extending it with
additional attributes. This can be done by augmenting the context with negative
information (see [SiR98] for other options). The idea is to first identify those
pairs of objects (x, y) that contradict the abovementioned well-formedness condi-
tion (i.e. σ({x}) ⊂ σ({y}) and σ({x}) ≠ σ({y})). Then, for attributes a ∈ A such
that a ∉ σ({x}) and a ∈ σ({y}), a new complementary attribute a such that
τ({ a }) = {x ∈ O | (x, a) ∉ I} is formed and added to the context (i.e. a is an at-
tribute of exactly those objects that do not have attribute a). This is continued
until there are no offending pairs (x, y) left. This procedure is defined more pre-
cisely by the following algorithm (the loop is guaranteed to stop since O is finite
and it does not change during the transformation):
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Algorithm 3.2 Making a context well-formed

Input: An FCA context C = (O, A, I).
Output: A well-formed FCA context C′ = (O, A′, I′).

Algorithm:

A′ ← A
I′ ← I
while C′ = (O, A′, I′) is not well-formed do

let x, y ∈ O such that σ({x}) ⊂ σ({y})
let a ∈ A′ such that a ∉ σ({x}) and a ∈ σ({y})
A′ ← A′ ∪ { a }, where a is a new attribute
I′ ← I′ ∪ {(x, a ) | (x, a) ∉ I′}

endwhile

Table 3.3 represents the context of Table 3.2 after it has been augmented with
negative information in order to make it well-formed. When looking at Table 3.2,
one finds many pairs of objects, for instance (bowling, cricket) and (bowling,
tennis), violating the well-formedness condition given above (e.g. σ({bowling})
= {ballgame} ⊂ σ({cricket}) = {ballgame, team sport} and obviously {ball-
game} ≠ {ballgame, team sport}). Applying Algorithm 3.2 to them generates the
complementary attributes non-team and non-Olympic, which are added to the
context.

attributes (A)
I athletics ballgame team Olympic non-team non-Olympic

bowling √ √ √

cricket √ √ √

javelin √ √ √

long jump √ √ √

tennis √ √ √ob
je

ct
s

(O
)

volleyball √ √ √

Table 3.3: A well-formed context

The concept lattice resulting from the context in Table 3.3 is depicted in Figure
3.5 (note that we use shorthand notations team and Olympic for attributes team
sport and Olympic sport). The atomic concepts in that lattice are c0, c6, c7, c8, and
c1. We can see that now each object belongs to exactly one atomic concept, so
the atomic concepts form a partition, and the lattice as well as the corresponding
context are, indeed, well-formed. Note also how the old concept lattice (concepts
bot, c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, and top) is still found in the new lattice as a substructure.
Extending the context with new attributes has only added some new concepts
(depicted as black nodes in the lattice) and new attributes to the intents of some
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of the old concepts. (Context extension is discussed in more detail in Chapter
3.3.4.)

top ({bowling, cricket, javelin, long jump, tennis, volleyball},
∅)

c12 ({tennis, javelin, long jump, bowling}, {non-team})
c5 ({tennis, volleyball, javelin, long jump}, {Olympic})
c4 ({bowling, cricket, tennis, volleyball}, {ballgame})
c11 ({tennis, javelin, long jump}, {Olympic, non-team})
c10 ({cricket, bowling}, {ballgame, non-Olympic })
c9 ({tennis, bowling}, {ballgame, non-team })
c3 ({volleyball, tennis}, {ballgame, Olympic })
c2 ({volleyball, cricket}, {ballgame, team})
c1 ({javelin, long jump}, {athletics, Olympic, non-team})
c8 ({bowling}, {ballgame, non-Olympic, non-team})
c7 ({cricket}, {ballgame, team, non-Olympic})
c6 ({tennis}, {ballgame, Olympic, non-team})
c0 ({volleyball}, {ballgame, team, Olympic})
bot (∅, {athletics, ballgame, team, Olympic, non-team, non-

Olympic})

Figure 3.5: The concept lattice generated from the context in Table 3.3

Given a well-formed concept lattice, we can define the following relations on its
elements: a concept d covers concept c if c ≤ d and there is no other concept e
such that c ≤ e ≤ d. The set of all concepts d such that d covers c is denoted by
covs(c). The set of elements subordinate to d, denoted by subs(d), is the set of all
concepts c such that c ≤ d. For instance, in Figure 3.5, covs(c0) = {c2, c3} and
subs(c3) = {c0, c6, bot}. Using these definitions an algorithm can be given that
generates all partitions of a well-formed context by starting from the atomic par-
tition, i.e. covs(bot), and by moving on up to the trivial partition:

Algorithm 3.3 Generating all partitions

Input: The atomic partition covs(bot) of a well-formed FCA context C.
Output: The set of all partitions P = {p | p is a partition of C}.
Auxiliary data structures: A work list W consisting of already found partitions
that might potentially generate new partitions.

Algorithm:

P ← {covs(bot)}
W ← {covs(bot)}
while W ≠ ∅ do

remove some partition p from W
for each concept c ∈ p do

for each c′ ∈ covs(c) do

top

c4

c0 c7

bot

c8c6

c2 c3 c10 c11c9

c1

c5 c12
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p′ ← p – subs(c′)
if (U 'p ) ∩ c′ = ∅ then

p″ ← p′ ∪ {c′}
if p″ ∉ P then

P ← P ∪ {p″}
W ← W ∪ {p″}

endif
endif

endfor
endfor

endwhile

A new partition p′ is formed from a lower level partition p by starting with a
copy of p. Then a concept c of p is selected, and a cover c′ of c is chosen. Finally,
c′ is added to the new partition p′ and any overlapping concepts are removed
from p′. The algorithm uses a variable P to store the formed partitions and a work
list W for partitions that still need to be considered. Both P and W will be initial-
ized to contain the atomic partition (i.e. covs(bot)). The algorithm continues until
W becomes empty.

The concept lattice in Figure 3.5 has 16 partitions. All partitions, including the
trivial partition Ptop = {top} and the atomic partition P0 = {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4}, are
listed in Table 3.4.

P0 = {c0, c1, c6, c7, c8} P1 = {c1, c2, c6, c8} P2 = {c1, c3, c7, c8} P3 = {c0, c1, c7, c9}

P4 = {c0, c7, c8, c11} P5 = {c0, c1, c6, c10} P6 = {c5, c7, c8} P7 = {c1, c4}

P8 = {c1, c2, c9} P9 = {c2, c8, c11} P10 = {c1, c3, c10} P11 = {c0, c7, c12}

P12 = {c0, c10, c11} P13 = {c5, c10} P14 = {c2, c12} Ptop = {top}

Table 3.4: The partitions of the concept lattice given in Figure 3.5

3.3.4 Input Relevancy and Incremental Analysis

Visualization of a concept lattice is an aid to program understanding only if the
size of the lattice is limited [Ton03]. If one tries to capture all aspects of a system
at once, the resulting lattice may become too large, too detailed, and thus unman-
ageable [EKS03]. This means that without additional measures the analysis of
large systems can get computationally too complex (see also Chapter 5.5.3) and
the results unusable for humans. Fortunately, there are a number of ways to over-
come these problems.

First of all, only a few aspects of the system may actually be of interest to the
analyst in the current situation. That is why FCA should always be focused to the
relevant aspects of the system. The filtering of the irrelevant input before analy-
sis is most often carried out manually by the analyst (see Chapters 3.4.1 and 4.2.1
for examples). If a large system is to be analyzed, it is convenient to analyze it in
pieces, starting from the most important parts of the system, and analyzing other
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parts only if and when necessary. In this way one can gain understanding of the
whole system gradually by concentrating on one portion at a time. It should be
noted, however, that it is not always easy to define sufficiently discriminating
input and focus the analysis correctly the first time. Often extensive domain
knowledge and incremental or iterative approaches are needed to achieve that
goal [EKS03].

One way of applying FCA incrementally is to start with a small set of relevant
input to get a small and manageable overview lattice describing a fundamental
set of aspects of the system. Then, one successively increments the input by add-
ing more objects or attributes to the context to widen the understanding. An ob-
vious question concerning this kind of incremental approach is how to map the
previous, simpler lattice to the new, more complex one. Such a mapping can be
defined using the notions of subcontext and supercontext [EKS03, GaW99].

In the following, we will discuss incremental addition of objects. Incremental
addition of attributes is analogous (see, e.g., [EKS03]). Let C = (O, A, I) be a
context, O′ ⊆ O, and A′ ⊆ A. Then, C′ = (O′, A′, I ∩ (O′ × A′)) is called a subcon-
text of C and C is called a supercontext of C′. Using these definitions we can say
that adding new objects to C leads to a new formal context C″ (a supercontext of
C) in which the relation I″ extends relation I of C in the following sense. Let C =
(O, A, I) and C″ = (O″, A, I″), where O ⊆ O″ and I = I″ ∩ (O × A). Then, every
intent of C is an intent of C″. In other words, each intent within the subcontext C
will show up in the supercontext C″.

In the case of a subcontext that differs from a supercontext only in the set of ob-
jects, there is a natural mapping from the concepts of the subcontext to the con-
cepts of the supercontext so that (X, Y) (τ(Y), Y) for any concept (X, Y) of
the subcontext. For proofs of these propositions see [GaW99].

The supercontext is essentially an extension of the subcontext where the partial
order relationships are preserved (i.e. if in the subcontext (X0, Y0) ≤ (X1, Y1), then
in the supercontext (τ(Y0), Y0) ≤ (τ(Y1), Y1)), and all the concepts of the subcon-
text can be found in the lattice of the supercontext using the mapping given
above [EKS03]. The supercontext may naturally include new concepts not found
in the subcontext, but they can be visualized in a different way than the concepts
that can be mapped to the concepts of the subcontext, so that the mental model of
the analyst gained from the previous lattice visualization remains the same, and
only the additions need to be inspected in detail to widen the understanding.

As an example, Table 3.5 represents a supercontext of the context given in Table
3.2. The supercontext has one new object curling and no new attributes. The
concept lattice derived from the supercontext is given in Figure 3.6. The concepts
that map directly to the concepts of the subcontext’s lattice (given in Figure 3.4)
are depicted as white rectangles. Note how only the black rectangles, as new
concepts (d0 and d1), provide genuinely new information about the supercontext.
Of the subcontext’s concepts only those who are above the new concepts (c5 and
top) are modified (they have curling in their extents). The unmodified concepts
have been left out from the concept key table for simplicity.
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attributes (A)
I athletics ballgame team sport Olympic sport

bowling √

cricket √ √

javelin √ √

long jump √ √

tennis √ √

volleyball √ √ √

ob
je

ct
s

(O
)

curling √ √

Table 3.5: A supercontext of the context given in Table 3.2

For an example of extending a context by adding attributes, recall Chapter 3.3.3
and compare Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

top ({curling, bowling, cricket, javelin, long jump, ten-
nis, volleyball}, ∅)

c5 ({curling, tennis, volleyball, javelin, long jump},
{Olympic sport})

d1 ({curling, volleyball, cricket}, {team sport})
d0 ({curling, volleyball}, {team sport, Olympic sport})

Figure 3.6: The concept lattice derived from the context given in Table 3.5

3.4 Examples of Applying FCA to Design Recovery
In the previous chapter we discussed the fundamentals of formal concept analy-
sis. We also motivated the reader with hints of how it could be applied to reverse
engineering. In this chapter we introduce two larger examples of using formal
concept analysis to recover design information from the implementations of
software systems.

3.4.1 Mapping User-Triggered Features to Implementation

In [EKS03], Eisenbarth et al. apply formal concept analysis for reconstructing
mappings from user-triggered features of a software system to the computational
units (e.g. procedures, functions, or methods) of its source code. Instrumentation
and dynamic analysis are used to gather information about which units get called
on which execution of the program. Then, FCA is used to analyze these execu-
tion profiles and to build a map that shows the relationships between the features
and the implementation.

top

c4

c0

c2

bot

c3

c1

c5 d1

d0
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Eisenbarth et al.’s analysis process consists of three main phases that can be ap-
plied incrementally for large and complex systems (see Figure 3.7). First, based
on features that are either known initially or discovered during incremental
analysis, the domain expert creates a set of scenarios, i.e. descriptions of user
actions and input that are required to trigger the given features. Then, the system
is run according to the selected scenarios and dynamic information is gathered.
Finally, the results of dynamic analysis are used as input for an FCA tool that
builds concept lattices for identifying the corresponding computational units for
each feature.

Eisenbarth et al. define the computational units of a system as FCA objects and
the scenarios created by the analyst as attributes. The invocation table formed
from the execution profiles is the context. From a concept lattice resulting from
FCA, the analyst can read results for questions such as, “which are the computa-
tional units required for all scenarios” (the bottom concept’s extent), and “is a
computational unit u specific to exactly one scenario s” (true if s is the only sce-
nario on all paths from the lowest-level concept whose extent contains u to the
top concept). With additional domain knowledge the analyst can also map the
system’s features to the scenarios and through them to the computational units.

Figure 3.7: Applying FCA to map features to implementation [EKS03]

3.4.2 Analyzing the Impact of Change

In [Ton03], Tonella introduces a novel program representation, the concept lat-
tice of decomposition slices, where all static dependencies between the computa-
tions performed by a program are explicitly indicated. It extends traditional de-
composition slice graphs [Wei84, GaL91] by showing also weak interferences
between computations (i.e. sets of shared statements that affect the value of some
variable, but which are not the only statements that contribute to its value). Static
change impact analysis can be effectively conducted on this representation to,
e.g., assess the consequences of modifying given statements.

In this case, FCA is instantiated using program variables as objects and program
statements (identified by the line numbers) as attributes. The context relation be-
tween objects and attributes contains a pair (v, s) if statement s belongs to the de-

Dynamic
analysis

Scenario
creation

Concept
analysis

(initially)
relevant
features

instrumented
source code

scenarios

need for additional scenarios
(incremental analysis)

feature-
unit map

execution
profiles

filter, granularity
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composition slice of variable v. The resulting concepts contain sets of variables
(extent) that share some computation (statements in the intent), and the concept
lattice can be traversed to inspect the hierarchical dependencies of the computa-
tions.

As an example, Figure 3.8 shows a fragment of a C program (top left) and the
corresponding context (top right). The concept analysis on this example yields
the lattice given below the source code. Concept c2 represents the computation
shared by variables f and g. The nonempty intent of c2 indicates interference be-
tween the computation on f and that on g. The intent contains exactly those
statements (lines 3, 4, 7, and 8) that affect the value of both f and g. However,
those statements are not the only ones that contribute to the value of f (or g). The
intents of c0 and c1 show the rest of the statements that affect their values, respec-
tively. So, c2 describes a weak interference that would not be visible in the corre-
sponding traditional decomposition slice graph.

attributes (A)I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

c √ √

d √ √

f √ √ √ √ √ √ √

ob
je

ct
s

(O
)

g √ √ √ √ √ √ √

top ({c, d, f, g}, ∅)
c4 ({d, f, g}, {4, 8})
c3 ({c, f, g}, {3, 7})
c2 ({f, g}, {3, 4, 7, 8})
c1 ({g}, {2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10})
c0 ({f}, {1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9})
bot (∅, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10})

Figure 3.8: A concept lattice of decomposition slices [Ton03]

Impact analysis can be easily conducted on a concept lattice of decomposition
slices to answer questions like, “does a change of the computation on variable x
affect the computation performed on variable y”. From the lattice in Figure 3.8,
we see that changing the computation on d, for instance, may change the values
of f and g (see the lowest-level concept whose extent contains d, i.e. c4), and that
such interference can take place on lines 4 and 8 (according to the intent of c4).

Programmers gain several benefits from conducting this kind of impact analysis
using the concept lattice of decomposition slices. Undesirable ripple effects asso-
ciated with a program change can be fixed at programming time, and during re-

1 scanf(”%d”, &f);
2 scanf(”%d”, &g);
3 scanf(”%d”, &c);
4 scanf(”%d”, &d);
5 if (f > 5) f++;
6 if (g > 5) g++;
7 if (c > 5) c++;
8 if (d > 5) d++;
9 f = f + c + d;
10 g = g + c + d;

top

c3 c4

c2

bot

c0 c1
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gression testing it is not necessary to retest the functionality that is not in the im-
pact zone of the change. In addition, the amount of code in the impact zone pro-
vides an objective, quantitative indicator of the difficulty of the change.
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Chapter 4

FCA-Based Extraction of Specialization Patterns

In our case studies (see [Hau02, Vil01, Vil02, Vil03] and Chapter 5), we have
found out that creation and management of framework reuse interface specifica-
tions requires a lot of effort. Most often the framework already exists and its spe-
cialization rules need to be specified using our formalism. Doing this manually
involves many tasks that could well be automated. We have to browse through
the documentation and the source code of the framework to identify its main hot
spots. Then we have to model the program elements involved in the hot spots by
declaring an appropriate set of roles for each hot spot. Finally, we have to ana-
lyze the relationships between all the important program elements in the applica-
tion-specific increments and in the framework in order to be able to define
equivalent dependencies and constraints for the roles.

The mapping between many of the roles of the JavaFrames specialization pat-
terns and the corresponding program elements in the framework’s implementa-
tion is quite straightforward. Also, at least some of the requirements imposed on
the framework’s specializations are implicitly present in the example applica-
tions. Thus, it is a valid assumption that the specification process can be partially
automated by extracting an initial specification version from the existing imple-
mentation source code. That specification can then be adjusted and extended to
get the final specification.

We propose using formal concept analysis (recall Chapter 3.3) in the pattern ex-
traction because it is a general and flexible method for recovering structural de-
sign information. In particular, it has proven to be effective in analyzing the static
properties and relationships of program elements. Furthermore, it does not in-
volve a predefined library of fixed design abstractions to be searched for.

In this chapter we first give an overview of our FCA-based pattern extraction
method (4.1). Then we look at the phases of specialization pattern extraction
process in more detail. First, we discuss selection of FCA objects and attributes
from the input (4.2) and the translation of the concepts resulting from the analy-
sis to the roles of a specialization pattern (4.3). We also explain how the method
is incrementally applied to declare child roles for the previously declared roles.
Next, in Chapter 4.4 we address the important issue of evaluating the analysis
results and refocusing the analysis accordingly. We also contrast this kind of it-
erative analysis to the approach described in Chapter 3.3.4. Finally, in Chapter
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4.5 we discuss fine-tuning and initializing the extracted patterns so that they can
be used in the JavaFrames environment to assist framework specialization.

4.1 Overview of Pattern Extraction Process
Figure 4.1 outlines our method by showing the main phases of extracting a role-
based specification for a hot spot of a framework. First, the analyst chooses the
relevant program elements and their static properties from both the framework
itself and its specializations as input for the analysis (Phase 1). To ensure good
results, the input should include a representative selection of all possible frame-
work specializations. In our case studies, we have mainly analyzed Java source
code, but also other forms of input, such as sets of UML diagrams or XML-based
configuration scripts can be used. Note that the specifications to be extracted are
intended to describe the static aspects of the framework reuse interface and to
provide write-time assistance [Vil04a] for the framework specialization process.
That is why we do not include any dynamic analyses in our method.

In addition to providing the input, the analyst is responsible for defining the rele-
vancy criteria that focus the analysis to the right segment of the system. After
that the whole extraction process is automatic. The analyst does not need to in-
tervene, except to evaluate the results. The method defines rules for transforming
the input into an FCA context where program elements and their properties are
used as objects and attributes, respectively. The context is then analyzed and
transformed to a concept lattice (Phase 2), and a concept partition is chosen
(Phase 3). Finally, the extent of each selected concept is translated to a role, and
the intent of the concept is translated to a set of constraints for that role (Phase 4).
The atomic partition is used by default as the source for translation, but in princi-
ple, the analyst could select any partition.

The extraction process is applied incrementally to declare child roles for each
role acquired at the previous stage (e.g., to declare method roles as children for
class roles). The number of increments depends on the level of detail present in
the input. The input can be given at any level of precision. It should be noted,
however, that the amount of detail present in the input dictates the precision of
the analysis and the accuracy of the extracted patterns. For example, to produce
specialization patterns that include default implementations for method bodies,
the input must contain information about the method implementations found in
example applications.

In practice, it is quite difficult to focus the analysis right away to the accurate
part of the system. So, the whole extraction process may need to be iterated mul-
tiple times to get acceptable results. This involves evaluating the extracted pat-
tern and deciding on changes needed to the input and to the relevancy criteria.
Then, the new refined relevancy criteria (or even new input) are fed to the analy-
sis to get more focused and better quality results. Fortunately, this kind of ex-
perimentation with our method is relatively easy since all its phases (except for
the definition of input and relevancy criteria) are automatic.
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Figure 4.1: Extracting a specialization pattern from implementation

4.2 Forming Contexts and Concept Lattices from Source Code
In order to extract a role-based specification for a hot spot of a framework, we
select relevant program elements from the source code of the framework and the
applications derived from it, and use them as the formal concept analysis objects.
The attributes, in turn, are based on the constraints that are available for the roles
that are intended to describe the program elements. So, the structure of the FCA
context to be formed depends on the kinds of roles and constraints that are to be
produced. For example, when extracting class roles, the relevant classes and in-
terfaces present in the input will be selected as objects and their features that can
be governed by constraints applicable to class roles (e.g. inheritance relation-
ships) will be selected as attributes.

In the following we will first look at how the analysis can be directed to the rele-
vant aspects of the input, and then how the context building algorithm works in
detail.
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4.2.1 Relevancy of Program Elements

In practice, the input for the pattern extraction process can be as large as the
whole implementation code of a framework and a set of example applications. It
is clear that such input always contains lots of details that are not relevant to the
analyst. Without the notion of relevancy, the method depicted in Figure 4.1 pro-
duces one huge pattern that will contain basically all information in the input
source code. In practice this is not a workable solution. To avoid being forced to
apply concept analysis to excessively large contexts and to enable more precise
interpretation of the results, a way to filter out irrelevant input before analysis
must be introduced.

The solution is to concentrate on one hot spot h at a time and to analyze only
those program elements and their properties that are relevant to the hot spot h at
hand. By properties we mean exactly those features of program elements for
which there exists a corresponding constraint in the target specification language.
For instance, if the specification language has a constraint that governs the
inheritance relationships between Java classes then the extends and implements
clauses of the classes and interfaces in the input are considered as properties that
need to be analyzed.

In general, we say that a constraint applies to a role if it can be associated with
that kind of role in a specification. In addition, we say that a constraint applies to
a program element if it applies to a role that can be bound to that kind of ele-
ment. Furthermore, if the proposition that the constraint states is in fact true for
the element, we say that the constraint holds for the element (or that the element
satisfies the constraint).

For instance, in the JavaFrames language, all constraints are associated with ex-
plicit information about which roles they apply to, and the roles, in turn, describe
certain kinds of program elements (recall Chapter 2.5). So, when given a con-
straint and a program element, one can ask for the role kind(s) the constraint ap-
plies to and find out whether or not the constraint applies to the element. Finally,
one can check if the element (or a pair of elements in the case of binary con-
straints) satisfies the constraint.

Let us now define the properties of program elements more precisely. Let E be
the set of all program elements in the system to be analyzed, Ek ⊂ E the set of
elements of kind k, C the set of all constraints in the target language, and Ck ⊂ C
the set of constraints applicable to any element e ∈ Ek. For each c ∈ Ck there is a
mapping pc: Ek → P (E) that yields the value set vc of that property of e that cor-
responds to the constraint c. The value set vc typically contains only one element.
For instance, in Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2.5.3 pinheritance(LoginAction) = {Action}.
Sometimes, however, vc can contain more than one element, e.g., if a class im-
plements multiple interfaces.

Let us then define the relevancy of program elements and their properties. The
user gives the relevancy criteria (with respect to a hot spot h) by identifying a set
of program elements Eh = {e1, …, en} ⊂ E. We call this set a relevancy set. Fur-
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thermore, we say that a property pc of an element e is a relevant property with
respect to h if pc(e) ∩ Eh ≠ ∅. In other words, a property is relevant if its value
set contains at least one element that belongs to the relevancy set defined by the
user. A relevant program element, in turn, is an element that has at least one
relevant property.

This means that once a relevancy set Eh is identified, it is possible to mechani-
cally produce a relevant context (with respect to the hot spot h) for the concept
analysis (see Chapter 4.2.2). Note, however, that it is up to the user to provide the
relevancy information. The user can experiment with relevancy sets until she gets
results whose scope and precision match her needs. She can also define multiple
relevancy sets to split the input into groups that can be handled separately.

In practice, the required relevancy information implies a need for some initial
knowledge of the structure and hot spots of the framework that is being analyzed
(although, in theory, one could start with a relevancy set that consisted of all pro-
gram elements and continue by breaking the initial relevancy set into suitable
subsets based on the initial results). So the main advantage of this approach is not
so much in finding new hot spots, but in being able to easily generate precise re-
use specifications for those hot spots that are known or expected to exist in the
implementation.

4.2.2 Selecting Objects and Attributes

We are now ready to detail our algorithm for building an FCA context (O, A, I)
from the given input Ek of kind k and relevancy set Eh related to a hot spot h. In
addition, we assume a set of constraints Ck available for the roles of kind k in the
target language. In short, each relevant element e ∈ Ek becomes an object in O.
In other words, O = {e ∈ Ek | ∃ c ∈ Ck such that pc(e) ∩ Eh ≠ ∅}. In JavaFrames
for instance, class roles can be bound to Java classes and interfaces. In the first
increment, we typically would extract class roles, so in that case all the classes
and interfaces in the input would be considered first and the relevant ones used as
objects.

To produce the set of potential attributes A′, all constraints that are applicable to
the kinds of elements present in the input are combined with all elements in the
given relevancy set. In other words, A′ = {a = (c, eh) | c ∈ Ck and eh ∈ Eh}. The
instance relation I is then formed by going through each element e ∈ Ek and each
attribute a = (c, eh) ∈ A′. If the constraint c holds for the element e and the target
value eh then the pair (e, (c, eh)) is added to I, a is added to A, and e is added to
O. In this way those objects that have no attributes and those attributes that do
not apply to any objects will be discarded, i.e. there will be no empty rows or
empty columns in the instance relation.

The following algorithm summarizes the rules for building a context (O, A, I)
from the given input Ek and relevancy set Eh assuming a constraint set Ck. Note
that the auxiliary function check: Ck × Ek × Eh → {true, false} returns true if the
given constraint c ∈ Ck holds for the given pair of program elements (e ∈ Ek, eh
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∈ Eh), in other words, if e has the target value eh in its value set vc of the property
pc corresponding to c. Otherwise check returns false.

Algorithm 4.1 Building a context

Input: A set of input program elements Ek of kind k, a relevancy set Eh, and a set
of constraints Ck applicable to elements in Ek.
Output: An FCA context (O, A, I).
Auxiliary data structures and functions: A set of potential attributes A′ and a
function check: Ck × Ek × Eh → {true, false} that returns true if the given con-
straint c ∈ Ck holds for the given pair of program elements (e ∈ Ek, eh ∈ Eh).

Algorithm:

(O, A, I) ← (∅, ∅, ∅)
A′ ← ∅
for each c ∈ Ck applicable to any e ∈ Ek do

for each eh ∈ Eh do
create attribute a = (c, eh) and add a to A′

endfor
endfor

for each e ∈ Ek do

for each a = (c, eh) ∈ A′ do
if check(c, e, eh) then

if e ∉ O then add e to O endif

if a ∉ A then add a to A endif
add pair (e, a), i.e. (e, (c, eh)) to I

endif
endfor

endfor

return (O, A, I)

For example, consider the Struts framework [Str04] for creating web applications
adhering to the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural style [KrP88]. The
controller portion of an application derived from Struts concentrates on receiving
requests from the client (typically a user running a web browser), deciding what
business logic function is to be performed, and then delegating responsibility for
producing the next phase of the user interface to an appropriate view component
(e.g. a JSP or HTML page).

In Struts applications, Action objects handle the client requests. The application
developer needs to write a new Action subclass for handling each logical request
that may be received by extending the abstract Action base class defined in the
framework and by overriding the execute method declared in Action. For instance
in a banking application, there could be a LoginAction subclass whose execute
would check the client’s username and password, and forward the request onto
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the main menu page if the login succeeds. DisplayAction, in turn, might use a
JSP page to display the data associated with the client’s account.

Suppose now that we would have the following source code as input for extract-
ing specialization patterns (note that here we use this input to extract class roles;
later, in Chapter 4.3.1, we will extract method roles from the same input):

class Action {
ActionServlet getServlet() { … }
void setServlet(ActionServlet servlet) { … }
void execute(Request req, Response resp) { … }

}

class ActionForm {
void reset(Request req) { … }

}

class LoginAction extends Action {
void execute(Request req, Response resp) { … }
User getUser(String username) { … }

}

class DisplayAction extends Action {
void execute(Request req, Response resp) { … }
Account getAccount(User user) { … }

}

class LoginForm extends ActionForm {
void reset(Request req) { … }
String _username;
String getUsername() { … }
void setUsername(String name) { … }
String _password;
String getPassword(){ … }
void setPassword(String pass) { … }

}

class AccountForm extends ActionForm {
void reset(Request req) { … }
double _balance;
double getBalance() { … }
void setBalance(double amount) { … }

}

interface User {
String getUsername();
void setUsername(String name);
String getPassword();
void setPassword(String pass);

}

interface Account {
User getUser ();
double getBalance();
void setBalance(double amount);

}
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Note that this is a most simplified, restricted, and incomplete example that re-
sembles to some extent a part of the real Struts framework (classes Action and
ActionForm) and an imaginary banking application derived from it (classes Log-
inAction, DisplayAction, LoginForm, and AccountForm together with interfaces
User and Account).

To get a context that describes the hot spot of defining actions in applications
derived from Struts, we must identify those program elements that are relevant to
that hot spot. In this case we need to add the Action base class (the root of the
relevant inheritance hierarchy) and the execute method in Action (the method to
be overridden in the application-specific subclasses) into the relevancy set.

In the first increment we want to extract class roles, so we are only interested in
the classes and interfaces in the input. We can check from Appendix A that the
constraints that can be associated with a class role in the JavaFrames language
are inheritance, modifier, and name expressing requirements about the inherited
base class, the modifiers, and the name of a class bound to the role, respectively.

By applying the rules for producing FCA objects and attributes we can form a
context for extracting class roles from the input given above by using Eclass =
{Action, ActionForm, LoginAction, DisplayAction, LoginForm, AccountForm,
User, Account}, EAction = {Action, Action.execute}, and Cclass = {inheritance,
modifier, name}. The potential attributes for the context are all pairs Cclass × EAc-

tion = {(inheritance, Action), (inheritance, Action.execute), (modifier, Action),
(modifier, Action.execute), (name, Action), (name, Action.execute)}. The poten-
tial objects, in turn, are all elements in Eclass. However, the check function returns
true only for the triples (inheritance, LoginAction, Action), (inheritance, Dis-
playAction, Action), and (name, Action, Action). That is why ActionForm, Log-
inForm, AccountForm, User, and Account do not have any attributes applicable
to them, and (inheritance, Action.execute), (modifier, Action), (modifier, Ac-
tion.execute), and (name, Action) are not applicable to any objects. These poten-
tial objects and attributes are removed from I, and we get the context shown in
Table 4.1.

attributes (A)
I

(name, Action) (inheritance, Action)

Action √
LoginAction √

ob
je

ct
s

(O
)

DisplayAction √

Table 4.1: A context for determining class roles for the Action hot spot

When the context has been built, it can be analyzed to produce the corresponding
concept lattice. The analysis of the context given in Table 4.1 using Algorithm
3.1 defined in Chapter 3.3.2 yields the concept lattice depicted in Figure 4.2. Be-
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sides the bottom and top concepts, the lattice contains two atomic concepts: c0

that represents the Action base class and c1 that represents its subclasses.

top ({Action, LoginAction, DisplayAction}, ∅)

c1 ({LoginAction, DisplayAction}, {(inheritance, Action)})

c0 ({Action}, {(name, Action)})
bot (∅, {(name, Action), (inheritance, Action)})

Figure 4.2: The concept lattice of classes related to the Action hot spot

4.3 Translating Concepts to Roles
In order to be able to translate the concepts resulting from an analysis of a con-
text to the roles of a specialization pattern, we must define an unambiguous map-
ping from the concepts to the roles. The mapping will be based on the extents of
the concepts. The objects belonging to the extent of a concept are precisely those
program elements that are intended to be playing the role corresponding to the
concept.

As noted in Chapter 3.3.3, the concept lattice constructed from a context de-
scribes the input in various levels of abstraction. In other words, the lattice con-
tains several alternative ways to interpret the input. That is why the analyst must
choose a subset of the concepts to be used as the source of the translation.

One fruitful way of dealing with the concept selection problem is to go for a set
of roles where each program element (i.e. each concept analysis object) plays ex-
actly one role (i.e. belongs to exactly one extent). It is usual for a program ele-
ment to play multiple roles. However, those roles usually belong to separate pat-
terns (or hot spots). In the extraction process we are interested in one pattern at a
time so this restriction is not a serious one. In fact, if a program element plays
multiple roles of the same pattern, it can be argued that the corresponding pattern
instance is actually a reduced or degenerated example of the pattern, and thus, as
a special case, not a representative source for extracting the general form of the
pattern.

Even though an object may belong to a number of extents in a concept lattice (for
instance, Action belongs to the extents of c0 and top in Figure 4.2), we can form
one or more concept partitions (i.e. sets of concepts where each object takes part
in exactly one concept) from any concept lattice by using Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3
presented in Chapter 3.3.3. If the lattice does not have an atomic partition, nega-
tive information needs to be added until the context becomes well-formed so that
the atomic partition can be formed, and all the other partitions can be built using
the atomic partition as the starting point. After that, the concepts in the atomic
partition (or any other selected partition) can be translated to a set of roles that
models that piece of code, which the extents of the concepts were originally de-
rived from.

bot

top

c1c0
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In the following we discuss declaring roles based on the extents of the concepts
that describe the given input (4.3.1), declaring constraints for the roles based on
the intents of the corresponding concepts (4.3.2), and heuristics for setting the
cardinalities of the roles (4.3.3). Note that adding constraints to roles involves
also adding dependencies between roles, so all the roles (the potential depend-
ency targets) need to be extracted before adding constraints. Similarly, the
heuristics for deducing the correct cardinality for a role hinge on its
dependencies, so the dependency graph must be built before setting the
cardinalities.
4.3.1 Incremental Analysis: Building Multiple Contexts

In JavaFrames, the declaration hierarchy of roles is intended to reflect the decla-
ration hierarchy of the program elements they describe. In Java, classes (and in-
terfaces) can be declared either at the top level of declaration hierarchy in a com-
pilation unit or within other classes. Methods and fields, in turn, are always de-
clared within classes, and we can think of the method bodies of concrete meth-
ods, for instance, to be in an analogous relationship with their signatures. To re-
flect the declaration hierarchy of Java program elements, JavaFrames allows
class roles to be declared as top-level elements in the role hierarchy (directly un-
der the artificial pattern root node), and method roles, field roles, and other class
roles to be declared within class roles (i.e. as children of class roles). Code frag-
ment roles, in turn, can be declared under field and method roles to describe field
initialization clauses and method bodies.

To extract the role hierarchy, we use a recursive extraction procedure that fol-
lows the declaration hierarchy of the program elements in the input to be ana-
lyzed. Each activation of the procedure creates a new context to implement an
incremental step in the analysis of the whole input. As arguments, the procedure
gets the parent role under which the new roles should be created and the program
elements, which constitute the input for the current increment. When the proce-
dure is first called, the pattern root node as well as the classes and interfaces in
the initial input are used as arguments.

The procedure begins by transforming the input into an FCA context using Algo-
rithm 4.1 defined in Chapter 4.2.2. The context is then analyzed into a concept
lattice (recall Algorithm 3.1), and the atomic partition of the lattice is selected as
the source for the translation (this may involve adding negative information to
the context using Algorithm 3.2 to ensure the context to be well-formed). In prin-
ciple, any of the lattice’s partitions could be used as the source for the translation,
but since the atomic partition gives the most fine-grained interpretation of the
input because it contains the most specific concepts, it is a natural default choice.

For each concept c in the atomic partition a new child role is declared under the
given parent role based on c’s extent Xc. The role kind is determined by the ele-
ment kind of the objects included in the extent Xc of c. In other words, we create
a class role if the concept describes classes, a method role for methods, and so
on. The role’s name is generated directly from the names of the related program
elements. For example, recall the concepts c0 and c1 in Figure 4.2. The result of
translating c0 is a top-level class role (see Figure 2.7) with the same name (Ac-
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tion) as the name of the only class in c0’s extent. The name of the role can also be
derived from the common prefix or postfix of the names of the classes in the ex-
tent (optionally preceded or followed by a string literal) as has been done when
translating c1 to UserAction (the string literal “User” has been prepended to the
common substring “Action” found in the names of LoginAction and Display-
Action).

A dependency is also declared from the child role to the parent role. Other de-
pendencies are added later when constraints are declared for the roles (see Chap-
ter 4.3.2). After that, all the declared children of each element e ∈ Xc are com-
bined to get a new set of program elements E′ ⊂ E to be used as input for the next
increment. The concept c and the set of corresponding child elements E′ will be
used as arguments in the recursive call to the role extraction procedure.

The following recursive procedure defines the incremental extraction of roles
according to the declaration hierarchy of the program elements in the given input
(note that we use dep(r, s) to denote a dependency from role r to role s):

Procedure 4.1 Extracting roles

Input: A parent role for which the new roles will be declared as children and a
set of program elements input ⊂ E.
Output: Returns nothing, but builds a tree hierarchy of roles as a side effect.

Method:

procedure extractRoles(parent, input)
I ← context created from input using Algorithm 4.1
P ← the atomic concept partition of I
for each concept c = (Xc, Yc) ∈ P do

rc ← declare role rc as a child role for parent
using Xc (implies dep(rc, parent))

E′ ← all elements declared directly inside elements in Xc

extractRoles(rc, E′) /* recursive call */
endfor

endprocedure

As an example, consider the input given in Chapter 4.2.2, and suppose that we
would have just used the concept c1 of Figure 4.2 to extract the class role
UserAction describing the subclasses of Action. Next we would gather all ele-
ments declared within the elements in the extent of c1, i.e. E′ = {LoginAc-
tion.execute, LoginAction.getUser, DisplayAction.execute, DisplayAc-
tion.getAccount}, and use them together with UserAction as arguments to the
next recursive call to extractRoles. This would result in a context with objects
LoginAction.execute and DisplayAction.execute, and only one attribute (overrid-
ing, Action.execute) applying to both of the objects (see Table 4.2). The rele-
vancy set EAction = {Action, Action.execute} limits the other possible attributes to
(instantiation, Action) and (method call, Action.execute), and we assume here
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that none of the methods in E′ satisfy them. Thus, those attributes and the other
elements in E′ (LoginAction.getUser and DisplayAction.getAccount) would not
be part of the context, and so the analysis would yield just one concept ({Log-
inAction.execute, DisplayAction.execute}, {(overriding, Action.execute)}) that
could be translated to a method role execute under UserAction.

Note that this kind of incremental analysis leads inwards in the declaration hier-
archy instead of widening the analysis to some new input as the incremental ap-
proach in Chapter 3.3.4 does. We use a general algorithm for building a dedi-
cated context for each increment. The increments are formed without user inter-
vention, and they are only intended to allow piecemeal application of FCA.

attributes (A)
I

(overriding, Action.execute)

LoginAction.execute √

ob
je

ct
s

(O
)

DisplayAction.execute √

Table 4.2: A context for determining method roles under the UserAction role

4.3.2 Mapping Intents to Constraints

Once the role hierarchy Rh modeling the structure of the corresponding hot spot h
has been extracted from the given input, we can start declaring constraints for the
roles. The concepts that are used as the source for the constraints to be declared
all belong to the union of all atomic partitions (P1, …, Pn) formed in the role ex-
traction phase, i.e. each source concept c ∈ Q = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ … ∪ Pn.

The constraints for each role rc ∈ Rh are defined based on the intent Yc of the cor-
responding concept c = (Xc, Yc) ∈ Q. More precisely, for each attribute a = (x, eh)
∈ Yc where x ∈ Ck (the set of all constraints applicable to elements of kind k in
c’s extent Xc) and eh ∈ Eh (the relevancy set), an “instance” of the constraint x is
declared for rc. Both the type (e.g. an inheritance constraint) and value (e.g. class
Action) of the “instance” are determined by the corresponding attribute a: con-
straint x determines the type and element eh determines the value. If the value eh

is an element that corresponds to another role rt (i.e. belongs to the extent of the
associated concept t) then a dependency to rt is added to the owner of the con-
straint (i.e. to the role rc). A reference to the target role rt is used as the value for
the constraint.

The algorithm for declaring constraints for roles Rh specifying a hot spot h trans-
lated from a set of concepts Q is given below:
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Algorithm 4.2 Declaring constraints

Input: A set of roles Rh (specifying a hot spot h) translated from a set of con-
cepts Q (recall Procedure 4.1).
Output: Returns nothing, but as a side effect declares the appropriate constraints
and dependencies for the given roles.

Algorithm:

for each role rc ∈ Rh declared from concept c = (Xc, Yc) ∈ Q do

for each attribute a = (x, eh) ∈ Yc do
declare x′ as an “instance” of constraint x for rc

if ∃ t = (Xt, Yt) ∈ Q such that eh ∈ Xt and t ≠ c then

rt ← the role declared from Xt

if not ∃ dep(rc, rt) then
declare a dependency dep(rc, rt)

endif
set the value of x′ to rt

else
set the value of x′ to eh

endif
endfor

endfor

Applying this algorithm to the atomic partition of the lattice in Figure 4.2 ({c0,
c1}) yields an inheritance constraint in UserAction with a reference to Action as
its value script (recall Chapter 2.5.2) because (inheritance, Action) ∈ Yc1

, Action
∈ Xc0

, and c0 ≠ c1. It also yields a name constraint in Action with the string “Ac-
tion” as its value. The latter value is not a role reference because the target of the
constraint (role Action) is itself also the owner role. Instead, the target element
(or here actually its name “Action” because the name constraint deals with
strings) is used as the value for the constraint. In addition, a dependency from the
UserAction role to the Action role will be declared. Likewise, applying the algo-
rithm to the concept describing the execute methods of the Action subclasses (re-
call Chapter 4.3.1 and Table 4.2) results in a dependency from UserAc-
tion.execute to Action.execute, and an overriding constraint in UserAc-
tion.execute with a reference to Action.execute as its value.

4.3.3 Determining Role Cardinality

After the dependency graph connecting the roles is complete (i.e. after declaring
all roles and constraints), we can move on to setting the cardinalities of the roles.
The cardinality of a role can be thought of having two components: the lower
bound that can be either zero or one and the upper bound that can be either one
or many.
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The cardinality of a role rc is based on the extent Xc of the corresponding concept
c ∈ Q. By default the lower bound of the cardinality is one. If there is at least one
program element corresponding to the parent role rb of rc that does not have a
child element (i.e. an element declared within it) belonging to Xc, then the lower
bound will be zero. This is because the input confirms that it is not mandatory for
the elements corresponding to rb to have any declared children corresponding to
rc. (This rule means that the lower bound of the cardinality for the top-level roles
is always one. This is actually natural since only absence of a top-level program
element in an example case that was used as input would indicate a need for the
lower bound of the corresponding cardinality to be zero. This kind of example
case, however, cannot be expressed with the current input and relevancy mecha-
nisms of JavaFrames. And even if it would be possible to express such an exam-
ple, it should be discarded as an “unrepresentative” example in the sense that was
discussed in Chapter 4.3.)

The upper bound of the cardinality of role rc hinges on the roles that rc depends
on. Let S be the set of all roles that rc depends on and D the set of concepts where
each concept d corresponds to one role sd ∈ S. Let us also denote the size of the
extent of concept d by #Xd. Now, the upper bound of the cardinality of rc is many

if ( )∏
∈Dd

dX# < # Xc, otherwise the upper bound is one.

The abovementioned rule is based on the observation that, in general, having
multiple elements in Xc implies that rc is a role that describes potentially many
implementation structures (e.g. various subclasses of a base class). However, if rc

depends on a set of other roles (S) and the number of potential combinations of
elements that correspond to the roles in S is equal or higher than the number of
elements corresponding to rc, it is likely that the elements in Xc can be interpreted
to be in an “(optionally) one-for-each” relationship with the elements corre-
sponding to the roles in S. In such a case the correct upper bound for the cardinal-
ity of rc is one.

The heuristics for setting the cardinalities of roles Rh modeling the structure of
the corresponding hot spot h are defined in detail by Algorithm 4.3 given below.
Note that we use par(x) to denote the parent of a program element or role x in the
corresponding declaration hierarchy, lower(r) to denote the lower bound of the
cardinality of role r, upper(r) to denote the upper bound of the cardinality of role
r, dep(r, s) to denote a dependency from role r to role s, and #Xc to denote the
size of the extension of concept c.

Algorithm 4.3 Setting role cardinalities

Input: A set of roles Rh (specifying a hot spot h) translated from a set of con-
cepts Q (recall Procedure 4.1).
Output: Returns nothing, but as a side effect sets the cardinalities of the given
roles to the appropriate values.
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Algorithm:

for each role rc ∈ Rh declared from concept c = (Xc, Yc) ∈ Q do

if ∃ rb ∈ Rh such that par(rc) = rb and #Xc < #Xb then
set lower(rc) to “zero”

else
set lower(rc) to “one”

endif

let S = {sd ∈ Rh | ∃ dep(rc, sd)}
let D = {d = (Xd, Yd) ∈ Q | ∃ sd ∈ S declared from concept d}

if ( )∏
∈Dd

dX# < # Xc then

set upper(rc) to “many”
else

set upper(rc) to “one”
endif

endfor

As an example, consider c0 in Figure 4.2. The size of c0’s extent (one element)
and the fact that the corresponding role (Action) has no parent role determine the
cardinality of the role to be exactly one (see Figure 2.7). Concept c1 that corre-
sponds to the UserAction role, on the other hand, has two classes (LoginAction
and DisplayAction) in its extent, while c0 that corresponds to UserAction’s only
dependency target role (Action) has only one class in its extent, so the cardinality
for UserAction will be one to many.

The examples discussed in Chapters 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate how the input given in
Chapter 4.2.2 can be analyzed to produce the Action specialization pattern intro-
duced in Figure 2.7. Note, however, that the actual Action hot spot of the Struts
framework involves more details than what are present in these examples (see
Appendix C). In the next chapter we show how the analyst can gradually add
more details to the extracted patterns.

Note also that the heuristics described above do not always produce correct re-
sults. In such a case the analyst must manually adjust the cardinalities. In Chapter
4.5 we discuss the limits of our pattern extraction method and the possibilities for
the user to fine-tune the automatically extracted patterns. Chapter 5.1.2 shows
how the specialization patterns are edited and updated in the JavaFrames envi-
ronment.

4.4 Focusing the Analysis and Adding Details
Selecting the input for the concept analysis affects directly the quality of the re-
sults of the analysis. The fact that widening the input requires user intervention,
makes the approach described in Chapter 3.3.4 related to our notion of iterative
analysis, which essentially means that the analyst can change the relevancy crite-
ria (which affect the attributes of the analysis together with the set of available
constraints) and the input (which determines the objects) so as to get more suit-
able results.
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In our method, the analyst’s task is mainly to find a balance between giving too
small or too large relevancy sets. The risk with the former extreme is that while a
small relevancy set usually results in a simple pattern, it may be too general to
provide enough assistance for the application developer. On the other hand, giv-
ing a large relevancy set yields a pattern with more roles and constraints, which
means more detailed guidance for the application developer. However, at the
same time the risk of including too restricting, irrelevant, and confusing informa-
tion to the extracted pattern increases.

In principle, the information needed to come up with suitable relevancy criteria
should be available in documentation or at least in the implementation code of
the framework. Usually the analyst needs to change the relevancy criteria a few
times to get the desired results.

As an example of how the relevancy set is typically changed in practice, consider
the ActionForm pattern of the Struts framework represented as a dependency
graph in Figure 4.3. The pattern includes three class roles (ActionForm, UserAc-
tionForm, PropertyType), three method roles (reset, concreteReset, propertySet-
ter), and one field role (propertyField). Note that Figure 4.3 represents the situa-
tion after the pattern was modified by renaming some of the roles to better de-
scribe the input. Note also that this is a simplified version of the real ActionForm
pattern (see Appendix C): the roles for the validate method and property getters,
as well as all code fragment roles have been omitted.

Figure 4.3: The specialization pattern for Struts’ ActionForm hot spot

The ActionForm pattern was first extracted by using the same input as described
in Chapter 4.2.2 and the relevancy set EActionForm = {ActionForm, Action-
Form.reset}. This, however, resulted only in the roles depicted as white vertices
in Figure 4.3 (ActionForm, reset, UserActionForm, and concreteReset).

To extract information for describing the semantics of the concrete reset methods
defined in the ActionForm subclasses, the analyst had to look for examples of
properties whose initial values were set in the reset methods. Those properties
were typically implemented as data fields of some type (e.g. Login-
Form._username and LoginForm._password), and that same type was typically
used as a parameter type for the corresponding setter methods (e.g. Login-
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Form.setUsername and LoginForm.setPassword). Since the String class ap-
peared to be a representative example of such a type, the analyst added it to the
relevancy set as well as to the input. This extended the results to include also the
roles depicted as black vertices in Figure 4.3, i.e. those roles that model the type
of the properties within ActionForm subclasses (PropertyType) as well as the
data fields themselves (propertyField) and the accessor methods to set their val-
ues (propertySetter).

So, how does the analyst know what to expect when changing the input and the
relevancy set? In other words, what exactly is the relationship between the input
and the output of the analysis? Eisenbarth et al. have shown [EKS03] that the
method described in Chapter 3.3.4 defines a precise mapping from the previous
results to the new results: adding new objects or attributes results in a super con-
text of the previous context, and the concepts in the resulting lattice are either
genuinely new or can be mapped back to the concepts analyzed from the previ-
ous lattice. This makes it possible for the analyst to evaluate the results of chang-
ing the input and work systematically towards her goal.

In our method, the relationship between the input and the produced specialization
pattern is essentially defined by a similar subcontext-supercontext mapping. But,
since we produce multiple lattices from the input (one for each increment) and
our relevancy criteria affect both the objects and the attributes of the produced
contexts, the relationship in our case is less explicit. Furthermore, we do not use
the concept lattice as an external visualization tool, but rather as an internal in-
termediate representation. So, the visual cues proposed in Chapter 3.3.4 cannot
be directly applied in our approach.

Despite these differences, we feel that the knowledge of such an underlying
mapping helps the analyst also in our case. For example, the additional class role
PropertyType in the Struts example is an easily anticipated result of widening the
input for producing the ActionForm pattern as described above because adding
the example property type (String) results in a new object corresponding to the
type and an attribute with the corresponding name constraint to be added to the
context. Because the new attribute is the only one that applies for the new object,
there will be a new atomic concept with corresponding extent and intent, and that
concept is then translated to the PropertyType role. Also propertyField and prop-
ertySetter together with their dependencies and constraints are anticipated results
of widening the relevancy set by String, because the program elements that they
describe have features (e.g. field type and parameter type), which become rele-
vant once the String class is added to the relevancy set.

As we can see in the example above, relevancy set modifications allow, in addi-
tion to refocusing the analysis, adding more details to the analysis. This is be-
cause widened relevancy set means that more aspects of the input become rele-
vant and thus visible in the analysis results.

Another way to add more details to the analysis results is to define new con-
straints to model either new kinds of program elements or new aspects of existing
element kinds. This is a much more profound change than just modifying the
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relevancy set, because it involves changing the specification language and its im-
plementation. In practice this means programming new constraint subclasses that
implement JavaFrames’ abstract constraint interface. The translation algorithm
then takes these new constraints automatically into account as long as they con-
form to the general constraint interface and are properly introduced as constraints
in the JavaFrames environment. Note, however, that neither adding program
elements into the relevancy set nor adding new constraints can reveal new details
if the details are not present in the input. In that sense the quality and contents of
the input set bounds to the quality and richness of the results.

Both of the above mentioned ways to add details to the analysis results have been
tested in our case studies (see Chapter 5). While extracting the pattern specifica-
tions for the Struts and JUnit frameworks, we experimented with adding gradu-
ally more elements to the relevancy sets (see Tables 5.1 and 5.3). During the de-
velopment of the JavaFrames environment we also added new constraints to
model the method implementations’ properties, such as, instantiating objects,
calling other methods, or referencing data fields. These constraints added new
detail to the extracted patterns without introducing any need of modifications to
the extraction tool itself.

4.5 Assessing, Adjusting, and Initializing the Extracted Patterns
In the previous chapters we have learnt how the specialization pattern resulting
from the formal concept analysis depends on the given input, the relevancy set,
the roles and constraints of the specification language, and the heuristics used for
determining role names, cardinalities, and dependencies. We have also men-
tioned that the analyst should evaluate the results and change the input and rele-
vancy set if the results are not satisfactory. So how do we know when a speciali-
zation pattern is good enough?

There is no simple answer to this question because there is no standard way of
measuring the quality of the extracted specialization patterns. In principle, a pat-
tern is good enough when it provides adequate support for specializing the hot
spot it models. In practice, however, there is an infinite number of contexts
where the hot spot might be used and, furthermore, also the quality of the support
is to some extent a subjective issue. For instance, different user groups typically
emphasize different things to be important in the specialization support.

One obvious way to assess the quality of a specialization pattern is to test it in
various applied contexts. If the pattern does not help in the specialization process
it must be changed. We can try to extract a new version of the pattern, but in
most cases the results of the automatic pattern extraction need manual adjust-
ments. Typically the problems are related to automatic naming of roles that are
intended to describe multiple application side elements. Sometimes the selectable
role naming strategies (an instance of the Strategy design pattern [GHJ95] in the
pattern extraction implementation, see Chapter 5.1.1) can solve these problems,
but for roles describing elements that do not themselves have names (e.g. code
fragment roles) there are no heuristics that would always produce acceptable re-
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sults. In such a situation one must rely on the role renaming functionality of the
JavaFrames environment to adjust the role names of the extracted pattern. This is
actually quite easy since all the references to the modified role name (e.g. in
scripts) can be automatically updated.

Similarly, cardinality heuristics do not always produce correct results. Of course
the cardinalities can be adjusted later in JavaFrames, but it is sometimes difficult
to know the correct cardinality value. Also, sometimes additional dependencies
need to be added to the extracted patterns or the declaration location of the de-
pendency needs to be changed. Again, dependencies can be added manually to
the extracted patterns and moved around in JavaFrames to adjust the extracted
patterns. However, finding more sophisticated heuristics for deducing the cardi-
nalities and dependencies is also an interesting topic for further research.

Sometimes the extraction process produces too many and too restrictive con-
straints. Unnecessary constraints can of course quite easily be manually deleted.
A better way yet is to use the pattern extraction options that allow choosing the
constraints that are to be considered when (a) adding attributes to an FCA context
and (b) adding constraints to the extracted roles (see Chapter 5.1.1).

After the extracted patterns have been adjusted and fine-tuned, they still need to
be initialized before they can be used in the JavaFrames tool (recall Chapter
2.5.5). Before explaining the details of pattern initialization, it is important to dis-
tinguish between framework roles and application roles. A framework role is a
role that will be bound to a framework source code element by the framework
developer. Framework roles can often be deduced from the source code directly,
and they are typically named after the program elements they describe. For ex-
ample, there typically exists a one-to-one mapping between a framework inter-
face representing a certain framework’s concept and a framework role in a pat-
tern describing ways to implement that interface. In our case studies (see Chapter
5.4) we have found out that 5-30% of the roles are framework roles (although in
some patterns there is no need for framework roles at all).

An application role, on the other hand, is a role that will be bound to an applica-
tion source code element later on when deriving an application from the frame-
work. The structure and constraints of application roles should condense the
available information about the expected framework adaptations. This informa-
tion can be gathered from the ready-made default components incorporated in the
framework itself as well as from the existing applications already utilizing the
framework.

Application roles typically depend on the framework roles and contain con-
straints that guide the framework adapter as she derives her application from the
framework. ActionForm, depicted in Figure 4.3, is an example of a framework
role. The corresponding application role (UserActionForm) represents the set of
possible application-specific subclasses to be derived from the framework class
(ActionForm). Thus, it has a dependency to the framework role and an associated
inheritance constraint. There might also be application roles that do not depend
on any framework role (e.g. PropertyType). The properties that need to be speci-
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fied for such roles depend on the circumstances. For example, the PropertyType
role does not have any dependencies or constraints.

In order to test the extracted and adjusted specialization patterns, the framework
annotator needs to initialize them, i.e. bind the framework roles to the corre-
sponding framework elements and leave the rest of the roles for the application
developer to bind. In principle, it should be possible to automate this process for
the patterns that have been automatically extracted. At the moment, however,
JavaFrames does not provide such functionality.

In the case of the ActionForm pattern given in Figure 4.3, the framework annota-
tor has to bind the ActionForm class role with its method role reset to the corre-
sponding program elements of the Struts framework. On the other hand, the role
for the application-specific subclasses of ActionForm (UserActionForm) should
be left unbound, so that the tool would show it as a task for the application de-
veloper to provide the needed subclasses. Also the PropertyType class role as
well as all the other roles depending on PropertyType and UserActionForm
should be left for the application developer to bind.

After the framework developer has initialized all her patterns by binding the
framework roles to the appropriate framework program elements, the framework
reuse interface specification is finally ready to be used to guide the application
developer in specializing the framework.
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Chapter 5

Method Implementation and Case Studies

We have implemented a prototype tool called Pattern Extractor [Vil02, Vil03]
that realizes the FCA-based pattern extraction method described in Chapters 3.3
and 4. Pattern Extractor is a part of the JavaFrames toolset, which in turn is inte-
grated with the Eclipse [Ecl04] programming environment (recall Chapter 2.5).
Pattern Extractor produces JavaFrames specialization patterns from Java source
code. It can be used, e.g., to extract an initial version of a framework reuse inter-
face specification, which the analyst can then refine to get a complete and fully
functional specification.

In this chapter we discuss the implementation and applications of our method.
First, in Chapter 5.1 we take a look at Pattern Extractor’s user interface and de-
sign. In Chapters 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 we introduce the Struts framework for devel-
oping web applications, the JUnit framework for implementing systematic unit
testing of Java programs, and two case studies where we have automatically ex-
tracted specialization patterns to specify the main hot spots of both Struts and
JUnit. The results of automatic pattern extraction are compared to manually pre-
pared specifications of the same hot spots. Finally, in Chapter 5.5 we evaluate the
results of the case studies and discuss the limitations of our method.

5.1 Pattern Extractor Tool
Pattern Extractor is an implementation of the FCA-based pattern extraction
method described in Chapter 4. Pattern Extractor uses the implementation code
of a framework and a representative set of example applications as input for gen-
erating JavaFrames specialization patterns. The analyst also has to provide rele-
vancy criteria to focus the analysis to the relevant parts of the framework’s reuse
interface one hot spot at a time. In light of the relevancy criteria, the input is
automatically transformed to a set of formal concept analysis contexts, which are
analyzed and transformed to corresponding concept lattices. Finally, the tool
translates selected concepts of the lattices into roles and constraints of a speciali-
zation pattern. After the pattern extraction phase, the analyst can process the
automatically generated initial versions of the patterns to get a complete specifi-
cation, which JavaFrames can interpret to provide task-based assistance for ap-
plication developers using the framework.
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5.1.1 Using Pattern Extractor

The user interface of Pattern Extractor is depicted in Figure 5.1. It consists of a
text field for the name that is given for the pattern to be extracted and a tree view
that shows the files, packages, classes, and other program elements of the current
Eclipse project. The analyst uses the tree view to select the input and the rele-
vancy criteria for the extraction process (recall Chapter 4.2). There is also a mes-
sage panel that shows warnings and error messages related to selecting input for
the analysis (e.g., the input cannot be empty). The input is given simply by se-
lecting one or more Java packages or files (e.g. XML configuration files, prop-
erty files, or other text files) in the tree view. The contents of the given input
packages (classes and all their members) are searched from the source code and
class files of the currently open project and used as input together with the given
files.

Figure 5.1: Pattern Extractor user interface

The input is filtered according to the given relevancy criteria, which are defined
by selecting classes and their members in the same tree view. In addition, names
of those relevant program elements that are not visible in the input tree (e.g.
primitive types, modifier keywords, and string literals) can be given in the text
field below the input tree. The relevancy selection should contain all those pro-
gram elements that are considered relevant for the pattern to be generated, in the
sense that was explained in detail in Chapter 4.2.1.
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In Figure 5.1, the analyst has chosen the org.apache.struts.action package (one
of the core packages of Struts) as input and the Action base class as one element
in the relevancy set. She would still need to add the org.apache.webapp.example
package (a sample application) into the input and the execute method of Action to
the relevancy set in order to be able to extract a specialization pattern for specify-
ing the Action hot spot (recall Chapters 2.5.2 and 2.5.5). Once the analyst is
ready with the selection of input and relevancy criteria, she can push the Finish
button, and the Pattern Extractor tool will produce the pattern according to the
given information.

Alternatively, the analyst can push the Next button to move to the Options page
where she can select the role naming strategy and the ways that each JavaFrames
constraint affects the FCA context building and pattern extraction (see Figure
5.2). The role naming strategies currently implemented in Pattern Extractor are:
(1) using common prefixes or (2) postfixes of the names of the program elements
in the extents and (3) using names of the common dependency target roles as ba-
sis for the role names. In the first two strategies, a common leading or trailing
substring is used as the name if such a substring exists. Otherwise the role name
will be simply the catenation of the element names. In all of the strategies, a
string constant, such as “User” or “concrete” can be added to the produced name.

Figure 5.2: The Options page of the Pattern Extractor tool
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The Constraint Usage table (right below the role naming strategy selection)
enumerates all constraints available in the JavaFrames language (see Appendix
A). For each constraint, the analyst can select whether or not it should be consid-
ered when generating attributes for the contexts and if instances of that constraint
type should be declared for the extracted roles. By default, all the choices are
marked “Yes”, except for the name constraint’s Generate Constraint selection.
This is because the name constraint is useful for separating framework roles (that
often have no other constraints) from each other, but it is seldom needed in the
specifications themselves. It is, in fact, too restrictive for most application roles
and not really necessary for framework roles either.

5.1.2 Adjusting and Initializing Automatically Generated Patterns

The extracted patterns appear in JavaFrames’ Architecture View (recall Chapter
2.5.5) under the architecture that was selected prior to the extraction. Pattern
View can be used to examine and adjust the extracted roles, their constraints,
scripts, dependencies, and cardinalities. For instance, to rename a role, one se-
lects Rename… in the role’s popup menu and defines the new name (see Figure
5.3). Optionally, all references to the old role name (e.g. in scripts) can be up-
dated, too. Other possibilities to adjust the extracted patterns include modifying
role cardinalities as well as adding and deleting roles, constraints, dependencies,
and scripts. In addition, one can edit script source codes and change interpreters.

Figure 5.3: Renaming roles in JavaFrames

In Figure 5.3, the analyst is fine-tuning the extracted Action pattern. She has se-
lected the role describing the subclasses of Action (i.e. AnAction) and is about to
change the name of that role to UserAction. In addition to changing the role
names as necessary, the user needs to check all default scripts (e.g. the default
templates used in code generation) defined for the roles and make the required
modifications. A similar process must be repeated also for the other extracted
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patterns. After adjusting all the roles, the analyst could start initializing her Struts
specification by binding the framework roles to the corresponding program ele-
ments in the Struts implementation as described in Chapters 2.5.5 and 4.5.

5.1.3 Design of Pattern Extractor

The UML class diagram in Figure 5.4 illustrates the package structure of Pattern
Extractor and shows how it is connected to the rest of the JavaFrames environ-
ment. The packages identified in Figure 5.4 implement the elementary phases of
pattern extraction depicted in the data flow diagram in Figure 4.1. (Note that the
common prefix “fi.tut.cs.practise” has been omitted from the package names.)

The PatternExtractorWizard class represents the whole user interface of the tool
(the extractor.ui package). When the user has entered the input and relevancy
criteria she wishes to use in the extraction, PatternExtractorWizard creates a new
Extractor object. PatternExtractorWizard passes all input and relevancy informa-
tion as well as the option settings provided by the user to the newly created Ex-
tractor object.

Extractor acts as the coordinator of the pattern extraction process. It creates a
ContextBuilder object and initializes it with the given relevancy set. Typically,
the relevancy set consists of one or more classes, methods, and other program
elements that implement the key concepts of the hot spot that the pattern to be
extracted is intended to describe.

Extractor uses ContextBuilder to incrementally produce formal concept analysis
contexts from the given input (Phase 1 in Figure 4.1). The input consists of a set
of (Java) program elements (an AST) that is given as an argument to the build
method. All program elements are represented in Figure 5.4 by an abstract class
ProgramElement. The generic getProperty method stands for all possible ways
of querying various properties of different elements. In practice, of course, there
are dozens of accessor methods for those properties implemented in various ob-
jects representing the AST nodes.

ContextBuilder turns the input into a context consisting of a set of context analy-
sis objects (instances of ConceptualObject) and attributes (instances of Concep-
tualAttribute). As FCA attributes, ContextBuilder generates all pairs that consist
of constraints of the JavaFrames language (applicable for the elements in the
given input; see Appendix A) and the program elements in the relevancy set. The
constraint names are stored in the property fields and the program elements as
the value references in the ConceptualAttribute instances. As FCA objects, Con-
textBuilder uses all relevant elements in the input, i.e. all elements that have at
least one property whose value is included in the relevancy set (or rather whose
value set has an element included in the relevancy set; recall Chapter 4.2.1).

When constructing the instance relation, all possible pairs of objects and attrib-
utes are considered. A pair is added to the instance relation if the object has a
property that corresponds to the constraint name (i.e. property) in the attribute
and the value of the property is the same as the value reference of the attribute
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(recall Chapter 4.2.2). Finally, all such attributes that do not apply to any objects
and all such objects that do not have any attributes are removed.

Extractor hands the built FCA context over to the concept analysis subsystem
(the concept package), which implements the general concept analysis algo-
rithms, such as making the given context well-formed, building a concept lattice
for it, and calculating the concept partitions (Phase 2 in Figure 4.1). These algo-
rithms do not depend on Java or JavaFrames.

Figure 5.4: Pattern Extractor design as a UML class diagram

When the context has been analyzed and the atomic concept partition has been
formed, Extractor uses the pattern model (the pattern package) to create roles
and other pattern elements that correspond to the concepts in the partition (Phase
4 in Figure 4.1). The current implementation always uses the atomic partition as
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the basis for role generation, so there is no need for explicit partition selection
(Phase 3 in Figure 4.1).

There are four main classes in the pattern model implementation: Role, Con-
straint, Script, and Dependency. Roles can have other roles declared within them,
and all patterns consist hierarchically of roles. Each role has a set of constraints
associated with it. Each constraint of a role is evaluated (by calling evaluate on
the appropriate Constraint object), e.g., when the program element bound to the
owner role (reachable though the reference attribute) changes. Constraint evalua-
tion involves first evaluating the value script of the constraint (by calling evalu-
ate on the corresponding Script object) and then calling check with the result of
the script evaluation as the argument. The check method is implemented differ-
ently in each Constraint subclass to fetch the appropriate property of the bound
program element and to compare it to the argument object. If the check fails, the
constraint violation is reported to the user as a repair task in JavaFrames’ user
interface.

ContextBuilder uses the same check function in the production of FCA contexts
(recall Algorithm 4.1 defined in Chapter 4.2.2). However, instead of role bind-
ings (which obviously are not available during the pattern extraction), Context-
Builder uses the program elements in the given input and relevancy set as “tem-
porary bindings” and target values. In this way it finds out about the properties of
each program element and builds a corresponding context.

Roles can also have scripts associated with them. Scripts are used, e.g., for gen-
erating code from roles and producing task documentation. A script always has a
name, a textual source code, and an interpreter associated with it. See Chapter
2.5 and Appendices A and B for more information on scripts in JavaFrames.

In addition to constraints and scripts, a role always has a name, cardinality, and a
set of dependencies associated with it. If a role has no dependencies then its car-
dinality expresses the number of program elements that must be bound to the role
for each element that is bound to its parent role (if it has one). Dependencies af-
fect the interpretation of the cardinality. If a role contains dependencies, the car-
dinality specifies the number of implementation elements there must be bound to
the role for each acceptable combination of elements playing the target roles of
the dependencies (recall Chapter 2.5.2).

Figure 5.5 provides a generic sequence diagram representing the main phases of
the incremental role extraction process. The user interface (UI, actually Pattern-
ExtractorWizard) is responsible for creating an instance of Extractor to extract a
specialization pattern from the given input (an AST consisting of program ele-
ments) using the given relevancy criteria. The actual extraction process is in-
voked when UI calls extract on Extractor. Extractor then calls extractRoles on
itself by giving the artificial root role and the classes and interfaces in the input
as arguments.

Extractor delegates the building of the concept analysis context to Context-
Builder, which determines the objects and attributes from the given classes and
their properties. Then ContextBuilder creates the context object I and returns it to
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the Extractor. Extractor makes sure that the context is well-formed and then asks
for the atomic partition P of the concept lattice.

A role (e.g. r) is generated for each concept c in P. When creating a new role, the
role kind is determined based on the types (or kinds) of the program elements in
the concept’s extent (actually the first object in the extent determines the kind,
since all objects in the extent are assumed to be of the same type). The name of
the role is based on the names of all objects in the extent according to the se-
lected role naming strategy (recall Chapter 5.1.1). For example, the role name
can be the common prefix or postfix of the names of the program elements in the
extent.

Figure 5.5: Role extraction process
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The role creation process is recursively repeated for each created new role such
that first a new input is formed from the program elements declared under the
elements in the extent of the already created role. A new context is built using
those elements (e.g. members) as input. The roles resulting from the following
concept analysis and translation are added under the role created already in the
previous increment. Note that the root role is an artificial role that can be thought
of as representing the pattern itself. The root role is created before the whole ex-
traction process begins.

Extractor stores references to all created roles and their corresponding concepts
so that they can be used later on when decorating roles with constraints, scripts,
and cardinalities (not visible in Figure 5.5). This decoration process basically
enumerates through each role r, finds the concept c and the intent corresponding
to the role, and then considers each attribute a in the intent one at a time. A cor-
responding constraint is declared in r for each attribute a. Both the type (e.g. an
inheritance constraint) and value (e.g. class Action) of the constraint are deter-
mined by a. If the value element of a corresponds to another role, a dependency
to that role is declared in r and a reference to it is used as the value of the con-
straint. Note that the additional attributes added as negative information when
making the context well-formed do not relate to any constraints (there is cur-
rently no way to express “negative constraints” in JavaFrames), so they do not
contribute to any constraints for roles. Finally, the cardinalities are deduced using
the heuristics defined in Chapter 4.3.3. The cardinalities for the roles are set last
because the heuristics for defining the cardinalities are influenced by the depend-
encies of the roles.

5.2 Struts Framework
To test the effectiveness of the method introduced in this thesis, we have applied
Pattern Extractor to automatically extract a JavaFrames model for the Struts
[Str04] and JUnit [GaB99, JUn04] frameworks. They were chosen as our case
frameworks because they are commonly known, mature, well designed, imple-
mented in Java, and freely available. In this chapter we discuss the structure and
hot spots of Struts. JUnit will be covered next in Chapter 5.3.

Struts is an open source framework for building Java web applications based on
the Java Servlet technology [Sun04d]. In total, the Struts distribution consists of
about 300 classes of which around 50 belong to the core framework. The rest are
utility classes, extensions, and samples.

Struts encourages application architectures based on a variation of the classic
Model-View-Controller (MVC) design paradigm [KrP88]. Struts provides its
own Controller component and integrates with other technologies to provide the
Model and the View. In a Struts application, the Controller receives requests
from the client (typically a user running a web browser) and decides what busi-
ness logic function to perform. The Controller delegates requests to appropriate
actions, which act as adapters between the requests and the Model that represents
the application’s business logic or state. Control is usually then forwarded back
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through the Controller to the appropriate View component that produces the next
phase of the user interface. The forwarding can be determined by consulting a set
of mappings, usually loaded from a configuration file. This provides a loose cou-
pling between the View and the Model, and makes applications significantly eas-
ier to create and maintain.

Figure 5.6 shows a part of a simple application derived from the Struts frame-
work. The classes, files, and tags in the figure are grouped by gray boxes to de-
note the five main hot spots of Struts. The two hot spots related to the Controller
part of Struts (ActionForm and Action) are on the top left part of the figure, and
the User JavaBean on top right represents the Model part of the application (i.e.
the UserDataBean hot spot). The files users.jsp and struts-config.xml (denoted
by paper sheet symbols) together with the tags (denoted by block arrows) de-
clared within them, in turn, represent the View part of the application and the ap-
plication configuration, respectively. They provide examples of how the JSPFile
and ConfigFile hot spots can be used.

The Action and ActionForm hot spots use class inheritance and method overrid-
ing as their main specialization mechanism. The org.apache.struts.action pack-
age contains the corresponding framework classes that are intended to be special-
ized in the application (e.g. LoginAction and LoginForm). The other three hot
spots in Figure 5.6 rely on XML-based syntax (JSPFile and ConfigFile) and
naming conventions (UserDataBean) to convey the application developer’s in-
tent. The program elements (files, tags, and classes) related to those hot spots in
the figure are all application-side elements (e.g. NewUser and User). The
connections to the underlying framework concepts (or to the conventions
enforced by the framework) are only visible as stereotypes (e.g. «FormTag» and
«JavaBean») attached to the elements.

In a Struts application, all actions are subclassed from the abstract Action base
class. The Action hot spot allows the application developer to define a new Ac-
tion subclass (e.g. LoginAction and RegisterAction) for every logical request that
should be handled by the application. In each subclass, the application developer
provides an execute method that encapsulates the business logic that corresponds
to the action, interprets the outcome of accessing the system state, and ultimately
dispatches control to the appropriate View component to display the response.
For example, LoginAction checks the user name and password and, if login suc-
ceeds, forwards the control to the next page of the user interface.

Large-scale applications will often represent the business logic operations as
separate objects that can be combined and reused in various new ways in new
contexts. In a smaller application, on the other hand, the available operations
might be embedded within the Action classes. This can be adequate if the logic is
very simple or if reuse of the business logic is not contemplated. In any case, the
system state should be separated from the actions that modify or query the state.
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Figure 5.6: The main hot spots of the Struts framework
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ties. (In Figure 5.6 this is depicted, e.g., with the dependency stereotyped as
beanAccess from Login to User.) This arrangement separates the business logic
from actions, so that actions can focus on error handling and where to forward
control. In a database application, for example, a UserDataBean can connect to
and query the database, and return the result to the Action. The Action hands the
result over to a View component that displays it in a HTML form.

The View portion of a Struts-based application is most often constructed using
the JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology [Sun04e]. JSP pages contain static HTML
text (template text) and dynamic content based on the interpretation of special
action tags at page request time. The JSP specification defines a set of standard
action tags and a facility to define custom tags. Struts includes a set of custom
tag libraries that facilitate creating user interfaces that are fully internationalized,
and that interact gracefully with ActionForm objects (see the ActionForm hot
spot below).

The JSPFile hot spot allows the application developer to generate JSP files that
contain tags, e.g., to invoke the actions and access the UserDataBeans. On bot-
tom left in Figure 5.6, there is one JSP file (users.jsp), which contains tags
(stereotyped as WriteTags) to display the properties of the existing users (in-
stances of the User class, hence the beanAccess dependency). It also has an input
form tag (stereotyped FormTag) that contains a text field tag (stereotyped
TextTag) for adding new users. The NewUser tag is linked through the nameRef
and actionRef dependencies and the RegisterMapping tag defined in the Struts
configuration file to the corresponding action (RegisterAction) (see further ex-
planation below).

Other JSP file tags, not visible in Figure 5.6, include tags to automatically popu-
late fields from a JavaBean and to output messages queued by an Action or Ac-
tionForm object. The message tag mechanism is designed to support the interna-
tionalization features built into the Java platform. All the field labels and mes-
sages can be retrieved from a message resource (or a property file), which makes
it possible to provide messages in another language by simply replacing the
property file. Other benefits of the message resources approach are consistent
labeling between forms, and the ability to review all labels and messages from a
central location.

A key problem in designing web applications is handling and validating the user
input. Through the ActionForm hot spot (top left in Figure 5.6), Struts allows ap-
plication developers to define customized input handlers by subclassing the Ac-
tionForm class (e.g. RegistrationForm and LoginForm). This mechanism pro-
vides a standard way to store and validate the data entered in the application’s
input forms. For instance in Figure 5.6, the dependency stereotyped as beanAc-
cess denotes the GetUserName tag’s relationship to the corresponding property
(username) in RegistrationForm. Once the user enters input through the
GetUserName tag in users.jsp page, the framework updates Registration-
Form.username and invokes RegistrationForm.validate so that appropriate
checks can be made. In the case of validation errors (e.g., if the user name is
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empty), a common mechanism for raising and displaying error messages can be
used.

The various components of a Struts application (e.g. actions, forms, data beans,
and JSP files) are configured by giving an XML file (struts-config.xml) that con-
nects the application components together. When initialized, Struts parses the
given configuration file and uses it to create the needed control layer objects that
form the struts configuration for the application. The ConfigFile hot spot guides
the application developer in producing an appropriate configuration file.

The lower right part of Figure 5.6 gives an example of a configuration file and
the tags it contains. There are two tags stereotyped as ActionTags defining the
action mappings for the application (RegisterMapping and LoginMapping). Ac-
tion mappings specify the names that are used to identify the appropriate han-
dlers (Action subclasses) for the incoming service requests. These relationships
are indicated by the actionRef dependencies in Figure 5.6.

The configuration file also contains FormBeanTags (e.g. RegFormBean and Log-
inFormBean) that are used to create instances of the ActionForm objects at run-
time. If an action mapping is associated with a FormBeanTag (indicated by the
nameRef dependencies in Figure 5.6), the servlet can use it (and the correspond-
ing formBeanRef dependency) to identify the corresponding ActionForm subclass
(e.g., RegisterMapping is associated with RegistrationForm through RegForm-
Bean). When a request calls for a mapping that uses an ActionForm, the control-
ler servlet either retrieves or creates the ActionForm instance and passes it to the
Action object. If the request is being used to submit an input page, the Action ob-
ject can examine the data. If necessary, the data can be sent back to the input
form along with a list of messages to display on the page. Otherwise the data can
be passed along to the business tier. If the request is being used to create an input
page, the Action object can populate the ActionForm object with any data that the
input page might need.

Other aspects defined by the Struts configuration file include action forwards to
select output pages, validator specifications for automatic validation of Action-
Forms, and tile specifications that are used for building pages from smaller frag-
ments. These, however, are not visible in the example in Figure 5.6.

Note that a number of Struts hot spots, including the ones describing the defini-
tion of application-specific custom tags, using the logging facility to monitor
executed actions, and compiling and packaging the finished application into a
WAR file and installing it in a Java servlet container such as Apache Tomcat
have been omitted from Figure 5.6 for simplicity. See Appendix C for a complete
listing of Struts hot spot specifications written in the JavaFrames language.
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5.3 JUnit Framework
JUnit [GaB99, JUn04] is the other framework to which we have applied our pat-
tern extraction method. JUnit is a framework for implementing systematic unit
testing of Java programs. It helps a programmer to write tests for each new fea-
ture or function she implements and to test as often as she compiles. Thus, if or
when the programmer encounters a failure, she can concentrate on debugging in
a limited area of code added after the previous successful tests.

JUnit provides support for running a selection of tests repeatedly, checking the
results of the tests automatically using assertions, and reporting the results in a
consistent manner. It also helps programmers to avoid duplication of effort in
writing the tests by allowing reusing test fixtures (i.e. context objects used as test
material) in different tests and combining tests from various sources.

All in all, JUnit consists of about 50 classes of which less than 20 belong to the
core framework. The rest of the classes are UI components, extensions, and sam-
ples. Figure 5.7 shows the main abstractions of JUnit annotated with arrows ex-
pressing the applied design patterns. The figure also depicts some application-
level classes (the lower part of the diagram) that exemplify how the constructs of
the framework can be extended and used through the four most important hot
spots of JUnit (see the legend in the lower right corner).

The design of JUnit is very simple, yet expressive. There are only a handful of
key classes, but they have rich interactions, which implies a mature framework.
The centerpiece of the design is the TestCase class that defines the basic organ-
izational building blocks of tests. It adheres to the Command design pattern
[GHJ95] because its fundamental purpose is to encapsulate (requests to run) tests
as objects so that they can be organized and manipulated in various ways. Each
TestCase object has a name that can be used, for example, in reporting test re-
sults. The name is given as a constructor parameter when creating new TestCase
objects.

The method that executes tests is called run. It is a Template Method [GHJ95]. It
defines the skeletal algorithm common to all test scripts: set up a fixture for the
test (setUp), run some code against it (runTest), and finally clean up (tearDown).
This means that each test is run against a fresh fixture to minimize dependencies
between tests and to maximize their reusability.

To define a new test, one needs to write a new subclass for TestCase. The Defin-
ingTests hot spot illustrates subclassing the TestCase (e.g. MoneyTest and Ac-
countTest) and initializing its name field by defining a constructor that takes a
name as an argument and passes it over to the constructor of the superclass. The
test classes also define test scripts (e.g. testAdd and testDeposit) that call methods
of the classes to be tested (e.g. add in Money or deposit in Account). Each test
script interacts with the objects to be tested and finally verifies the expected re-
sults with assertions.
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Figure 5.7: The design patterns and main hot spots of the JUnit framework

As an example, the following code fragment represents the MoneyTest test case
class. It has a constructor, which calls the constructor of the superclass. It also
contains one test script (testAdd), which creates two Money objects, calculates
“1 + 1” on them, and verifies the result with an assert call (various kinds of as-
sertion methods are defined in the Assert utility class that has been left out from
Figure 5.7 for simplicity; TestCase inherits Assert so the assertion methods are
available to all subclasses of TestCase).

public class MoneyTest extends TestCase {
public MoneyTest(String name) { super(name); }
protected void testAdd() {

Money oneEuro = new Money(1, "euro");
Money twoEuros = new Money(2, "euro");
assert(oneEuro.add(oneEuro).equals(twoEuros));

}
}
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The creation of the test material objects can be done in the test scripts them-
selves, but in order to be able to share these fixture definitions among scripts, the
developer must use the SettingUpFixture hot spot to define the initialization (e.g.
MoneyTest.setUp) for fixture attributes (e.g. MoneyTest.m) by overriding the cor-
responding method declared in TestCase. Setting up a test fixture most often in-
volves creating one or more instances of the classes to be tested (e.g. Money, Ac-
count). Here is an example of setting up a fixture and using it in a test script:

public class MoneyTest extends TestCase {
…
private Money _oneEuro;
private Money _twoEuros;
protected void setUp() {

_oneEuro = new Money(1, "euro");
_twoEuros = new Money(2, "euro");

}
protected void testAdd() {

assert(
_oneEuro.add(_oneEuro).equals(_twoEuros)

);
}

}

To enable hierarchical arrangement of test cases and uniform execution of test
suites consisting of many tests, JUnit applies the Composite design pattern
[GHJ95] to the TestCase class. An additional interface (Test) is introduced to
play the Component role in the pattern. The method whose invocations need to
be unified is, of course, run. TestCase implements the Test interface as a Leaf
node. It does not have any subtests. On the other hand, TestSuite plays the Com-
posite role in the pattern. It has a vector for storing references to its children
(tests) and associated accessor methods (left out from the figure for simplicity) to
manage the vector. TestSuite also implements the run method from the Test inter-
face by delegating the call to its children. The parameter of the run method is a
Collecting Parameter [Bec97]. It collects results from several tests and makes it
possible to condense the results, for example, to a cumulative number of suc-
cesses and a list of failures with their descriptions.

From the application developer’s point of view, the possibility to combine test
cases into tree hierarchies offered by the TestSuite class is useful for selecting
and grouping together those tests that should be run together. The SelectingTests
hot spot allows the developer to do exactly that. As an example, the AllTests
class in Figure 5.7 defines a static suite method where it creates a TestSuite in-
stance and adds test cases to it.

There are a number of ways to do this. First, all the test scripts in a test class (e.g.
testDeposit in AccountTest) can be added to the suite by giving the test case class
as an argument to a framework method that adds the scripts to the suite using re-
flection. In order to be added to the suite, a test method must fulfill two require-
ments: its name must start with the prefix “test” and it must not take any argu-
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ments. It is also possible to add only selected scripts from a test case class one at
the time by creating an instance of the class (e.g. MoneyTest) with the same name
as the selected script (e.g. testAdd) for each script to be selected. This is because
the default implementation of runTest defined in TestCase uses the Pluggable
Selector design pattern [Bec97] implemented by means of Java Reflection API to
enable automatic execution of a test method that has the same name as the Test-
Case object. Finally, it is possible to add a whole test suite by calling a suite
method in another test case and by adding the resulting suite as a subsuite.

Below is an example of a suite method that creates a TestSuite object, adds tests
to it using all the techniques described above, and returns the suite:

public static Test suite() {
TestSuite s = new TestSuite("SomeMoneyTests");
s.addTest(AccountTest.class);
s.addTest(new MoneyTest("testAdd"));
s.addTest(MoreAdvancedMoneyTests.suite());
return s;

}

JUnit provides different test runners, which can run a test suite and collect the
results. A test runner either expects a static suite method as the entry point to get
a test to run or it will extract the suite automatically. RunningTests, the fourth hot
spot depicted in Figure 5.7, is meant for selecting the tests to be run and an ap-
propriate test runner class (e.g. TestRunner) to execute them. This can be accom-
plished by defining a main method (e.g. AllTests.main) where the runner’s static
run method is called with a test case class as an argument. All test scripts defined
in the given test case will be looked up and executed through reflection.

Here is an example:

public class AllTests {
public static void main(String[] args) {

junit.textui.TestRunner.run(MoneyTest.class);
}

}

Note that Figure 5.7 represents only an example of how to use some of the
framework’s hot spots. A number of more advanced hot spots (involving, e.g.,
running the same tests multiple times, running tests in separate threads, and test-
ing exceptions thrown by methods) have been left out completely. All the alter-
natives and details of utilizing the given hot spots have not been described either.
See Appendix D for a complete listing of JUnit hot spot specifications in the
JavaFrames language.

5.4 Applying Pattern Extractor
In two case studies, we have extracted JavaFrames specialization patterns to
specify the reuse interfaces of the Struts web application framework [Str04] and
the JUnit testing framework [GaB99, JUn04]. In this chapter we present the re-
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sults from those case studies. Note that the JUnit case study is a revised version
of an earlier experiment that has been published in [Vil02] and [Vil03].

5.4.1 Results of the Struts Case Study

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the results of the Struts case study by listing vari-
ous aspects of the eight extracted Struts patterns. The first five of the patterns
(Action, ActionForm, UserDataBean, ConfigFile, and JSPFile) can be character-
ized as basic patterns, i.e. patterns that are involved in any specialization of
Struts. They correspond to the hot spots represented in Figure 5.6. The other
three patterns describe hot spots that are relevant to more infrequent or specific
ways of using the framework.

Table 5.1 describes the characteristics of the extraction process of the Struts spe-
cialization patterns. For each pattern it shows the used input and relevancy set, as
well as the number of iterations (recall Chapter 4.4) needed to find them. The
input given for the extraction process typically consisted of the source code pack-
ages of the core Struts framework (mainly org.apache.struts.action) and the
sample application provided with the Struts distribution (org.apache.struts.web-
app.example), whereas the relevancy sets were naturally defined differently for
each pattern. (Note that the path prefix “org.apache.struts” that is common to all
Struts package names has been omitted in Table 5.1 to keep it compact.)

The number of iterations needed to correctly focus the analysis varied between
two and four. Typically, one first started off with the main classes or files rele-
vant to the current hot spot. Then methods, data fields, and additional relevant
strings were added as needed. On the last iteration rounds the results were fine
tuned by changing the option settings, e.g., to avoid generating unnecessary con-
straints.

For each pattern, Table 5.1 also lists the total number of FCA objects and attrib-
utes needed for the extraction of the pattern (note that the incremental analysis
typically produces several lattices for a pattern) and the extraction time in milli-
seconds. The extraction times were measured on a 750 MHz Intel PIII PC with
256 MB memory running Windows 2000 and Eclipse 2.0.2 after “warming up”
the system with three unrelated test extractions. The table shows that the extrac-
tion time roughly follows the size of the contexts needed in the analysis. On av-
erage the extraction took little over three seconds (note that the total and average
times are given in seconds instead of milliseconds). The analysis of the Deploy-
Servlet pattern took only 611 milliseconds since it involved analyzing only one
file and a handful of FCA objects and attributes. On the other hand, the extrac-
tion of the UserTags pattern required more than 100 FCA objects and attributes
and took almost ten seconds. This is because the input consisted of about 150
files and the relevancy set was relatively large also.

After extraction, the patterns were adjusted manually to achieve the overall qual-
ity and usability level of the hand-written specifications made for various frame-
works within the JavaFrames project (see, e.g., [Vil01]). The reference pattern
sets were produced independently from the pattern extraction experiment. How-
ever, although every effort was made to avoid any bias in the comparison, com-
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plete objectivity might have been unintentionally compromised to some extent by
the fact that the author of the Pattern Extractor tool also participated in the con-
struction of the reference patterns.

Pattern Input Relevancy Iter. (O, A) Time

Action action,
webapp.example

Action,
Action.execute,
Model,
Model.createElement

4 (18, 9) 4046

ActionForm action,
webapp.example,
java.lang

ActionForm,
ActionForm.reset,
ActionForm.validate,
String

2 (42, 11) 3915

UserData-
Bean

webapp.example.-
memory,
java.lang

MemoryUser,
MemoryUser.password,
String

2 (14, 9) 3315

ConfigFile action,
webapp.example,
index.jsp,
struts-config.xml

Action,ActionForm,
index.jsp,
struts-config.xml

2 (16, 8) 1612

JSPFile webapp.example,
mainMenu.jsp,
ApplicationResources.-
properties

User,
User.getUsername,
SubscriptionForm,
Subscription-
Form.getUsername,
mainMenu.jsp,
“mainMenu.heading”

3 (8, 9) 1843

Deploy-
Servlet

build.xml build.xml,
“Struts Example”

2 (2, 2) 611

UserTags webapp.example,
javax.servlet.jsp.tagext,
java.lang,
app.tld

TagSupport,
TagSupport.doStartTag,
TagSupport.doEndTag,
TagSupport.release,
LinkSubscriptionTag,
LinkSubscriptionTag.name,
String,
app.tld,
“linkSubscription”

4 (54, 50) 9544

Logging webapp.example EditSubscriptionAction,
EditSubscriptionAction.log,
Log

3 (2, 5) 1072

Total - - 22 (156, 103) 26s

Average - - 3 (20, 13) 3,2s

Table 5.1: Characteristics of the extraction process of the Struts patterns

The maturity of the reference patterns was verified to some extent by using them
in JavaFrames to support the specialization of the case frameworks, although it
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must be admitted that more experiments would be necessary to fully guarantee
the quality of the reference patterns. The JUnit patterns were tested by deriving
all the test cases that come with the JUnit distribution (i.e. the test cases that are
intended to test JUnit itself) from the patterns. The Struts framework patterns
were tested by deriving a small web chat application under JavaFrames’ guid-
ance. These experiences are reported in [Vil02] and [Vil04b], respectively.

Below is an example of an automatically extracted JavaFrames specialization
pattern (the Action pattern of the Struts specification). It is written in the XML-
based pattern export format of the JavaFrames environment (note that normally
the patterns are created and managed directly in the tool through a semi-graphical
interface as described in Chapter 2.5.5). The syntax that has been used in the list-
ing should be self-evident: a pattern consists hierarchically of roles and other
named pattern elements that have certain named attributes (see Appendix A for a
complete listing of the available pattern elements and their attributes). The stan-
dard XML convention of using CDATA sections to quote source text that is not
intended to be interpreted by the XML parser has been applied to surround script
source texts. The source text may include JavaFrames-specific tags that are in-
tended to be interpreted by the interpreter (e.g. “STI” or “SXI”) indicated in the
script tag (see Appendix B for an explanation of all the script interpreters cur-
rently implemented in JavaFrames).

Those parts of the pattern that were added or modified after the automatic extrac-
tion are written in bold typeface, and those parts that were removed to get the
final pattern are written in italics. Some details have been omitted from the ex-
ample pattern to save space. These include, e.g., description and taskTitle scripts.
Also some of the defaultTemplate scripts and definitions of roles that were re-
moved have been shortened. Appendices C and D contain similar listings of all
the extracted specialization patterns together with records of the input and rele-
vancy criteria, the option settings, the sizes of the FCA contexts, and the extrac-
tion times for each pattern.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "Action" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "Action" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<role name = "execute" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "UserAction" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/Action" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Action.i]]>
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</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/Action.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<role name = "execute" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Model/createElement" />
<dependency target = "/Action/execute" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Action/execute.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public ActionForward execute(ActionMapping mapping,
ActionForm form, HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response) { … }]]>

</script>
<role name = "beanAccess" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Bean" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/Bean.i.longName> … ]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "actionForward" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserAction/execute/forwardName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[return mapping.findForward(
"<#:/UserAction/execute/forwardName.i.value>");]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "forwardName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "beanName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "beanScope" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserAction/execute/beanName" />
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[session]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "execute2" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">

…
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</role>
</role>
<role name = "Bean" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/UserAction/execute/beanScope" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<role name = "createElement" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

…
</role>

</role>
</pattern>

The quality of the extraction process is estimated in Table 5.2 by showing the
number of missing and extra roles, constraints, and dependencies in each ex-
tracted pattern when compared to the corresponding reference pattern. The num-
ber of missing pattern elements is compared to the total number of the same kind
of pattern elements in the corresponding reference pattern (the columns labeled
as “Roles/ missing”, “Constraints/ missing”, and “Dependencies/ missing”).
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Action 4/10 2/8 2/6 0/2 1/3 0/2 4/6 2/4 0/2 20 18 65

ActionForm 7/16 0/9 4/9 1/4 0/3 0/3 9/14 0/5 0/5 6 34 69

UserDataBean 6/13 2/9 6/7 1/1 0/0 0/0 9/13 2/6 2/4 0 27 48

ConfigFile 8/17 0/9 4/9 1/3 0/2 0/2 18/20 2/4 0/2 5 40 52

JSPFile 11/22 0/11 6/11 4/4 0/0 0/0 22/25 0/3 3/3 0 51 41

DeployServlet 1/4 0/3 1/3 0/1 0/1 1/1 1/2 0/1 0/1 0 7 75

UserTags 3/20 27/44 8/17 2/6 6/10 0/4 11/18 25/32 2/7 7 44 47

Logging 5/9 0/4 2/4 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/1 0/1 0/1 0 10 63

Total 45/111 31/97 33/66 9/21 7/19 1/12 74/99 31/56 7/25 - 231 -

Average 6/14 4/12 4/8 1/3 1/2 0/2 9/12 4/7 1/3 5 29 58

Table 5.2: Properties of the extracted Struts patterns

For instance, in the Action pattern example above there are 10 roles in the refer-
ence pattern. The Action and Action.execute roles describe the framework class
and its method that needs to be overridden in the subclasses. The UserAction and
UserAction.execute roles describe the corresponding subclasses and the overrid-
ing methods. The Bean role represents any data model class that is accessed in a
concrete execute method. The code fragment role beanAccess together with the
name roles beanName and beanScope describe the details of accessing the data
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model. Finally, roles actionForward and forwardName are used for generating
the return clause that indicates the next UI page or action to which the control is
to be forwarded after the execution of the current action.

The last four of the abovementioned roles (beanName, beanScope, actionFor-
ward, and forwardName) were not automatically extracted (hence “4/10” in the
“Roles/ missing” column in Table 5.2). This is because in Struts, string constants
are used to identify and retrieve bean objects from various contexts (i.e. scopes)
and to locate target actions to which forward the control, and the current extrac-
tion process does not involve detecting free-form character strings in method
bodies.

Sometimes the extraction process produces also redundant pattern elements (i.e.
elements that do not exist in the reference pattern). The number of extra pattern
elements is compared to the total number of the same kind of elements in the ex-
tracted pattern (the columns labeled as “Roles/ extra”, “Constraints/ extra”, and
“Dependencies/ extra” in Table 5.2). For example, in the Action pattern above
there were eight roles in the original extracted pattern out of which two (UserAc-
tion.execute2 and Bean.createElement) did not have a corresponding element in
the reference pattern and were thus discarded as unnecessary (hence “2/8” in the
“Roles/ extra” column).

These errors resulted from the Model.createElement method that was added to
the relevancy set to model the access to a data bean object in a concrete execute
method. This, however, meant that the same method also appeared as a method
role under Bean, which corresponds to the Model class. (This actually could be
considered as a minor flaw in the reference pattern instead of the extracted pat-
tern since it might be useful to actually describe also the method, not just the
class, which is being accessed.) In addition, adding Model.createElement to the
relevancy set means that there are now two kinds of execute methods in the input
(i.e. in the org.apache.struts.webapp.example package): those that access
Model.createElement and those that do not (of course every concrete execute
does not access Model.createElement). The redundant role UserAction.execute2
stands for those execute methods that have nothing to do with Model.create-
Element.

In addition, the quality of the extracted pattern elements is indicated by giving
the number of (1) roles with inappropriate properties (“Roles/ flawed”), (2) con-
straints with wrong value script (“Constraints/ wrong”), and (3) misplaced de-
pendencies (“Dependencies/ misplaced”). (The number of flawed roles, is actu-
ally calculated as an average of the number of roles with wrong cardinality, un-
characteristic name, or unsuitable defaultTemplate script.) These numbers are
always compared to the number of same kind of non-extra elements in the gener-
ated pattern. For instance, in the Action pattern example above, there are six non-
extra roles. Originally two of them (UserAction.execute and Bean) had a wrong
cardinality, two of them (UserAction.beanAccess and Bean) had an unsuitable
name, and two of them (UserAction.execute and UserAction.beanAccess) had a
defaultTemplate script that needed manual modifications (hence “2/6” in the
fourth column). The UserDataBean pattern in Appendix C provides two exam-
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ples of misplaced dependencies (note “2/4” in the tenth column on the corre-
sponding row). The dependencies from the code fragment roles Bean.property-
Getter.ReturnProperty and Bean.propertySetter.SetProperty to Bean.property-
Field were originally declared in the method roles (Bean.propertyGetter and
Bean.propertySetter, respectively) that own the code fragments.

For each extracted pattern, Table 5.2 also shows the percentage of framework
roles (when compared to the total number of roles in the reference pattern), the
pattern size (i.e. the total number of roles, constraints, and dependencies put to-
gether in the reference pattern), and an extraction percentage, which indicates the
average relative number of correctly extracted pattern elements. It is calculated as
an average of the fractions in columns “Roles”, “Constraints”, and “Dependen-
cies” weighted by the number of elements to which each of the comparisons is
made. For example, in the example above, the extraction percentage for Action
is: 1 – (4 + 2 + 2 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 4 + 2 + 0) / (10 + 8 + 6 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 6 + 4 + 2) ≈
65%. Extraction percentage is intended to give an overall estimation of the qual-
ity of the extraction process and the usefulness of the approach. The higher the
extraction percentage the more assistance for the framework annotator the auto-
matic pattern extraction provides.

Finally, the “Total” and “Average” rows of Table 5.2 show the total and
(rounded) average number of erroneously extracted pattern elements in the Struts
case study. In addition, they show the total size of the reference patterns, the av-
erage framework role percentage, the average reference pattern size, and the av-
erage extraction percentage.

The main conclusion about the quality of the pattern extraction is that the charac-
teristics of the input material largely determine how well the extraction will suc-
ceed, whereas the size of the input and the relevancy set or the relative number of
framework roles in the pattern to be extracted do not seem to affect the quality of
the results. In Table 5.2 one can read that the pattern extraction method worked
best in those cases where the pattern was intended to describe only traditional
object-oriented program elements and their relationships, such as class inheri-
tance, method overriding, method calls, and field references (see, e.g., patterns
Action and ActionForm). In ConfigFile, JSPFile, and UserTags, on the other
hand, the extraction percentages were lower because they also incorporated XML
files whose exact interpretation would have required knowledge of the semantics
of the languages used. Since such knowledge is highly domain specific it has not
been incorporated in the current, general version of Pattern Extractor.

There were two exceptions to the general extraction percentage trend described
above. First, the UserDataBean pattern got lower percentage than what was ex-
pected. The reason for that was that the reference pattern specified (among other
things) the (optional) property change mechanism for JavaBeans of which none
of the input classes contained examples. Thus, those parts of the specification
could not be extracted at all. Second, DeployServlet got the highest extraction
percentage even though it essentially describes an Ant script (an XML file) that
compiles, packages, and deploys the servlet application once it is ready. The un-
expectedly good result can be explained by the fact that the pattern is small and
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simple: its total size is only seven pattern elements and it models only one file,
which contains mostly constant text.

5.4.2 Results of the JUnit Case Study

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarize the results of the other case study that involved the
JUnit testing framework. They list the eight JUnit patterns extracted from the
source code packages of the core JUnit framework (junit.framework) and its ex-
tensions (junit.extensions, junit.runner, and junit.textui) together with a set of
sample tests (junit.samples.money). (Again, the common path prefix “junit” has
been omitted in the table. Note also that the Account, AccountTest, and Ac-
countExceptionTestCase classes were added to the junit.samples.money package
to complement the Money class and its tests provided with the distribution.)

Pattern Input Relevancy Iter. (O,A) Time

DefiningTests framework,
samples.money

TesCase,TestCase.TestCase,
Account, Money

5 (56, 9) 4287

SettingUp-
Fixture

framework,
samples.money

TestCase,TestCase.setUp,
TestCase.tearDown, MoneyBag

3 (46, 14) 2804

SelectingTests framework,
samples.money

Test,TestCase,TestSuite,AllTests,
AllTests.suite,VectorTest,
VectorTest.suite,
SimpleTest,SimpleTest.testAdd,
“public static”

6 (12, 20) 2744

RunningTests runner,
textui,
samples.money

BaseTestRunner,TestRunner,
TestRunner.run(Class),AllTests,
AllTests.main,SimpleTest

4 (7, 9) 2734

Decorating-
Tests

framework,
extensions,
samples.money

Test,TestCase,TestDecorator,
TestDecorator.run(TestResult),
TestDecorator.TestDecorator(Test)

2 (24, 13) 4607

Running-
RepeatedTests

framework,
extensions,
samples.money,
tests

TestCase,
RepeatedTests,AccountTest,
AccountTest.testAdd

3 (63, 8) 7070

RunningTests-
InThreads

framework,
extensions,
samples.money,
tests

TestCase,ActiveTestSuite,
AccountTest,
AccountTest.testAdd

3 (56, 9) 6569

Testing-
Exceptions

framework,
extensions,
samples.money,
tests

TestCase,ExceptionTestCase,
ExceptionTest-
Case.ExceptionTestCase,
AccountExceptionTestCase,
AccountExceptionTestCase.test

4 (61, 15) 8462

Total - - 30 (325, 97) 39s

Average - - 4 (41, 12) 4,9s

Table 5.3: Characteristics of the extraction process of the JUnit patterns
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Table 5.3 corresponds to Table 5.1 in Chapter 5.4.1. It describes the main charac-
teristics (input, relevancy, the number of iterations, the number of produced FCA
elements, and extraction time) of the extraction process of the JUnit specializa-
tion patterns. Table 5.4, in turn, shows the quality of the results (e.g. pattern size
and extraction percentage) in the same way as Table 5.2 did for the Struts pat-
terns.
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DefiningTests 6/15 4/13 6/9 2/3 0/1 0/1 5/7 2/4 0/2 8 25 55

SettingUp-
Fixture 0/9 4/13 3/9 0/4 0/4 0/0 1/5 2/6 0/4 33 18 81

SelectingTests 3/13 2/12 5/10 0/5 7/12 0/5 6/9 4/7 1/3 11 27 64

RunningTests 0/7 1/8 1/7 3/4 0/1 0/0 1/3 0/2 1/2 7 14 78

DecoratingTests 4/14 10/20 4/10 1/5 5/9 0/4 3/7 8/12 0/4 19 26 59

Running-
RepeatedTests 0/7 2/9 3/7 0/2 0/2 0/2 1/4 0/3 1/3 15 13 81

RunningTestsIn-
Threads 0/7 3/10 4/7 0/2 0/2 0/2 2/5 2/5 1/3 14 14 73

Testing-
Exceptions 1/10 5/14 4/9 0/2 2/4 0/2 2/4 4/6 0/2 19 16 65

Total 14/82 31/99 30/68 6/27 14/35 0/16 21/44 22/45 4/23 - 153 -

Average 2/10 4/12 4/9 1/3 2/4 0/2 3/6 3/6 1/3 16 19 70

Table 5.4: Properties of the extracted JUnit patterns

The extraction times for the JUnit patterns were measured on the same equip-
ment as in the Struts case. Table 5.3 shows that again the extraction times follow
rather closely the pattern sizes. The average extraction time was around four sec-
onds. The analyses of RunningTests, SelectingTests, and SettingUpFixture took
less than three seconds, while the extraction of the TestingExceptions pattern
took more than eight seconds. The total number of FCA lattice elements needed
for that pattern (76) was also biggest in the JUnit case. On average, the JUnit pat-
terns needed slightly more iterations, produced slightly bigger lattices, and took
slightly longer to extract than the Struts patterns.

The extraction percentages for the JUnit patterns (average 70%) were noticeably
higher than for the Struts patterns (58%). This can be explained by the fact that
none of the JUnit patterns included XML configuration scripts, text files, or other
non-Java resources, which are hard for the current Pattern Extractor implementa-
tion to analyze. More prominent use of traditional object-oriented mechanisms
explains also the higher framework role percentage (16%) when compared to the
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Struts framework’s framework role percentage (5%). This is because in the Struts
patterns many of the references to the framework side concepts and entities are
only implicitly present in the structures and contents of the defaultTemplate
scripts of the application roles (especially in the roles that describe tags in XML
files), whereas in the JUnit patterns the framework concepts are explicitly present
as framework class roles and framework method roles (recall and compare Fig-
ures 5.6 and 5.7).

On average, the patterns in JUnit’s reference specification were smaller (10 roles
and 9 other pattern elements) than the reference patterns for Struts (14 roles, 16
other elements). This might indicate that JUnit’s reference specification was less
detailed than that of Struts’, which might have also contributed to the difference
in the average extraction percentages.

5.5 Evaluation of the Results
Based on the experiences that we have gained during the Fred and JavaFrames
projects, we can conclude that it is possible to describe the intended rules govern-
ing the framework’s specializations with a precise role-based formalism. It is
clear that a thorough specification of a framework’s reuse interface raises the de-
velopment costs. Nonetheless, we argue that these costs are relatively low when
compared to the development costs on the whole and, furthermore, the savings
gained in training and mentoring will be substantial, especially if many users are
going to use the same framework.

The results of our case studies indicate that a considerable portion of a frame-
work reuse interface specification can be automatically extracted from source
code with our method (recall Tables 5.2 and 5.4). However, the effectiveness of
the method depends on the number and quality of the examples that are available
as input. For instance, there must be enough details in the input to extract de-
tailed specifications, and the input must be representative with regards to the dif-
ferent ways of using the framework.

5.5.1 Reference Specifications

To know if an extracted specialization pattern meets its requirements, we must
assess its ability to assist application developers in framework specialization. A
straightforward way to evaluate a pattern is to use it and observe the framework
specialization assistance it provides. On the other hand, the matter is complicated
by the fact that different user groups typically have different preferences and dif-
ferent expectations. To directly measure the quality of an extracted reuse inter-
face specification, we would need a series of tests where multiple users first fine-
tuned an extracted specification and then specialized many applications by apply-
ing the specification. An easier way is to take a reference specification that can
be assumed to be of good quality and compare the extracted specification to it
one pattern at a time. By calculating the difference between the extracted pattern
and the reference pattern we get an indirect measure of the quality of the extrac-
tion process.
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We have used the latter approach in our case studies. However, we did not get
the reference specifications directly from the documentation of the Struts and
JUnit frameworks. Instead, we had to manually construct the reference patterns
in the JavaFrames environment based on the information available to us. The
structure of the JUnit reference specification follows quite closely the JUnit de-
sign patterns and hot spots described in [GaB99]. For the Struts case study we
had to design the reference specification structure ourselves since the documenta-
tion did not contain a comprehensive and systematic record of the framework’s
hot spots.

5.5.2 Adjustments and Modifications

Our results show that automatic extraction of specialization patterns yields quite
an accurate overall picture of the structures of the hot spots. When considering
the number of correctly extracted elements of the patterns (e.g. roles, constraints,
and dependencies), we found out that around two thirds of the reuse interface
specifications could be automatically extracted. It is mainly the details that need
further modifications to make the patterns usable. Of those parts of the specifica-
tions that usually need to be manually given or at least modified to suit the con-
text, most consist of code fragment roles. This results from the fact that analyzing
patterns from method bodies (expressions and statements) is a hard task in gen-
eral. However, it should be noted that most of the defaultTemplate scripts of the
extracted code fragment roles contained useful information even though many of
them had to be modified to exactly match the reference specification. For in-
stance, in the extracted UserDataBean pattern (see Appendix C) the defaultTem-
plate script of the Bean.propertyGetter.ReturnProperty code fragment role was
“<#:/Bean/propertyField.i.longName>;” after renaming the roles, so it only had
to be slightly modified to get the correct result “return <#:/Bean/property-
Field.i.shortName>;”.

In addition to the code fragment roles, majority of the additions and modifica-
tions were related to role names and informal textual templates associated with
roles (such as scripts for generating descriptions and task titles) rather than to
actual constraints. Furthermore, many modifications to the taskTitle scripts were
only made to achieve an exact match to the reference specification even though
they did not change the functionality or clarity of the patterns in any way. For
instance, again in the extracted UserDataBean pattern (see Appendix C) the
taskTitle script of the Bean role evaluates to “Provide Bean” after renaming the
roles, which is just a shorter variation of the corresponding task title text in the
reference pattern: “Model: Provide a bean class that holds bean properties”.

Since renaming roles, adding descriptions, and making other modifications is
relatively easy in JavaFrames (recall Chapter 5.1.2) the abovementioned limita-
tions are not very serious. The same applies also for the redundant or unnecessar-
ily extracted pattern elements: removing roles, constraints, and dependencies is
simple, and many pattern elements were deleted only to precisely conform to the
reference specification even though they actually might have been useful for
documentation purposes if not functionally (consider, e.g., the inheritance con-
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straints removed from the TestSuite and TestCase roles in the SelectingTests pat-
tern in Appendix D).

However, it must be admitted that it is fairly difficult to estimate the effort that is
actually needed to make the necessary adjustments. A change might be techni-
cally easy to implement, but difficult to discover in a real-life situation in which
you seldom have an explicit reference point.

A more significant shortcoming of our approach is related to the way in which
role dependencies are generated (note the rather poor dependency extraction re-
sults in Tables 5.2 and 5.4). In our case studies we found many situations where
the implementation of a script or just the logical ordering of the programming
tasks to be generated from a pattern made it necessary to have a dependency be-
tween two roles even though there was no need for a corresponding constraint.
These kinds of “soft” dependencies between roles are generally not captured by
our approach since we only generate dependencies that allow constraints to refer
to other roles in their value scripts. This problem can be alleviated to some extent
by unchecking the Generate Constraint option settings (recall Chapter 5.1.1) for
the appropriate constraints (see Appendices C and D for the settings that were
used in the case studies). Nevertheless, in those situations in which there is no
corresponding constraint available in the JavaFrames language, the required de-
pendency just cannot be extracted.

Yet another problem with our approach is related to the way in which the input
and relevancy sets are defined. The current implementation does not provide any
opportunity to group together top-level classes that do not share any properties
(consider, e.g., the ClassUnderTest and AdditionalTestClass roles in the JUnit
pattern DefiningTests in Appendix D). This would be necessary, for instance,
when trying to extract a role that describes any class that is being used by a
member of another class (e.g. as a return, parameter, or field type). Currently, if
one selects multiple examples of such classes as relevant to indicate that there
can be many program elements playing the corresponding role to be extracted,
each of the selected classes will produce an individual role, which obviously is
not what was intended. Also, the optionality of such class roles is impossible to
indicate by an example as was noted already in Chapter 4.3.3.

Despite its shortcomings, our automatic pattern extraction method makes reuse
interface modeling faster and allows even modeling of frameworks that are still
under development. Automation can also increase the quality of the produced
models, because it may reveal shortcomings, omissions, or inconsistencies in
manually prepared reuse models made for the same framework. It should be
noted, though, that our approach is not meant to replace the usual process of get-
ting the specification of reuse interfaces from the developers early in the design
stage. It is clear that specifying the reuse interface of a framework as early as
possible is beneficial for the framework development process and ultimately also
for the framework users. The motivation for this work has been to assist frame-
work users (and developers) in situations where the documentation provided with
the framework is not detailed enough to directly enable tool support.
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5.5.3 Computational Complexity and Performance

A major obstacle in design recovery in general is the scalability of the algorithms
being used. The worst-case running time of the concept lattice construction algo-
rithm used in this work is exponential. However, our own experiences as well as
experiences reported elsewhere (see, e.g., [Sne96]) indicate that in practice the
running time is polynomial and thus feasible even for rather large contexts. This
is because there typically are O(n) or O(n2) concepts in a lattice with n objects as
opposed to the maximal O(2n) concepts.

Tonella and Antoniol use concept analysis to recover (design) patterns from
source code [ToA99]. They define all possible combinations of classes as ob-
jects, which forces them to limit their analyses to combinations with fewer than
five classes when using any non-trivial system as input. In our approach we de-
fine one program element (a class, a method, and so on) as an object. This means
that that the size of the patterns that can be extracted and the size of the systems
used as input are not as limited. In our case studies, we did not encounter any se-
rious performance problems. Extracting one specialization pattern took typically
a couple of seconds and even in the worst case less than ten seconds (recall Ta-
bles 5.1 and 5.3). This is rather acceptable for an interactive tool. In Pattern Ex-
tractor, every extraction requires the user to provide separate input, which is
likely to take considerably more time than the extraction itself.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

As object-oriented application frameworks have become an everyday technology
in software engineering, the usability of frameworks has become a critical ques-
tion. In our view, this trend has made providing tool support for the specializa-
tion of frameworks an important goal. It is also a challenging goal because hav-
ing tool support implies a need for formal specifications of framework reuse in-
terfaces.

In this thesis, we have introduced a new approach for specifying framework re-
use interfaces in order to facilitate tool-supported framework specialization. We
have shown that it is possible to describe the intended rules governing the frame-
work’s specializations with a precise pattern-based formalism, and further, that it
is possible to extract a significant portion of those rules from the source code of
the framework itself and from the sample applications and other available spe-
cializations of the framework. The pattern extraction method presented in this
thesis automates many tasks of the specification process. The method and the
Pattern Extractor tool are new and improved versions of the methods and tools
introduced in [Vil02] and [Vil03].

Our original motivation for this research was to find an efficient way to import
existing code into the JavaFrames framework engineering environment for sys-
tematic management. We soon realized that the most laborious task involved in
preparing a framework for JavaFrames is the construction of a suitable speciali-
zation pattern set. With the pattern extraction tool presented in this thesis most
pattern roles, dependencies, constraints, and scripts can be accurately deduced
from the framework source code and existing example applications.

Even though the solution proposed here concerns only a rather narrow and tech-
nical problem, it serves as a good example of applying formal concept analysis.
We believe that similar approaches could well be adapted to extract specification
and documentation for any reusable API and that using automatic methods could
make reuse interface specification extraction a standard software engineering
practice in the same way as Javadoc is nowadays routinely used to generate ref-
erence documentation in standard format for all Java APIs intended to be
(re)used by larger audiences. Similarly, a framework (or a reusable API) should
be routinely packaged with a role-based specification of its reuse interface and
tools for interpreting such standard specifications should be found in all devel-
opment environments.
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We began the introduction to this thesis by arguing that reuse, especially the re-
use of high-level design artifacts and architectures, is the key to success in soft-
ware engineering. The benefits of reuse include, e.g., increased productivity and
product quality as well as decreased time-to-market. Currently, object-oriented
application frameworks represent the state of the art in reusing both functionality
and architecture of software systems. The basic characteristics of frameworks
were introduced in Chapter 2. We saw how frameworks can be designed by step-
wise generalization from a set of representative example applications. We also
discussed white-box reuse and black-box reuse in the context of framework
evolution. As an example of a typical way to organize a framework’s implemen-
tation we represented a hierarchy of three layers: interface layer, core implemen-
tation layer, and default component layer.

Then we looked at framework specialization. We gave an overview of the
framework-based software development process and showed an example of how
an application developer can use the constructs of a framework in practice. From
an application developer’s point of view a framework’s reuse interface is its most
important aspect. Accordingly, the problems and solutions related to framework
usability were covered in detail. We began by discussing example applications
that are often provided with frameworks as a means to explain their usage. Then
we went on to represent framework cookbooks, hooks, and patterns as especially
suitable methods to document frameworks. We also addressed formal ways to
annotate the reuse interface of a framework in order to provide tool support for
framework usage and introduced our pattern-based formalism for specifying re-
use interfaces. Finally, we gave an account of the JavaFrames framework engi-
neering environment that implements our pattern model.

The absence or low quality of documentation is a major obstacle for a software
engineer that tries to reuse existing resources. The documentation is especially
critical for an application developer trying to specialize a framework. This is be-
cause frameworks are generally large, complex, and abstract software systems. In
Chapter 3 we discussed applying reverse engineering techniques as a means to
complement or substitute outdated framework documentation. We started by dis-
cussing the general properties of program comprehension tools. Special attention
was paid to capturing instances of design structures from implementation. In par-
ticular, formal concept analysis was introduced as a method that allows detecting
recurring structures in source code without requiring a predefined template li-
brary that would be matched against the code.

In Chapter 4 we showed how a framework reuse interface specification can be
extracted from the source code of the framework and a set of example applica-
tions using an adaptation of formal concept analysis. The main phases of the
method are (1) the construction of a concept analysis context from the given in-
put in light of the given relevancy criteria, (2) the analysis of the context to pro-
duce a concept lattice, and (3) the translation of the concepts in the lattice to a
pattern in which a role corresponds to a concept, and constraints of the role cor-
respond to the intent of the concept.
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In Chapter 5 we described the Pattern Extractor tool that implements the pattern
extraction method. The pattern extraction tool was applied to the Struts web ap-
plication framework and JUnit testing framework in two case studies. We man-
aged to extract significant portions of the reuse interface specifications directly
from the source code of the frameworks and the samples that were delivered with
them. The extraction process produced precise and detailed information about the
roles, restrictions, and dependencies related to the hot spots of the framework.
This information was not explicit in the documentation or even in the comments
of the implementation. The resulting specialization patterns needed some modifi-
cations before they could be taken into use. However, even the parts of the pat-
terns that had to be adjusted contained useful information, and the adjustments
were mostly straightforward in their implementation.

Based on our experiences we can say that automatic extraction of specialization
patterns makes framework reuse interface specification faster and allows for
making specialization pattern sets even for frameworks that are still under devel-
opment. Automatic extraction can also increase the quality of the produced speci-
fications, because it may reveal shortcomings, omissions, or inconsistencies in
manually prepared patterns made for the same framework. However, our case
studies suggest that it is impossible to fully automate the specification extraction
process. Instead, a combination of automatic and user-assisted design recovery
approaches seems to be the most viable way to extract reuse interface specifica-
tions. This observation is also in line with the views of many other authors con-
cerning acquisition of program understanding (see, e.g., [Bro96], [Kel99],
[Mar95], and [Qui95]).

Structuring a software system reflects design decisions that are inherently subjec-
tive [SiR98]. Similarly, there is always a creative element in preparing documen-
tation or a specification for a reusable system. This means that substantial user
interaction will be required in any approach that tries to assist, e.g., modeling a
framework reuse interface. In the Pattern Extractor tool introduced in this thesis,
the analyst is responsible for structuring the model into separate specialization
patterns by specifying appropriate relevancy criteria. The tool selects relevant
program elements according to the criteria and uses the selected elements as in-
put for the concept analysis. The analysis, in turn, produces a concept lattice that
is automatically translated into a specialization pattern.

Defining the input for Pattern Extractor is quite uncomplicated, even based on
limited documentation. Our experiences suggest that, in practice, the definition of
the relevancy criteria does not stipulate in-depth knowledge of the framework
source code, and that the lack of exact rules for selecting the right input and rele-
vancy set for every situation is not a serious obstacle in using Pattern Extractor.
For example, the extraction of the specialization patterns for Struts and JUnit re-
quired relevancy criteria that were easy to gather from the documentation given
in [Str04], [JUn04], and [GaB99] and summarized in Chapters 5.2 and 5.3.

Even though it is unlikely that framework reuse interface specification can be
fully automated, there is still a lot of room for improvements in our approach.
Especially, the relationship between the given input and the produced specializa-
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tion patterns needs to be clarified and made more explicit to the analyst. The sub-
context-supercontext relationship described in Chapter 3.3.4 provides a promis-
ing starting point in that direction, but further research is still needed to build a
precise model of how the selection of input and relevancy criteria affect the re-
sults of the analysis. Based on a detailed model it would be easier to make justi-
fied decisions about which properties of the program elements should be used as
concept analysis attributes and how the input should be divided into separate
contexts to produce structured specifications.

One concrete improvement to the Pattern Extractor tool itself would be to visual-
ize the concept lattices that are generated during analysis and also the subcon-
text-supercontext relationships between the lattices that are produced on succes-
sive iteration rounds. The user should also have a possibility to choose the con-
cept partitions that are to be used as the source for the role translation (instead of
just using always the atomic partitions).

Another practical improvement would be to clearly indicate to the user those
parts of the extracted patterns that have been extracted based on incomplete in-
formation or fallible heuristics. In this way the user would know to be particu-
larly cautious and critical about those parts of the extracted specifications and
concentrate her adjustment activities to them.

Besides enhancements to the tool, our future work also includes more case stud-
ies and experiments. We have already tested our method with two rather different
kinds of frameworks, and we are optimistic about getting equally good results
with other systems as well. As our experiences accumulate we also expect to be
able to formulate better guidelines for using our tool.

In our view, finding the main concepts of a framework from its documentation is
the key to understand the framework’s reuse interface. At the same time it is also
an essential precondition of using Pattern Extractor successfully. If no documen-
tation is available, the same basic information must be gathered from the sys-
tem’s source code. Systematic analysis of the framework’s class hierarchy, as
described in [Vil01], and automatic pattern detection (see, e.g., [PKG00]) are
good ways to get started. Still, there clearly is a need for further research on
automatic program analysis methods, especially for methods that concentrate on
analysis of reusable assets, such as frameworks.
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Appendix A

The JavaFrames Language

This is a compact reference on the specialization pattern formalism used in the
JavaFrames environment. The following aspects of patterns are covered:

(1) Roles,
(2) Cardinalities,
(3) Dependencies,
(4) Constraints,
(5) Scripts and Functions, and
(6) Built-In Scripts.

A.1 Roles

A role in a specialization pattern describes a set of target domain entities, such as
Java classes or methods. Role kind determines the kind of program element that
can be playing the role. A role has a set of scripts and constraints as its proper-
ties. Scripts are used for generating code and providing dynamic user guidance
based on the role. Roles are declared inside each other, which also causes an im-
plicit dependency from the child role to the parent role to be declared.

The available role kinds, their semantics, and their possible child roles are listed
below in Table A.1. The icons denote the visual appearance of the roles in the
user interface of JavaFrames.
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Role kind� Semantics� Possible child role kinds�

Pattern root� The root node for a specialization pat-
tern.�

�

File�

Role representing any file.�
�

Text file�

Role representing a text file.�
�

Java file�

Role representing a Java file.�
�

Informal task�

Role that is used for generating an
informal task for the user.�

�

Notification�

Role for creating an informal notifica-
tion for the user.�

�

Name�

Role for an arbitrary name in the pro-
ject’s name pool.�

�

Class� Role for representing Java classes or
interfaces.�

�

Constructor� Role for representing Java construc-
tors.�

�

Method�

Role for representing Java methods.�
�

Field�

Role for representing Java fields.�
�

Code fragment� Role that represents a piece of arbi-
trary Java code.�

�

Text fragment� Role that represents a piece of text.�
�

Table A.1: Role kinds, semantics, and possible child role kinds

A.2 Cardinalities

Role cardinality determines the number of program elements that can be playing
the role. Cardinality is relative to the cardinalities of the roles that the particular
role depends on. (See also section A.3: Dependencies.) Consider, for example,
role R that has cardinality exactly one (“ ”) and dependencies to roles S and T
(which themselves do not have any dependencies). If there are 3 and 4 program
elements playing roles S and T, respectively, then there must be exactly 3*4 ele-
ments playing role R (i.e. exactly one element for each combination of the pro-
gram elements playing roles S and T). See [Vil04a] and [Vil04b] for the formal
definition of dependencies and cardinalities.

In order to maintain a proper number of program elements playing each role,
JavaFrames generates tasks that guide the user in associating program elements
with roles. (Association is done either by generating code or by binding existing
elements to roles.) If the number of program elements is less than what is re-
quired, JavaFrames generates a mandatory task. If there already exists a required
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amount of elements, but there also could be more, then an optional task gets gen-
erated.

Table A.2 lists the available cardinality symbols and their meanings.

Cardinality symbol� Alternative symbol(s)� Semantics�

“?”� “0..1”� Zero or one�

“ ”� “1..1” or “1”� Exactly one�

“*”� “0..n”� Zero or more�

“+”� “1..n”� At least one�

Table A.2: Cardinality symbols and their semantics

A.3 Dependencies

Dependencies between roles denote existence relationships between the program
elements that are playing the roles. Consider, for example, roles R and T. A de-
pendency from R to T denotes that for each program element playing the role T
there must (possibly optionally) be a (certain number of) program element(s)
playing the role R. If a script in role R refers to another role T or some script of
role T, there must also be a dependency from R to T.

A.4 Constraints

A role may have a number of constraints associated with it. Specific kinds of
constraints are available for specific kinds of roles. Just like roles, also con-
straints contain scripts. The most important built-in script in all constraints is
called value. That script typically describes a “preferred property” for the pro-
gram element that the constraint describes. For example, the value script of an
inheritance constraint could refer to a Java class bound to a role modeling a su-
per class, indicating that a Java class that plays the role that has the constraint
must inherit the other class. (See section A.5: Scripts and Functions for reference
on other scripts in various kinds of constraints.) Note that a role may have several
constraints of the same kind. Note also that constraints may typically refer to
Java elements directly (for example: “java.lang.String”) or via a role (for exam-
ple: “/MyClass/field.i”). The latter refers to the Java element that is playing the
role “/MyClass/field”, i.e. is an instance of that role.

Table A.3 below lists the available constraint kinds, their general meanings, and
the role kinds for which the constraint is available. The last column determines if
a violation of the constraint is automatically fixable via code generation (or code
modification) from the task list. The last three constraints are not exact, i.e. they
cannot be fully checked at compile-time. More detailed information about the
scripts (e.g. about the interpretation of the value scripts) is available in section
A.6: Built-In Scripts.
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Constraint Semantics� Available for� Autofix�

Exception�

The operation playing the role must
throw the specified exception.�

Constructor role,
Method role�

Yes�

Inheritance�

A Java class or interface playing the
role must inherit the specified class or
interface.�

Class role� Yes�

Modifier� The modifier of the Java element
playing the role must conform to the
modifier specification.�

Class role, Constructor
role, Method role,
Field role�

No�

Overriding�

The Java method playing the role
must override the specified Java
method.�

Method role� Yes�

Parameter� The Java operation playing the role
must have the specified parameter.�

Constructor role,
Method role�

Yes�

Field type�

The Java field playing the role must
have the specified type.�

Field role� Yes�

Return type�

The Java method playing the role
must have the specified return type.�

Method role� Yes�

Name�

The name of the element playing the
role must conform to the name speci-
fication.�

File role, Text file role,
Java file role, Class
role, Constructor role,
Method role, Field role�

No�

Text
reference�

The fragment playing the role must
contain the specified string.�

Text fragment role� No�

Method call� The operation must call the specified
operation (also super calls).�

Constructor role,
Method role�

Yes�

Field

reference�

The operation must refer to the speci-
fied field.�

Constructor role,
Method role�

Yes�

Class in-
stantiation�

The operation must instantiate the
specified class (or its subclass).�

Constructor role,
Method role�

No�

Table A.3: Constraint kinds, their semantics, and availability

A.5 Scripts and Functions

Roles and constraints may have a number of scripts and functions. A script is a
piece of text, which is evaluated when needed with the interpreter (see also Ap-
pendix B) associated with it. A script may be referred to by another script.

A function is a predefined operation that can be called from a script. There are
two kinds of functions: some are defined for roles and others for the target do-
main entities bound to roles. In the following we first list the functions defined
for different kinds of roles. After that we summarize the built-in scripts available
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for roles and constraints. The functions for target domain elements are discussed
in Appendix B in section B.7: Type System and Functions.

Table A.4 lists the functions available for different roles and constraints.

Function
name�

Available for
roles/constraints�

Semantics� Return type�

parent� [All roles and con-
straints] �

Returns the parent role.� Role�

i� [All roles]� Returns the target domain element
bound to the role.�

Object�

toString�
[All roles and con-
straints] �

Equivalent to function “name”.� String�

name�
[All roles and con-
straints] �

Returns the name of the element
bound to the role or, if the role is not
yet bound, the name of the role. �

String�

roleName�
[All roles and con-
straints] �

Returns the name of the role.� String�

longRole-
Name�

[All roles and con-
straints] �

Returns the long name of the role (in-
cluding pattern name and the enclos-
ing roles).�

String�

taskNumber� [All roles and con-
straints] �

Returns the number of tasks generated
from the role.�

String�

patternName� [All roles and con-
straints] �

Returns the name of the pattern in
which the role is declared.�

String�

Table A.4: Functions, their availability, semantics, and return types

A.6 Built-In Scripts

Roles and constraints have a set of built-in scripts associated with them. These
built-in scripts are evaluated by JavaFrames when needed. (The user can modify
the contents of the scripts and, for example, call other scripts from them, depend-
ing on the capabilities of the associated script interpreter.) Table A.5 lists the
built-in scripts for each role kind.
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Script
name�

Available
for roles�

Semantics� Return
type�

Used during�

^� [All roles] � Invisible (and thus fixed) script
that refers to the parent role.�

Role� Can be referred
from other scripts.�

description� [All roles] �
A general description concern-
ing the role.�

String�
Shown as docu-
mentation for ex-
isting bindings
between roles and
program elements.�

taskTitle� [All roles] �
The task title text that is shown
for the user when a task is gen-
erated based on the role.�

String� Task creation�

taskDescrip-
tion�

[All roles] �
The task description text that is
shown for the user when a task
is generated based on the role.
Note: The returned String is in-
terpreted as HTML by the view-
ing component. �

String� Task creation�

fileName�

�

Name for a file playing the role.� String� File generation�

directory-
Name�

�

The directory name for a file
playing the role. Directory name
can either be absolute or relative
to the Eclipse project directory.�

String� File generation�

insertLoca-
tionTag�

�

Tag string that marks the loca-
tion to which code is generated
from this role. If the specified
tag is not found, the element will
be generated at the end of the
enclosing element.�

String� Code generation�

defaultTem-
plate�

�

Template for code generation.� String� Code generation�

defaultKey Used internally for implement-
ing the name pool.

String Used internally

defaultValue Template for generating names. String Name generation

defaultPack-
age�

�

Default package name for a
class (or an interface) generated
from the role.�

String� Code generation�

Table A.5: Built-in scripts of roles

Also constraints contain scripts. The most important script in all the constraints is
the value script: it is used to specify a desired value for the corresponding prop-
erty of the program element playing the role that holds the constraint. The inter-
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pretation of the value script varies in different constraints. Table A.6 summarizes
the general meanings and expected return types of value scripts in different con-
straints.

Constraint�Meaning of the value script� Expected return
type of value�

Exception� Specifies JavaClass object that should be included in
the throws clause of the Java operation playing the role
that holds the constraint.�

JavaClass�

Inheritance�
Specifies Java type that the Java type playing the role
that holds constraint should inherit either directly or
indirectly.�

JavaClass�

Modifier� Specifies a regular expression that should match the
modifiers of the Java element playing the role that holds
the constraint.�

String�

Overriding�
Specifies a Java method that the Java method playing
the role that holds the constraint should override.�

JavaMethod�

Parameter� Specifies a parameter type that should be included in
the parameter list of the Java operation playing the role
that holds the constraint. (See the other scripts in Pa-
rameter constraint below.) �

Type (JavaClass,
Array, primitive
type)�

Field type�
Specifies a type for the Java field playing the role that
holds the constraint.�

Type (JavaClass,
Array, primitive
type)�

Return
type�

Specifies a return type for the Java method playing the
role that holds the constraint.�

Type (JavaClass,
Array, primitive
type)�

Name�
Specifies a regular expression that should match the
name of the entity playing the role that holds the con-
straint.�

String�

Method
call�

Specifies an operation that must be called by the Java
operation playing the role that holds the constraint.�

JavaOperation�

Field
reference�

Specifies a field that must be referred to by the Java
operation playing the role that holds the constraint.�

JavaField�

Class in-
stantiation�

Specifies a Java class that must be instantiated by the
Java operation playing the role that holds the constraint.�

JavaClass�

Text refer-
ence�

Specifies a string that the fragment playing the role
must contain.�

String�

Table A.6: Constraints and their value scripts

In addition to the value script, the parameter constraint also contains two other
scripts that may be used to further specify the meaning of the constraint. The
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script parameterIndex can be used to specify the location of the parameter in the
parameter list. The first index is “0”. Value “-1” for index means that the location
of the parameter is not constrained. The script parameterName can be used to
constraint the name of the parameter. Empty value for the script means that the
name of the parameter is not constrained. The expected return value for the both
scripts is String.

In addition, all the constraints contain scripts description, taskTitle, and taskDe-
scription (recall Table A.5) In addition, all the constraints have scripts default-
TaskTitle and defaultTaskDescription. The contents of the latter two scripts are
dynamically changed by JavaFrames. If the constraint is violated defaultTaskTi-
tle will contain a suitable task title message for the violation and defaultTaskDe-
scription will contain a more detailed description about the violation. These dy-
namically changed scripts may be referred to by the taskTitle and taskDescription
scripts (as is done by default).
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Appendix B

Script Interpreters in JavaFrames

This is a compact reference on issues concerning the script interpreters of the
JavaFrames environment. The following aspects of the interpreters are covered:

(1) Introduction to Script Interpreters,
(2) Simple Expression Interpreter (SXI),
(3) Simple Template Interpreter (STI),
(4) Java Interpreter (JI),
(5) Null Interpreter (-),
(6) XSL Interpreter (XSL), and
(7) Type System and Functions.

B.1 Introduction to Script Interpreters

Each script has an interpreter associated with it. That interpreter is used to
evaluate the script as needed. There are currently five script interpreters imple-
mented in JavaFrames: SimpleExpressionInterpreter (SXI), SimpleTemplate-
Interpreter (STI), JavaInterpreter (JI), Null Interpreter (-), and XSL Interpreter
(XSL).

B.2 Simple Expression Interpreter (SXI)

SXI is used by default in most of the value scripts of constraints, for example. An
SXI script evaluation returns an object of class java.lang.Object. (The actual dy-
namic type of the object is typically a subclass of java.lang.Object.) The EBNF-
syntax for an SXI expression is:
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SXI-Expression → Super-Script-Ref | Role-Ref (Script-Ref Function-Ref)?
Super-Script-Ref → “^” Extension-Name?
Role-Ref → (“/” Role-Name)*
Script-Ref → “.” Script-Name
Function-Ref → (“.” Function-Name)*
Extension-Name → Name
Role-Name → Name
Script-Name → Name
Function-Name → Name
Name → Java name

The following semantic checks are made when SXI scripts are evaluated. Super
script reference can be used to defer the script evaluation to a super role. Exten-
sion name must refer to a name that has been given when another pattern has
been extended. If extension name is not specified, an arbitrary super pattern is
used. Role name must refer to a role that exists in the same pattern. Script name
must refer to a script that exists in the target role. Function reference must refer
to a function that is defined for the returned type of the result of the evaluation
made so far (see section B.7: Type System and Functions).

An example: “/MyClass/field.i.shortName”. This SXI script refers to a role
/MyClass/field. Consequently, the role that holds the script must have a depend-
ency to that role. During the evaluation of the script the role reference evaluates
to the particular instance of the role that denotes a binding to a concrete Java
field. The function i that is predefined (and not visible in the JavaFrames UI) for
all roles returns the particular Java field bound to the role. For JavaField objects
there is a function called shortName that returns the name of the Java element
without the package prefix.

B.3 Simple Template Interpreter (STI)

STI is used by default in most code generation and user documentation scripts,
for example. An STI script evaluation returns an object of class java.lang.String.
STI scripts are interpreted as plain text, except for the text embedded inside spe-
cial tags. The EBNF-syntax for an STI expression is:

STI-Expression → (Text | STI-Tag)*
Text → Arbitrary text
STI-Tag → “<#” Interpreter-Code “:” Script “>”
Interpreter-Code → “ ” | “SXI” | “STI” | “JI” | “-” | “XSL”
Script → Script text

The special STI-Tag is interpreted with the interpreter specified with interpreter
code. The default interpreter is “SXI”, i.e. if interpreter code is left empty the
script is interpreted with SXI. Note that the return value of the embedded script is
converted to java.lang.String by calling toString() method for the returned object.

An example: “Provide a subclass for <#SXI:/MyClass.i.shortName>”. The
result of evaluating the script might be, for example: “Provide a subclass for
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CreationTool”, depending on the name of the class that is bound to role MyClass
during the script evaluation. (See the SXI example above for more details.)

B.4 Java Interpreter (JI)

JI interprets the given string as a Java name and tries to locate the corresponding
Java element. A JI script evaluation returns an object of class JavaEntity, i.e. a
Java program element. JI interpreter is typically used in the value scripts of con-
straints in order to specify a direct Java element reference.

An example: “java.lang.String”. The result of evaluating the script is a Java-
Class object representing the String class.

B.5 Null Interpreter (-)

Null Interpreter returns the given script string as is. A Null Interpreter script
evaluation returns an object of class java.lang.String.

An example: “java.lang.String”. Returns the string “java.lang.String”.

B.6 XSL Interpreter (XSL)

Please, refer to:

• The Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) at http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL

or

• XSL Home at http://www.w3schools.com/xsl.

B.7 Type System and Functions

The properties of the target domain entities that are playing specialization pattern
roles can be accessed with predefined functions. Table B.1 below lists the func-
tions available for different types of elements. The table also shows the type hi-
erarchy of the elements. A function defined for an element of a certain type is
available to all its subtypes. Type or return type X* (e.g. JavaClass*) means a
vector of X (e.g. a vector of JavaClasses).

Note that an element playing a role (e.g. some JavaEntity) is accessed with the
role function i. Thus, the function i called for a method role, for example, returns
an object of type JavaMethod. Note also that types Object, Vector, String,
NamePoolEntry, JavaEntity, JavaOperation, JavaParameter, and all vector types
(X*) do not have corresponding role kinds. They only appear as super types
and/or return values of functions.
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Type Super
types

Function Semantics Return
type

Object - toString Returns a string version of the object. String

first Returns the first element of the Vector. Object

last Returns the last element of the Vector. Object

toStringVector(
String function)

Converts the Vector into a String vector
by calling the given function for each
Object in the Vector.

String*

Vector Object

toString(
String function,
String prefix,
String postfix,
String delim,
String lastDelim)

Converts the Vector into a String by (1)
converting the elements of the Vector
into Strings by calling the given function
for each element, (2) adding the given
prefixes and postfixes for the resulting
Strings, and (3) combining the Strings
using the given delimiters. This is short-
hand for using myVec-
tor.toStringVector(...).
preAndPostFix(...).toStringExt(...).

String

capFirst Capitalizes the first letter of the String. String

javaMemberName Changes the first letter of the String into
lower case.

String

lowFirst Changes the first letter of the String into
lower case.

String

javaTypeName Capitalizes the first letter of the String. String

singular Uses a simple heuristics to change the
String (name) to a singular form, for ex-
ample: “cats” → “cat”.

String

String Object

plural Uses a simple heuristics to change the
String (name) to a plural form, for exam-
ple: “cat” → “cats”.

String

prefix(
String prefix)

Adds the given String as a prefix for each
String in the set.

String*

postfix(
String postfix)

Adds the given String as a postfix for
each String in the set.

String*

preAndPostfix(
String prefix,
String postfix)

Adds the given Strings as the pre- and
postfixes for each String in the set.

String*

String* Vector

toStringExt(
String delim,
String lastDelim)

Combines the Strings into a single String
by using the given delimiters.

String

Name-
Pool-
Entry

Object value Returns the value (= ‘name’) associated
with the entry in the project’s name pool.

String
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Entry key Returns the key for the associated name
in the project’s name pool. (Used typi-
cally for internal purposes only.)

String

longName Returns the fully qualified name of the
entity (not including parameters in case
the entity is a JavaOperation).

String

shortName Returns the unqualified name of the en-
tity.

String

longPathName Same as “longName” but “.” symbols are
replaced with the path character “/”.

String

reference Returns the reference name of the Java
entity.

String

name Returns the (short) name of the Java en-
tity.

String

package Returns the package name of the entity. String

modifiers Returns the modifiers of the Java entity. String

body Returns the body of the Java entity. String

Java-
Entity

Object

source Returns a String containing the source for
the Java entity.

String

array Returns an array of the base type. To get
a two-dimensional array, for example,
call array for a one-dimensional array.

Type

propertyName Returns a suitable bean property name
based on this type.

String

propertyGetter-
Name

Returns a suitable bean property getter
name based on this type.

String

Type Java-
Entity

propertyGetterPre-
fix

Returns “is” for boolean type and get for
all other types.

String

inheritanceKey-
Word

Returns “implements” for interfaces and
“extends” for classes.

String

superClass Returns the super class of the Java class. Java-
Class

interfaces Returns the interfaces of the Java class. Java-
Class*

members Returns the members (inner classes, con-
structors, methods, and fields) of the Java
class.

Java-
Entity*

innerClasses Returns the inner classes of the Java
class.

Java-
Class*

Java-
Class

Type,
Java-
Entity

constructors Returns the constructors of the Java class. Java-
Cons-
tructor*
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methods Returns the methods of the Java class. Java-
Method
*

fields Returns the fields of the Java class. Java-
Field*

Java-
Field

Java-
Entity

type Returns the type of the field. Type

signature Returns the signature of the operation
with long parameter type names and pa-
rameter names.

String

fullSignature Same as “signature” but includes also
modifiers and (possible) return type.

String

callTo Return a string that represents a call to
this method with proper (generic) pa-
rameters.

String

pN Returns the Nth parameter of the Java
operation, or null if one does not exist.
Note: you have to replace “N” with the
proper parameter index, for example
“p0”, “p1”, ...

Java-
Parame-
ter

parameters Returns the parameters of the Java opera-
tion

Java-
Para-
meter*

exceptions Returns the exception classes of the Java
operation.

Java-
Class*

Java-
Opera-
tion

Java-
Entity

superCall Returns a proper ‘super’ call with the pa-
rameters of this operation.

String

type Returns the return type of the Java
method.

Type

overridingSigna-
ture

Returns a proper signature for a method
that overrides this method.

String

Java-
Method

Java-
Opera-
tion

propertyName Returns a Java bean property name based
on the name of this method.

String

Java-
Cons-
tructor

Java-
Opera-
tion

- - -

Java-
Para-
meter

Java-
Entity

type Returns the type of the parameter. Type

Table B.1: Functions available for different types of elements in JavaFrames
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Appendix C

Struts Specification in JavaFrames

This appendix contains the specialization patterns that were extracted and ad-
justed to annotate the reuse interface of the Struts framework. The patterns are
listed in the JavaFrames XML export format. Each pattern description is pre-
ceded by a list of source code packages and files that were used as input and a list
of the elements that constituted the relevancy criteria for the automatic pattern
extraction process. Also the option settings that were used, the sizes of the FCA
contexts produced, and the extraction times are listed.

Adjustments made to the generated pattern in order to make it more usable are
illustrated within the specification source text. Those parts that were removed
from the final pattern are written in italics, and those parts that were added or
changed are written in bold. Note that for the sake of clarity the cardinality value
exactly one is written as “1” instead of “ ”.

Some JavaFrames scripts contain implementation-oriented technical details, pat-
tern documentation, or otherwise uninteresting information. To keep the listings
compact the following scripts have been omitted (see Appendix A for an expla-
nation of their semantics):
• all user-defined scripts and all scripts whose source is empty
• all description scripts and taskDescription scripts
• all defaultPackage scripts
• all defaultKey scripts
• all taskTitle scripts owned by constraints
• insertLocationTag scripts whose source is the default “codeInsertionPoint”

The patterns listed are:
• Action
• ActionForm
• UserDataBean
• ConfigFile
• JSPFile
• DeployServlet
• UserTags
• Logging
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Struts Specialization Pattern: Action

Input: org.apache.struts.action,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example

Relevancy: org.apache.struts.action.Action,
org.apache.struts.action.Action.execute,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.Model,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.Model.createElement

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Method call constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (18, 9)

Extraction time: 4046ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "Action" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "Action" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "execute" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "UserAction" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/Action" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Action.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/Action.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Define a new action by subclassing 'Action']]>
</script>
<role name = "execute" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Model/createElement" />
<dependency target = "/Action/execute" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Action/execute.i]]>
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</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public org.apache.struts.action.ActionForward
execute(org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping mapping,

org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm form,
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest request,
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse response) {
// ==== You can use these attributes when processing the request: ====
java.util.Locale locale = getLocale(request);
org.apache.struts.util.MessageResources messages =
getResources(request);
String action = request.getParameter("action");

// The "session" object contains, e.g., the "session" scoped JavaBeans,
// and the "application" object contains the "application" scoped JavaBeans.
// Access the beans by calling the "getAttribute(...)" method for the appropriate bject.
javax.servlet.http.HttpSession session = request.getSession();
javax.servlet.ServletContext application = getServlet().getServletContext();

// ============================================

/*#beanAccess*/

// Set a transactional control token to prevent double posting
saveToken(request);

/*#forward*/
}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Override '<#:/Action/execute.i.signature>']]>
</script>
<role name = "beanAccess" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Bean" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[beanAccess]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/Bean.i.longName>
<#:/UserAction/execute/beanName.i.value> =
(<#:/Bean.i.longName>)<#:/UserAction/execute/beanScope.i.value>.
getAttribute("<#:/UserAction/execute/beanName.i.value>");
if (<#:/UserAction/execute/beanName.i.value> == null) {

// Error processing...
}
else {

// JavaFrames (task): Do something. For example:
// get values from 'form' and set them to JavaBean
// '<#:/UserAction/execute/beanName.i.value>'.

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
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<![CDATA[Bean access: Generate code to get bean
'<#:/UserAction/execute/beanName.i.value>' from
'<#:/UserAction/execute/beanScope.i.value>' scope]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "actionForward" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserAction/execute/forwardName" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[forward]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[// Forward control to the appropriate page.
return mapping.findForward(

"<#:/UserAction/execute/forwardName.i.value>");]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Action forward: Generate the return clause to forward
the control to '<#:/UserAction/execute/forwardName.i.value>' page
or action]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "forwardName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Action forward: Locate a forward name (specified in

the 'struts-config.xml' file) that determines the next page or action]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "beanName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Bean access: To access bean properties,

locate a bean name given in a JSP file's 'useBean' tag]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "beanScope" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserAction/execute/beanName" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Bean access: To access
bean '<#:/UserAction/execute/beanName.i.value>',
give its scope ("application", "session", ...) specified in
the 'useBean' tag of the JSP file]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[session]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "execute2" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/Action/execute" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">
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<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Action/execute.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/Action/execute.i.overridingSignature> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "Bean" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/UserAction/execute/beanScope" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Bean access: Locate the class for
bean '<#:/UserAction/execute/beanName.i.value>']]>

</script>
<role name = "createElement" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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Struts Specialization Pattern: ActionForm

Input: org.apache.struts.action,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example,
java.lang

Relevancy: org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm,
org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm.reset,
org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm.validate,
java.lang.String

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Method call constraint (No, No),
Field reference constraint (Yes, No),
Field type constraint (Yes, No),
Return type constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (42, 11)

Extraction time: 3915ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "ActionForm" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "ActionForm" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "validate" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "reset" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "UserActionForm" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/ActionForm" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/ActionForm.i]]>

</script>
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</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/ActionForm.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Define a new action form by subclassing 'ActionForm']]>
</script>
<role name = "validate" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/ActionForm/validate" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/ActionForm/validate.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public org.apache.struts.action.ActionErrors
validate(org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping mapping,

javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest request) {
ActionErrors errors = new ActionErrors();
// Validate the properties here. In case there are errors,
// add ActionError objects to 'errors'.
/*#checkProperty*/
return errors;}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Override '<#:/ActionForm/validate.i.signature>']]>
</script>
<role name = "CheckProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserActionForm/propertyGetter" />
<dependency target = "/UserActionForm/validate/propertyErrorName" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[checkProperty]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[if (invalidPropertyValue(
<#:/UserActionForm/propertyGetter.i.shortName>())) {
errors.add("<#:/UserActionForm/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>",

new ActionError(
"<#:/UserActionForm/validate/propertyErrorName.i.value>"));

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide code that checks property
'<#:/UserActionForm/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "propertyErrorName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/UserActionForm/propertyGetter" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate a property file item that corresponds to
an error message for an invalid
'<#:/UserActionForm/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>']]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
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</script>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "reset" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/ActionForm/reset" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/ActionForm/reset.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void reset(
org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping mapping,
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest request) {
// Here you should initialize all the properties.
/*#initProperty*/

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Override '<#:/ActionForm/reset.i.signature>']]>
</script>
<role name = "InitProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserActionForm/propertySetter" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[initProperty]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/UserActionForm/propertySetter.i.shortName>(null);]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide initialization for
'<#:/UserActionForm/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>']]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "propertyGetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[get.*]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:/PropertyType.i.longName>
<#:/PropertyType.i.propertyGetterPrefix>
<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>': Provide a getter]]>
</script>
<role name = "ReturnProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserActionForm/propertyField" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[return <#:/UserActionForm/propertyField.i.shortName>;]]>
</script>
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<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Provide a return clause for the property getter]]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "propertyField" type = "Java field role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[private <#:/PropertyType.i.longName>
_<#:/propertyName.i.value>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>':
Provide a field for storing the property]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "propertySetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void set<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst>(
<#:/PropertyType.i.longName> <#:/propertyName.i.value>) {
/*#action*/

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>': Provide a setter]]>
</script>
<role name = "SetProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserActionForm/propertyField" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[action]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/UserActionForm/propertyField.i.shortName> =
<#:parent.i.p0.name>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide an assignment clause for the setter]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "PropertyType" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/UserActionForm" />
<dependency target = "/propertyName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a property type for simple property
'<#:/propertyName.i.value>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "propertyName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "-" >
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<![CDATA[Create simple bean property: specify a name]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
</pattern>
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Struts Specialization Pattern: UserDataBean

Input: org.apache.struts.webapp.example.memory,
java.lang

Relevancy: org.apache.struts.webapp.example.memory.MemoryUser,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.memory.MemoryUser.password,
java.lang.String

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Field type constraint (Yes, No),
Return type constraint (Yes, No),
Field reference constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (14, 9)

Extraction time: 3319ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "UserDataBean" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "Bean" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Model: Provide a bean class that holds bean properties]]>
</script>
<role name = "propertyGetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/MemoryUser/password" />
<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[get.*]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:/PropertyType.i.longName>
<#:/PropertyType.i.propertyGetterPrefix>
<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>': Provide a getter]]>
</script>
<role name = "ReturnProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Bean/propertyField" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[return <#:/Bean/propertyField.i.shortName>;]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a return clause for the property getter]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "propertySetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">
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<dependency target = "/MemoryUser/password" />
<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void set<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst>(
<#:/PropertyType.i.longName> <#:/propertyName.i.value>) {
/*#preAction*/
/*#action*/
/*#postAction*/

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>': Provide a setter]]>
</script>
<role name = "SetProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Bean/propertyField" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[action]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/Bean/propertyField.i.shortName> =
<#:parent.i.p0.name>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide an assignment clause for the setter]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "StoreOldValue" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Bean/propertySetter/SetProperty" />
<dependency target = "/Bean/propertyChangeSupport" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[preAction]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/Bean/propertyField.i.type.shortName>
old<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst> =
<#:/Bean/propertyField.i.shortName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "NotifyChange" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Bean/propertySetter/StoreOldValue" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[postAction]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/Bean/propertyChangeSupport.i.name>.
firePropertyChange("<#:/propertyName.i.value>",
old<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst>,
<#:/Bean/propertyField.i.shortName>);]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
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</role>
</role>
<role name = "propertyField" type = "Java field role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[private <#:/PropertyType.i.longName>
_<#:/propertyName.i.value>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>':
Provide a field for storing the property]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "propertyChangeSupport" type = "Java field role" cardinality = "?">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[private java.beans.PropertyChangeSupport _changes =

new java.beans.PropertyChangeSupport(this);]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "addPropertyChangeListener"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">
<dependency target = "/Bean/propertyChangeSupport" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void addPropertyChangeListener(
PropertyChangeListener l) {
<#:/Bean/propertyChangeSupport.i.name>.addPropertyChangeListener(l);

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "removePropertyChangeListener"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">
<dependency target = "/Bean/propertyChangeSupport" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void removePropertyChangeListener(
PropertyChangeListener l) {
<#:/Bean/propertyChangeSupport.i.name>.
removePropertyChangeListener(l);

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "getFromAddressgetReplyToAddressgetFullName"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency target = "/String" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:/String.i.longName> <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
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<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "replyToAddressfromAddressfullName"

type = "Java field role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency target = "/String" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[private <#:/String.i.longName> <#:roleName>;]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "PropertyType" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Bean" />
<dependency target = "/propertyName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Model: Provide a property type for
property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>' in
bean '<#:/Bean.i.shortName>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "propertyName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/Bean" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Create simple bean property in
bean '<#:/Bean.i.shortName>': specify a name]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
</pattern>
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Struts Specialization Pattern: ConfigFile

Input: org.apache.struts.action,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example,
index.jsp,
struts-config.xml

Relevancy: org.apache.struts.action.Action,
org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm,
index.jsp,
struts-config.xml

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (No, No),
Text reference constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (16, 8)

Extraction time: 1612ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "ConfigFile" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "JSPFile" type = "Text file role" cardinality = "1">
<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/

AddForwardToJSPFile" />
<script name = "fileName" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Forward tag: Locate the JSP file to forward to]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "ActionForm" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "FormBeanType" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/ActionForm" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/ActionForm.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/ActionForm.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
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<![CDATA[Form-bean tag: To create a 'form-bean' tag,
locate a form bean class]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "Action" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "ActionType" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/FormBeanDefinition" />
<dependency target = "/Action" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Action.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/Action.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Action tag: To create an action tag,
locate an action class corresponding to
form bean '<#:/FormBeanType.i.shortName>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "ConfigurationFile" type = "Text file role" cardinality = "1">

<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">
<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[struts-config\.xml]]>
</script>

</constraint>
<script name = "fileName" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[struts-config.xml]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Generate the Struts configuration file for your servlet]]>
</script>
<role name = "ConfigurationFileSkeleton" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/struts-config.xml/textReferenceName" />
<dependency target = "/struts-config.xml/textReferenceName2" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!DOCTYPE struts-config PUBLIC "-//Apache Software Foundation//DTD Struts Configura-
tion 1.1//EN" "http://jakarta.apache.org/struts/dtds/struts-config_1_1.dtd">

<struts-config>

<!-- ========== Form Bean Definitions =================================== -->
<form-beans>

<!-- form-bean -->
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</form-beans>

<!-- ========== Action Mapping Definitions ============================== -->
<action-mappings>

<!-- action -->
</action-mappings>

<!-- ========== Message Resources Definitions =========================== -->
<message-resources parameter="org.apache.struts.webapp.example.ApplicationResources"/>
<message-resources

parameter="org.apache.struts.webapp.example.ApplicationResources_fi"/>
<message-resources

parameter="org.apache.struts.webapp.example.AlternateApplicationResources"
key="alternate">

<!-- ========== Plug-Ins Configuration ================================== -->
<plug-in className="org.apache.struts.validator.ValidatorPlugIn">

<set-property property="pathnames"
value="/WEB-INF/validator-rules.xml, /WEB-INF/validation.xml"/>

</plug-in>

</struts-config>]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Generate Struts configuration file skeleton]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "FormBeanDefinition" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/FormBeanType" />
<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/formBeanName" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[<!-- form-bean -->]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<!-- <#:/FormBeanType.i.shortName> form bean -->
<form-bean

name="<#:/ConfigurationFile/formBeanName.i.value>"
type="<#:/FormBeanType.i.longName>"/>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Form-bean tag: Complete the form bean definition for
'<#:/ConfigurationFile/formBeanName.i.value>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "ActionDefinition" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/ActionType" />
<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/actionName" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[<!-- action -->]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<!-- <#:/ConfigurationFile/actionName.i.value> -->
<action

path="/<#:/ConfigurationFile/actionName.i.value>"
type="<#:/ActionType.i.longName>"
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name="<#:/ConfigurationFile/formBeanName.i.value>"
scope="request"
validate="false">
<!-- forwards for <#:/ConfigurationFile/actionName.i.value> -->

</action>]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Action tag: Generate 'action' tag that defines
a mapping between action class '<#:/ActionType.i.shortName>' and
form bean '<#:/ConfigurationFile/formBeanName.i.value>']]>

</script>
<role name = "ForwardToJSPFile" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<!-- forwards for
<#:/ConfigurationFile/actionName.i.value> -->]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<forward
name="<#:/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/forwardName.i.value>"
path="/<#:/JSPFile.i.toString>"/>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Forward tag: Generate the forward to JSP file definition]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "forwardName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Forward tag: To add a 'forward' definition,

specify a forward name]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[forward-to-]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "ForwardToAction" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/forwardName" />
<dependency target =

"/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/actionNameRef" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<!-- forwards for
<#:/ConfigurationFile/actionName.i.value> -->]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<forward
name="<#:/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/forwardName.i.value>"
path="/<#:/ConfigurationFile/

ActionDefinition/actionNameRef.i.value>.do"/>]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Forward tag: Generate the forward to action definition]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "actionNameRef" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">
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<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/
AddForwardToAction" />

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Forward tag: Locate an action name to be used in

a forward definition]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AddForwardToJSPFile" type = "Notification" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/forwardName" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Forward tag: Acknowledge this task to forward to a JSP file]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AddForwardToAction" type = "Notification" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/forwardName" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Forward tag: Acknowledge this task to forward to an action]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "actionName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/ActionType" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Action tag: Define a name for an action mapping between
action class '<#:/ActionType.i.shortName>' and
form bean '<#:/FormBeanType.i.shortName>']]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/ActionType.i.shortName.javaMemberName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "formBeanName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/FormBeanType" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Form-bean tag: Define a name for
form bean '<#:/FormBeanType.i.shortName>']]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/FormBeanType.i.shortName.javaMemberName>]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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Struts Specialization Pattern: JSPFile

Input: org.apache.struts.webapp.example,
mainMenu.jsp,
ApplicationResources.properties

Relevancy: org.apache.struts.webapp.example.User,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.User.getUsername,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.SubscriptionForm,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.SubscriptionForm.getUsername,
mainMenu.jsp,
“mainMenu.heading”

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Text reference constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (8, 9)

Extraction time: 1843ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "JSPFile" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "JSPFile" type = "Text file role" cardinality = "1">
<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[.*\.jsp]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "fileName" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[index.jsp]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a JSP file]]>
</script>
<role name = "JSPFileSkeleton" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/mainMenu.jsp/textReferenceName" />
<dependency target = "/mainMenu.jsp/textReferenceName2" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[<%@ page contentType="text/html;charset=UTF-8" lan-
guage="java" %>
<%@ taglib uri="/WEB-INF/app.tld" prefix="app" %>
<%@ taglib uri="/WEB-INF/struts-bean.tld" prefix="bean" %>
<%@ taglib uri="/WEB-INF/struts-html.tld" prefix="html" %>
<%@ taglib uri="/WEB-INF/struts-logic.tld" prefix="logic" %>

<!-- useBean -->

<html:errors/>

<html:html locale="true">
<head>
<title>Your Title</title>
<html:base/>
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</head>
<body bgcolor="white">

<logic:notPresent name="org.apache.struts.action.MESSAGE" scope="application">
<font color="red">

ERROR: Application resources not loaded --
check servlet container logs for error messages.

</font>
</logic:notPresent>

<h3>Your Title</h3>

</body>
</html:html>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Generate JSP file skeleton]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "BeanUsage" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/JSPFile/beanName" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[<!-- useBean -->]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<!-- Note: Make sure that you specify appropriate
scope ("session", "application", ...) for the bean. -->
<jsp:useBean id="<#:/JSPFile/beanName.i.value>" scope="session"
class="<#:/BeanType.i.longName>"/>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Use-bean tag: Generate a 'useBean' tag for
bean '<#:/JSPFile/beanName.i.value>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "LogicIterate" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/JSPFile/iteratorName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<table border="1" width="100%">
<tr>

<th>Your colum title</th>
</tr>
<logic:iterate id="<#:/JSPFile/iteratorName.i.value>"

name="<#:/JSPFile/beanName.i.value>"
property="<#:/BeanType/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>">
<tr>

<td><!-- Write a property of the current element here --></td>
</tr>

</logic:iterate>
</table>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
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<![CDATA[Iterate tag: Generate 'iterator' tag for
iterator '<#:/JSPFile/iteratorName.i.value>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "Form" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/actionName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<html:form action="/<#:/JSPFile/actionName.i.value>"
onsubmit="return validateElementForm(this);">
<p>
<!-- Text fields -->
<html:submit>Do <#:/JSPFile/actionName.i.value></html:submit>
</p>
</html:form>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Form tag: Generate a 'form' tag that creates an action button for
action '<#:/JSPFile/actionName.i.value>']]>

</script>
<role name = "TextField" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/ActionFormBean/propertyGetter" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<!-- Text fields -->]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<html:text property=
"<#:/ActionFormBean/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>"/>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Text tag: Generate a form text field corresponding
property '<#:/ActionFormBean.i.shortName>.
<#:/ActionFormBean/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>']]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "BeanMessageUsage" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/PropertyFile/PropertyDefinition" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<bean:message key=
"<#:/PropertyFile/propertyName.i.value>"/>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Message tag: Generate 'message' tag using
'<#:/PropertyFile/propertyName.i.value>'
defined in '<#:/PropertyFile.i.toString>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "BeanWrite" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/writeName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<bean:write name="<#:/JSPFile/writeName.i.value>" property=
"<#:/BeanType/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>" filter="true"/>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
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<![CDATA[Write tag: Generate a 'write' tag for property
'<#:/BeanType.i.shortName>.
<#:/BeanType/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>' using name
'<#:/JSPFile/writeName.i.value>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "PropertyGetterNote" type = "Notification" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/BeanType" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Tags: Locate a property getter of
bean '<#:/BeanType.i.shortName>' to generate
JSP tags that use the corresponding property]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "BeanTypeNote" type = "Notification" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[Tags: You must locate a bean type to
access its properties in your JSP file]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "actionName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Form tag: To generate a 'form' tag for an action,
locate the action name defined in 'struts-config.xml']]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "beanName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/BeanType" />
<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Use-bean tag: To create a 'useBean' tag,
define a global access name for '<#:/BeanType.i.shortName>']]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/BeanType.i.shortName.javaMemberName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "writeName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/BeanType/propertyGetter" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Write tag: To create a 'write' tag for property
'<#:/BeanType.i.shortName>.
<#:/BeanType/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>',
locate a name to access the bean]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
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<role name = "iteratorName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "?">
<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/JSPFile/BeanUsage" />
<dependency target = "/BeanType/propertyGetter" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Iterate tag: To create 'iterate' tag,
define iterator name for iterating through '<#:/BeanType.i.shortName>.
<#:/BeanType/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>']]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[it]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "PropertyFile" type = "Text file role" cardinality = "1">

<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">
<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[.*\.properties]]>
</script>

</constraint>
<script name = "fileName" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[ApplicationResources.properties]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a property file]]>
</script>
<role name = "DefaultProperties" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/ApplicationResources.properties/textReferenceName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[# User defined properties
button.add=Add
heading.elements=Element List
# Standard error messages for validator framework checks
errors.required={0} is required.
errors.minlength={0} cannot be less than {1} characters.
errors.maxlength={0} cannot be greater than {2} characters.
errors.invalid={0} is invalid.
errors.byte={0} must be an byte.
errors.short={0} must be an short.
errors.integer={0} must be an integer.
errors.long={0} must be an long.
errors.float={0} must be an float.
errors.double={0} must be an double.
errors.date={0} is not a date.
errors.range={0} is not in the range {1} through {2}.
errors.creditcard={0} is not a valid credit card number.
errors.email={0} is an invalid e-mail address.]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide default properties]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "propertyName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/PropertyFile/DefaultProperties" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
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<![CDATA[Define a new property name]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "PropertyDefinition" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/PropertyFile/propertyName" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[# User defined properties]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/PropertyFile/propertyName.i.value>=value]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Define the value of
property '<#:/PropertyFile/propertyName.i.value>']]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "BeanType" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/JSPFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/JSPFile/BeanTypeNote" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Tags: Locate a bean type whose properties
you want to access in your JSP file]]>

</script>
<role name = "propertyGetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/PropertyGetterNote" />
<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[get.*]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public int getProperty() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate a property getter]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "ActionFormBean" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/JSPFile/Form" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Form tag: To generate a form field,
locate the action form bean type corresponding
bean '<#:/JSPFile/actionName.i.value>']]>

</script>
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<role name = "propertyGetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[get.*]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public int getProperty() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Form tag: Locate a bean property getter to
include a corresponding text field to the form tag]]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
</pattern>
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Struts Specialization Pattern: DeployServlet

Input: build.xml

Relevancy: build.xml,
“Struts Example”

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Name constraint (Yes, Yes),
Text reference constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (2, 2)

Extraction time: 611ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "DeployServlet" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "BuildFile" type = "Text file role" cardinality = "1">
<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[build\.xml]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "fileName" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[build.xml]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide build file for deploying your servlet]]>
</script>
<role name = "BuildFileSkeleton" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/BuildFile/projectName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<project name="<#:/BuildFile/projectName.i.value>" de-
fault="main" basedir=".">

<!-- Tell ant to use my environment variables -->
<property environment="env"/>
<property name="tomcat.home" value="${env.CATALINA_HOME}"/>
<property name="deploy.dir" value="${tomcat.home}/webapps"/>
<property name="war.file" value="<#:/BuildFile/projectName.i.value>"/>
<property name="war.file.name" value="${war.file}.war"/>

<target name="cleanWebApp">
<delete file="${deploy.dir}/${war.file.name}" />
<delete dir="${deploy.dir}/${war.file}" includeEmptyDirs="true" />

</target>

<target name="war">
<war warfile="${war.file.name}" webxml="./WEB-INF/web.xml">

<fileset dir="./" includes="**/*.*" excludes=".project, .classpath, *.war,
**/*.nbattrs, web.xml, **/WEB-INF/**/*.*, **/project-files/**/*.*"/>
<webinf dir="./WEB-INF" includes="**/*" excludes="web.xml, **/*.jar "/>
<lib dir="./WEB-INF/lib"/>

</war>
</target>
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<target name="deploy">
<copy todir="${deploy.dir}">

<fileset dir="./" includes="${war.file.name}"/>
</copy>

</target>

<target name="main" depends="cleanWebApp, war, deploy"/>
</project>]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Generate a skeleton for the build file]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "projectName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Specify a name for your project]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "DeployNote" type = "Notification" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/BuildFile/BuildFileSkeleton" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[When the servlet is ready for testing,
run your deployment scripts]]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
</pattern>
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Struts Specialization Pattern: UserTags

Input: org.apache.struts.webapp.example,
javax.servlet.jsp.tagext,
java.lang app.tld

Relevancy: javax.servlet.jsp.tagext.TagSupport,
javax.servlet.jsp.tagext.TagSupport.doStartTag,
javax.servlet.jsp.tagext.TagSupport.doEndTag,
javax.servlet.jsp.tagext.TagSupport.release,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.LinkSubscriptionTag,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.LinkSubscriptionTag.name,
java.lang.String,
app.tld,
“linkSubscription”

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (No, No),
Method call constraint (No, No),
Field type constraint (No, No),
Return type constraint (Yes, No),
Field reference constraint (Yes, No),
Text reference constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (54, 50)

Extraction time: 9544ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "UserTags" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "TagSupport" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "doStartTag" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fieldReferenceCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/LinkSubscriptionTag/name.i.longName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
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</role>
<role name = "doEndTag" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fieldReferenceCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/LinkSubscriptionTag/name.i.longName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "release" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fieldReferenceCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/LinkSubscriptionTag/name.i.longName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "setIdremoveValueTagSupport"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fieldReferenceCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/LinkSubscriptionTag/name.i.longName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "getId" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
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<dependency target = "/String" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:/String.i.longName> <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fieldReferenceCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/LinkSubscriptionTag/name.i.longName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "UserTagSupport" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/TagSupport" />
<dependency target = "/TagFile/TagFileSkeleton" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TagSupport.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TagSupport.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a subclass for 'TagSupport' to specify your own tag]]>
</script>
<role name = "doStartTag" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TagSupport/doStartTag" />
<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TagSupport/doStartTag.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TagSupport/doStartTag.i.overridingSignature> {
return EVAL_BODY_INCLUDE;}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Override '<#:/TagSupport/doStartTag.i.signature>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fieldReferenceCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/LinkSubscriptionTag/name.i.longName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
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<role name = "doEndTag" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">
<dependency target = "/TagSupport/doEndTag" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TagSupport/doEndTag.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TagSupport/doEndTag.i.overridingSignature> {
return EVAL_PAGE;}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Override '<#:/TagSupport/doEndTag.i.signature>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "release" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<dependency target = "/TagSupport/release" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TagSupport/release.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TagSupport/release.i.overridingSignature> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Override '<#:/TagSupport/release.i.signature>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fieldReferenceCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/LinkSubscriptionTag/name.i.longName>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "propertyGetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[get.*]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:/PropertyType.i.longName>
<#:/PropertyType.i.propertyGetterPrefix>
<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst> () {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>': Provide a getter]]>
</script>
<role name = "ReturnProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">
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<dependency target = "/UserTagSupport/propertyField" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[return <#:/UserTagSupport/propertyField.i.shortName>;]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a return clause for the property getter]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "propertySetter" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/LinkSubscriptionTag/name" />
<dependency target = "/UserTagSupport/propertyGetter" />
<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void set<#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst>(
<#:/PropertyType.i.longName> <#:/propertyName.i.value>) {
/*#action*/

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>': Provide a setter]]>
</script>
<role name = "SetProperty" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserTagSupport/propertyField" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[action]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/UserTagSupport/propertyField.i.shortName> =
<#:parent.i.p0.name>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide an assignment clause for the setter]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "propertyField" type = "Java field role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/UserTagSupport/propertyGetter" />
<dependency target = "/PropertyType" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[private <#:/PropertyType.i.longName>
_<#:/propertyName.i.value>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>':
Provide a field for storing the property]]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "getPage" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/String" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:/String.i.longName> <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
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</script>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "PropertyType" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/UserTagSupport" />
<dependency target = "/propertyName" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:/propertyName.i.value.capFirst> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a property type for
simple property '<#:/propertyName.i.value>']]>

</script>
</role>
<role name = "propertyName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[Create simple bean property: specify a name]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "TagFile" type = "Text file role" cardinality = "1">

<constraint name = "name" type = "Name constraint">
<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[app\.tld]]>
</script>

</constraint>
<script name = "fileName" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[app.tld]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Generate the application-specific tag file 'app.tld']]>
</script>
<role name = "TagFileSkeleton" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/app.tld/textReferenceName" />
<dependency target = "/app.tld/textReferenceName2" />
<dependency target = "/app.tld/textReferenceName3" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!DOCTYPE taglib PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD JSP Tag Library 1.1//EN"
"http://java.sun.com/j2ee/dtds/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd">
<taglib>

<tlibversion>1.0</tlibversion>
<jspversion>1.1</jspversion>
<shortname>Application Tag Library</shortname>
<uri>http://jakarta.apache.org/taglibs/struts-example-1.0</uri>
<info>This tag library contains application-specific JSP file tags.</info>
<!--- tags --->
<tag>

<<#:/app.tld/textReferenceName3.i>>checkLogon</<#:/app.tld/textReferenceName3.i>>
<tagclass>org.apache.struts.webapp.example.CheckLogonTag</tagclass>
<bodycontent>empty</bodycontent>
<info>Validate that there is a currently logged on user. </info>
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…
</tag>

</taglib>]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide the skeleton for the tag file]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "tagName" type = "Name role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/TagFile/TagFileSkeleton" />
<dependency target = "/UserTagSupport" />
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Specify the tag name corresponding to
'<#:/UserTagSupport.i.shortName>']]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/UserTagSupport.i.shortName.lowFirst>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "textReferenceName2" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Provide a name corresponding to role '<#:roleName>'.]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "textReferenceName3" type = "Name role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Provide a name corresponding to role '<#:roleName>'.]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultValue" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:roleName>]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "TagSpecification" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TagFile/tagName" />
<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[<!--- tags --->]]>
</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<tag>
<name><#:/TagFile/tagName.i.value></name>
<tagclass><#:/UserTagSupport.i.longName></tagclass>
<bodycontent>empty</bodycontent>
<info>Insert info here.</info>
<!--- Attributes for '<#:/TagFile/tagName.i.value>' --->

</tag>]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Generate a tag specification for
tag '<#:/TagFile/tagName.i.value>' into file 'app.tld']]>

</script>
<role name = "Attribute" type = "Text fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserTagSupport/propertyGetter" />
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<script name = "insertLocationTag" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<!--- Attributes for '<#:/TagFile/tagName.i.value>' --->]]>

</script>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<attribute>
<name><#:/UserTagSupport/propertyGetter.i.propertyName></name>
<required>false</required>
<rtexprvalue>true</rtexprvalue>

</attribute>]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide an attribute for
tag '<#:/TagFile/tagName.i.value>' corresponding to
property '<#:/UserTagSupport/propertyGetter.i.propertyName>' ]]>

</script>
</role>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "CheckLogonTagLinkUserTagBodyTagSupport"

type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency target = "/TagSupport" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TagSupport.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TagSupport.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
…

</role>
</pattern>
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Struts Specialization Pattern: Logging

Input: org.apache.struts.webapp.example

Relevancy: org.apache.struts.webapp.example.EditSubscriptionAction,
org.apache.struts.webapp.example.EditSubscriptionAction.log,
org.apache.commons.logging.Log

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Field type constraint (Yes, No),
Field reference constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (2, 5)

Extraction time: 1072ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "Logging" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "ClassWithLog" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate a class that you want to log]]>
</script>
<role name = "log" type = "Java field role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[private org.apache.commons.logging.Log <:#roleName> =

org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory.getLog(
"org.apache.struts.webapp.example");]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a field that holds a reference to a 'Log' class instance]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "loggedMethod" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/ClassWithLog/log" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate a method that you want to log]]>
</script>
<role name = "logTrace" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[if (<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.isTraceEnabled()) {

// Do something ...
<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.trace("Trace Message");

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Trace: Generate a code fragment to log a trace message]]>
</script>

</role>
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<role name = "logDebug" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[if (<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.isDebugEnabled()) {
// Do something ...
<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.trace("Debug Message");}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Debug: Generate a code fragment to log a debug message]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "logFatal" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[if (<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.isFatalEnabled()) {

// Do something ...
<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.trace("Fatal Message");}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Fatal: Generate a code fragment to log a fatal message]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "logInfo" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[if (<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.isInfoEnabled()) {

// Do something ...
<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.trace("Info Message");}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Info: Generate a code fragment to log an info message]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "logWarn" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[if (<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.isWarnEnabled()) {

// Do something ...
<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.trace("Warn Message");

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Warn: Generate a code fragment to log a warn message]]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "logError" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[if (<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.isErrorEnabled()) {

// Do something ...
<#:/ClassWithLog/log.i.shortName>.trace("Error Message");

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Error: Generate a code fragment to log a error message]]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
</pattern>
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Appendix D

JUnit Specification in JavaFrames

This appendix contains the specialization patterns that were extracted and ad-
justed to annotate the reuse interface of the JUnit framework. The patterns are
listed in the JavaFrames XML export format. Each pattern description is pre-
ceded by a list of source code packages and files that were used as input and a list
of the elements that constituted the relevancy criteria for the automatic pattern
extraction process. Also the option settings that were used, the sizes of the FCA
contexts produced, and the extraction times are listed.

See Appendix C for an explanation of the notation and the pattern elements that
are omitted from the listings.

The patterns listed are:
• DefiningTests
• SettingUpFixture
• SelectingTests
• RunningTests
• DecoratingTests
• RunningRepeatedTests
• RunningTestsInThreads
• TestingExceptions
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: DefiningTests

Input: junit.framework,
junit.samples.money

Relevancy: junit.framework.TestCase,
junit.framework.TestCase.TestCase,
junit.samples.money.Account,
junit.samples.money.Money

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Field type constraint (No, No),
Method call constraint (Yes, No),
Class instantiation constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (56, 9)

Extraction time: 4287ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "DefiningTests" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "TestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Constructor" type = "Java constructor role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public <#:parent.i.shortName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<constraint name = "parameter" type = "Parameter constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "JI" >
<![CDATA[java.lang.String]]>

</script>
</constraint>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "UserTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<dependency target = "/ClassUnderTest" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:/ClassUnderTest.i.shortName>Test
extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a TestCase to test '<#:/ClassUnderTest.i.shortName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Constructor" type = "Java constructor role" cardinality = "1">
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<dependency target = "/TestCase/Constructor" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:parent.i.shortName>( String name) {
super(name);

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "methodCallCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/TestCase/TestCase.i.callTo>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<constraint name = "parameter" type = "Parameter constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "JI" >
<![CDATA[java.lang.String]]>

</script>
</constraint>

</role>
<role name = "test" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/ClassUnderTest/methodUnderTest" />
<dependency target = "/Account" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void test<#:/ClassUnderTest/methodUnderTest.i.
shortName.capFirst>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide a test for
'<#:/ClassUnderTest/methodUnderTest.i.shortName>']]>

</script>
<role name = "ExpectedObjectCreation" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/ClassUnderTest.i.longName> expected =

new <#:/ClassUnderTest.i.longName>();
]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AdditionalObjectCreation"

type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "*">
<dependency target = "/AdditionalTestClass" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/AdditionalTestClass.i.longName>
a<#:/AdditionalTestClass.i.shortName> =
new <#:/AdditionalTestClass.i.longName>();]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
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</role>
<role name = "ExpectedCall" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[expected.<#:/ClassUnderTest/methodUnderTest.i.callTo>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AdditionalCall" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/AdditionalTestClass/methodUnderTest" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[a<#:/AdditionalTestClass.i.shortName>.
<#:/AdditionalTestClass/methodUnderTest.i.callTo>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "FixtureCall" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[fixture.<#:/ClassUnderTest/methodUnderTest.i.callTo>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AssertCall" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[assertEquals(expected, fixture);]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "testIsZerotestBagMultiplytestSimpleNegate"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency target = "/Money" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/Money.i.longName> x = new <#:/Money.i.longName>();]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">
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<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>

</role>
<role name = "ClassUnderTest" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "methodUnderTest " type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/Money.i.longName> x = new <#:/Money.i.longName>();]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "AdditionalTestClass" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/ClassUnderTest" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "methodUnderTest" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: SettingUpFixture

Input: junit.framework,
junit.samples.money

Relevancy: junit.framework.TestCase,
junit.framework.TestCase.setUp,
junit.framework.TestCase.tearDown,
junit.samples.money.MoneyBag

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Method call constraint (No, No),
Field reference constraint (Yes, No),
Class instantiation constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (46, 14)

Extraction time: 2804ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "SettingUpFixture" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "TestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "setUp" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "tearDown" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "UserTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
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<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "setUp" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/MoneyBag" />
<dependency target = "/TestCase/setUp" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase/setUp.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TestCase/setUp.i.overridingSignature> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "fixtureCreation" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/UserTestCase/fix" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/UserTestCase/fix.i.shortName> =
new <#:/Fixture.i.longName>();]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "tearDown" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/TestCase/tearDown" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase/tearDown.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TestCase/tearDown.i.overridingSignature> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "fix" type = "Java field role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/Fixture" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[private <#:/Fixture.i.longName> _<#:roleName>;]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<constraint name = "type" type = "Field type constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Fixture.i]]>
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</script>
</constraint>

</role>
<role name = "testMixedSimpleAddtestIsZerotestSimpleBagAdd"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency target = "/MoneyBag" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/MoneyBag.i.longName> x =

new <#:/MoneyBag.i.longName>();]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "Fixture" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "negateaddMoneyaddMoneyBag"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/MoneyBag.i.longName> x =

new <#:/MoneyBag.i.longName>();]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
</pattern>
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: SelectingTests

Input: junit.framework,
junit.samples

Relevancy: junit.framework.Test,
junit.framework.TestCase,
junit.framework.TestSuite,
junit.samples.AllTests,
junit.samples.AllTests.suite,
junit.samples.VectorTest,
junit.samples.VectorTest.suite,
junit.samples.SimpleTest,
junit.samples.SimpleTest.testAdd,
“public static”

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (No, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (12, 20)

Extraction time: 2744ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "SelectingTests" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "Test" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "TestSuite" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> implements <#:/Test.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "warningtestAt" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:/Test.i.longName> <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
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</script>
<constraint name = "returnType" type = "Return type constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "TestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> implements <#:/Test.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "UserTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName>
implements <#:/Test.i.longName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "test" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "UserTestSuite" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/TestSuite" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
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<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>

</script>
<role name = "suite" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<dependency target = "/VectorTest/suite" />
<constraint name = "returnType" type = "Return type constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "modifiers" type = "Modifier constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[public static]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public static <#:/Test.i.longName> <#:roleName>() {
<#:/TestSuite.i.longName> suite = new <#:/TestSuite.i.longName>();
// Add tests below:
/*#codeInsertionPoint*/
return suite;

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "AddIndividualTest" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "?">

<dependency target = "/UserTestCase/test" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[suite.addTest(new <#:/UserTestCase.i.longName>(
"<#:/UserTestCase/test.i.shortName>"));]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AddSpecificTestWithAdapter"

type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "?">
<dependency target = "/UserTestCase/test" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[suite.addTest(new <#:/UserTestCase.i.longName>(
"<#:/UserTestCase/test.i.shortName>") {

protected void runTest() {
<#:/UserTestCase/test.i.shortName>();

}});]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AddAllTestsFromTestCase"

type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "?">
<dependency target = "/UserTestCase" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
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<![CDATA[suite.addTestSuite(<#:/UserTestCase.i.longName>.class);]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "AddSubTestSuite" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/OtherTestSuite" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[suite.addTest(<#:/OtherTestSuite.i.longName>.suite());]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "main" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<constraint name = "modifiers" type = "Modifier constraint">
<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >

<![CDATA[public static]]>
</script>

</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public static void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "OtherTestSuite" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/UserTestSuite" />
<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName>
implements <#:/Test.i.longName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "suite" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<constraint name = "returnType" type = "Return type constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>
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</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "modifiers" type = "Modifier constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[public static]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public static <#:/Test.i.longName> <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: RunningTests

Input: junit.runner,
junit.textui,
junit.samples

Relevancy: junit.runner.BaseTestRunner,
junit.textui.TestRunner,
junit.textui.TestRunner.run(Class),
junit.samples.AllTests,
junit.samples.AllTests.main,
junit.samples.SimpleTest

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (No, No),
Method call constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (7, 9)

Extraction time: 2734ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "RunningTests" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "BaseTestRunner" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "TestRunner" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/BaseTestRunner" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/BaseTestRunner.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName>
extends <#:/BaseTestRunner.i.longName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "run" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
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<role name = "main" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "AllTests" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide the main class whose main method will execute the tests]]>
</script>
<role name = "main" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestRunner/run" />
<constraint name = "modifiers" type = "Modifier constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "-" >
<![CDATA[public static]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "returnType" type = "Return type constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "JI" >
<![CDATA[void]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "parameter" type = "Parameter constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "JI" >
<![CDATA[java.lang.String[]]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public static void <#:roleName>(String[] args) {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "RunCall" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestRunner" />
<dependency target = "/UserTest" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TestRunner.i.longName>.run(
<#:/UserTest.i.longName>.class);]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "UserTest" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
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</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</pattern>
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: DecoratingTests

Input: junit.framework,
junit.extensions,
junit.samples.money

Relevancy: junit.framework.Test,
junit.framework.TestCase,
junit.extensions.TestDecorator,
junit.extensions.TestDecorator.run(TestResult),
junit.extensions.TestDecorator.TestDecorator(Test)

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (No, No),
Return type constraint (No, No),
Field type constraint (No, No),
Method call constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (24, 13)

Extraction time: 4607ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "DecoratingTests" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "Test" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "run" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "TestDecorator" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> implements <#:/Test.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
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<role name = "run" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "Constructor" type = "Java constructor role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public <#:parent.i.shortName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "UserTestDecorator" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/TestDecorator" />
<dependency target = "/Test" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestDecorator.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName>
implements <#:/Test.i.longName> extends <#:/TestDecorator.i.longName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Constructor" type = "Java constructor role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestDecorator/TestDecorator" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:parent.i.shortName>(<#:/Test.i.longName> t) {
super(t);

}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "methodCallCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/TestDecorator/TestDecorator.i.callTo>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
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</role>
<role name = "run" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestDecorator/run" />
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestDecorator/run.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TestDecorator/run.i.overridingSignature> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Body" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[// Do your decoration here:

// Then call super:
super.run(result);]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "run2" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestDecorator/run" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[<#:/TestDecorator/run.i.overridingSignature> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<constraint name = "overriding" type = "Overriding constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestDecorator/run.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "TestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> implements <#:/Test.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "run" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestDecorator/run" />
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<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "methodCallCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/TestDecorator/run.i.callTo>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "run2" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "UserTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">

<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<dependency target = "/Test" />
<dependency target = "/UserTestDecorator" />
<dependency target = "/TestCaseToDecorate/test" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName>
implements <#:/Test.i.longName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "test" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "?">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void

test<#:/TestCaseToDecorate/test.i.shortName.capFirst>
With<#:/UserTestDecorator.i.shortName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
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<role name = "Body" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[// Give the test to decorate as an argument
// to your TestDecorator:
Test test = new <#:/UserTestDecorator.i.longName>(

new <#:/TestCaseToDecorate.i.longName>(
"<#:/TestCaseToDecorate/test.i.shortName>"));

TestResult result = new TestResult();
test.run(result);]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "UserTestSuite" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/Test" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> implements <#:/Test.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "run" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "run2" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/TestDecorator/run" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "methodCallCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/TestDecorator/run.i.callTo>;]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/Test.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>

</role>
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<role name = "TestCaseToDecorate" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<role name = "test" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: RunningRepeatedTests

Input: junit.framework,
junit.extensions,
junit.samples.money,
junit.tests

Relevancy: junit.framework.TestCase,
junit.extensions.RepeatedTest,
junit.samples.money.AccountTest,
junit.samples.money.AccountTest.testAdd

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (63, 8)

Extraction time: 7070ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "RunningRepeatedTests" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "RepeatedTest" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "TestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "UserTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "test" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/RepeatedTest" />
<dependency target = "/TestToRun/test" />
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<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName><#:/TestToRun/

test.i.shortName.capFirst>Multi() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Body" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/RepeatedTest" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[// Give the test to repeat and the number of repeats:
junit.framework.Test test = new <#:/RepeatedTest.i.longName>(

new <#:/TestToRun.i.longName>(
"<#:/TestToRun/test.i.shortName>"), 3);

junit.framework.TestResult result = new junit.framework.TestResult();
test.run(result);
assertEquals(3, result.runCount());]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "testSetupErrorInTestSetup" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/TestCase.i.longName> x =

new <#:/TestCase.i.longName>();]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
<role name = "TestToRun" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "+">

<dependency target = "/TestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "test" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
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<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: RunningTestsInThreads

Input: junit.framework,
junit.extensions,
junit.samples.money,
junit.tests

Relevancy: junit.framework.TestCase,
junit.extensions.ActiveTestSuite,
junit.samples.money.AccountTest,
junit.samples.money.AccountTest.testAdd

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (Yes, No),
Return type constraint (No, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (56, 9)

Extraction time: 6569ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "RunningTestsInThreads" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "ActiveTestSuite" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "TestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "UserTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency name = "TestCase" target = "/TestCase" />
<dependency name = "ThreadedTestCase" target = "/ThreadedTestCase" />
<dependency name = "ActiveTestSuite" target = "/ActiveTestSuite" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
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<role name = "activeTestSuiteDriver" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">
<dependency name = "TestCase" target = "/TestCase" />
<dependency name = "ActiveTestSuite" target = "/ActiveTestSuite" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {
<#:/ActiveTestSuite.i.longName> suite =

new <#:/ActiveTestSuite.i.longName>();
/* #codeInsertionPoint */
junit.framework.TestResult result = new junit.framework.TestResult();
suite.run(result);}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "AddThreadedTest" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<dependency name = "threadedTestScript"
target = "/ThreadedTestCase/threadedTestScript" />

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[suite.addTest(new <#:/ThreadedTestCase.i.longName>(

"<#:/ThreadedTestCase/threadedTestScript.i.shortName>"));]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode2" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/ActiveTestSuite.i.longName> x =

new <#:/ActiveTestSuite.i.longName>();]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "testTearDownFailstestSetupFails"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency name = "TestCase" target = "/TestCase" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/TestCase.i.longName> x =

new <#:/TestCase.i.longName>();]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</role>
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<role name = "ThreadedTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">
<dependency name = "TestCase" target = "/TestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "threadedTestScript" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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JUnit Specialization Pattern: TestingExceptions

Input: junit.framework,
junit.extensions,
junit.samples.money,
junit.tests

Relevancy: junit.framework.TestCase,
junit.extensions.ExceptionTestCase,
junit.extensions.ExceptionTestCase.ExceptionTestCase,
junit.samples.money.AccountExceptionTestCase,
junit.samples.money.AccountExceptionTestCase.test

Options: CommonPostfixStrategy,
Class instantiation constraint (Yes, No),
Method call constraint (Yes, No)

Lattice sizes: (O, A) = (61, 15)

Extraction time: 8462ms

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<pattern name = "TestingExceptions" version = "2.0" >

<role name = "Exception" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
<role name = "ExceptionTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency name = "TestCase" target = "/TestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "ExceptionTestCase" type = "Java constructor role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public <#:parent.i.shortName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
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<role name = "UserExceptionTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "*">
<dependency name = "TestCase" target = "/TestCase" />
<dependency name = "ExceptionTestCase" target = "/ExceptionTestCase" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/ExceptionTestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName>
extends <#:/ExceptionTestCase.i.longName>
extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Constructor" type = "Java constructor role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency target = "/ExceptionTestCase/ExceptionTestCase" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public <#:parent.i.shortName>(
String scriptName, Class exceptionClass) {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Body" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[super(scriptName, exceptionClass);]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "testException" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "TestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Locate '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
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</role>
<role name = "UserTestCase" type = "Java class role" cardinality = "1">

<dependency name = "TestCase" target = "/TestCase" />
<dependency target = "/Exception" />
<dependency target = "/UserExceptionTestCase/testException" />
<constraint name = "inheritance" type = "Inheritance constraint" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "value" interpreter = "SXI" >
<![CDATA[/TestCase.i]]>

</script>
</constraint>
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public class <#:roleName> extends <#:/TestCase.i.longName> {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "testExceptionDriverScript" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "Body" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/ExceptionTestCase.i.longName> test =

new <#:/UserExceptionTestCase.i.longName>(
"<#:/UserExceptionTestCase/testException.i.shortName>",
<#:/Exception.i.longName>.class);

junit.framework.TestResult result = test.run();
assertEquals(1, result.runCount());
assertTrue(result.wasSuccessful());]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "testExceptionSubclasstestFailuretestExceptionTest"

type = "Java method role" cardinality = "+">
<dependency name = "ExceptionTestCase" target = "/ExceptionTestCase" />
<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/TestCase.i.longName> x =

new <#:/TestCase.i.longName>();]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>
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</role>
<role name = "classInstantiationCode2" type = "Code fragment" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[<#:/ExceptionTestCase.i.longName> x =

new <#:/ExceptionTestCase.i.longName>();]]>
</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>
<role name = "test" type = "Java method role" cardinality = "1">

<script name = "defaultTemplate" interpreter = "STI" >
<![CDATA[public void <#:roleName>() {}]]>

</script>
<script name = "taskTitle" interpreter = "STI" >

<![CDATA[Provide '<#:roleName>']]>
</script>

</role>
</role>

</pattern>
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